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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS\daim

;; C As amended by resolution passed April 14th 
and May i2thy i8q2.

A.;.
name and objects.

1. The main object? of the Hamilton Association shall be the 
cult.vat.on of Science, Literature and Art, the. formation of a 
Museumt L.brary.-and Art Gallery, and the illustration of the *>hy- 
sical Characteristics, Natural History and Antiquities of the

MEMBERS. , . f

, Members sha" be of three classes, Ordinary, Corresponding, 
and Honorary. Both ladies and gentlemen shall be eligible for 
membership. 6

eath, ""

■ A. ;

. A. : country. .4

A,

der;

3‘ ,°iridlnary members a™ those who pay atyannual contribution

memWbere°h!pSfo,hreayment °' tWe"ty ^ ^ entMc t0
4. Corresponding members are those who reside at a distance

H I e C,tr:d COn,ribUte t0 the °bjects of the Association. They 
a 1 have all the pnvileges of ordinary members, with the exception m

I Th atte0<1 lhtmee,ingS of the Assbciatipn, and shall be
I hoM office" h COpieSOfthe Journal and Proceedings, but shall

I 6. Proposals for the admission of members'may be made at any
I gU ar ™eetlngl and decided by vote ft the next regular meeting.

' OFFICE-BEARERS.

I °*C'rs sh,u be a President, two Vice-Presidents, a

w o, together with the Past Presidents resident in the city, thé

t.P.

F. 1

ith ;

ich-

ton

nes

:n; not

P-;

ill; :

E,

.•HP
■;

f; I

T»sl. a. „.s. , al ,.»-!«
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8 JOURNAL AND PROCEEDINGS.

form;rCounci,WOrking ,eCti°nS and ®e”b-.

£ rzt'it::;1 Th„  ̂r ~ w

shall th.
se
wl
joi

theMODE OF ELECTION.
9. The Office-bearers and the Committee shall be elected in the ' 

folowing manner after vimvoct nomination: Each member shall V 
™‘ he! "ame of the Pekon he selects for the office, and put the 
paper, wuhout signature, in the ballot box. The Secretaries, or two 
Scrutineers, spec,ally appointed, shall report the number of votes for .
elec!d°Tne’ ant PCrSOn haVi"8 the majori'y of TO‘es shall be 
elected. .In case there are more than two nominees for one office,
and no one has a majorify of the total number of votes th
frert!!îoetStakënSt nUmber °f V°‘eS Sha" be offthe ««

on

r Lit
son

e one 
and a one

afteen.
MEETINGS, 

meetio.^The Association shall titleevery month, from November to May inclusive, ai eight otdock 

unless otherwise ordered by the Council-five members m "
a quorum.

ann

constitute"
President^ inhis ““‘T maX * heM “ time’ °" thlU< the

, > majomy Of votes cast shall determine every question.
3- The President, or chairman of the meeting, shall 

casting vote in addition to the ordinary vote.

1 tion 
and^ 
.then 
the ) 
sioni

havê a

SECTIONS. ,
’4' ^ a"0W those membets o' the Association, who devote 

attention to particular branches of science, fuller opportunities of 
meeting and working together with fewer formal restrictions than are
keTbLhed 6eneraI meetingS °f the Assoclatiuu, Sections may 
be established in connection with any of -the branches of learnin» '

^WthescopeoftheAssoci^n. SSSSS
sec on a Chairman to preside at the meeting, and a Secretary who 
shall prepare for the last meeting in May in each year, , report of

presi
.

a Ch

là

x corre 
by hi 
as th

m
v m

.
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THE HAMILTON ASSOCIATION. 5 9' "i
shall the proceedings of the section during the year. Meetings of the 

sections may be called at any time by the Chairman. No person 
who is not a member of the Association shall have the privilege of 
joining any of the sections.

/

ill be
shall
cou

nted: ALTERATIONS.

' 15- No alteration or addition to the Constitution or By-laws of
the Association shall be made unless carried by a two-thirds vote at 
two successive regular meetings.

i6. No alteration in the Constitution 
on the written motion of three members.

i the . 1 can be considered, except

17. Should the Association at any time become inactive, the 
Library and Museum shall be preserved entire afltf deposited with 
some scientific or educational institution in the city.

Vshall
t the
two

s for 
II be

PAYMENTS.'
18. The membership fêle of two dollars shall be payable within 

one month after the election of each member, and annually there
after.

fice,

id a V-ii

19. No ordinary member, in arrears for one year, shall" be en
titled to vote, or be éligible for office, and < after two years, his

I annual fees remain unpaid, he shall, ipso facto, cease to be-a member..

OFFICE-BEARERS.

PRESIDENT.

20. 1 he President, when in the chair, shall inform the Associa- 
T tl0n Q',He Proceed>ngs of the Council since the last report, receive

an^ read motions and cause the sense of the meeting to be taken on 
.t em, preserve order, and direct the proceedings of the meeting,in 
the regular course. An appeal may be made from any of his deci
sions to the meeting.

ar. A Vice-President, in the absence of the President, shall
preside, perform his duties and have his privileges.

22. In the absence of the President and both Vice-Presidents, ' ' 
a Chairman for tl)e meeting shall be chosen by those present.

SECRETARIES.
«3- The Corresponding Secretary shall conduct all the general 

> «’"“Pondence, preserve lettefii received and copies of letters written I 

by hrm announce the receipt of aU letter, and papers, and read suph 4 
as the Council or Association may require.

' of
m.,
ute'

the
srs,

i a

)te
of

ire
ay, .
ng
to
to
of

m

'
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IO JOURNAL ANti PROCEEDINGS.

ceedings luh^meetims ofth'T Sha" take minutes of the pro- 

when read at Ihe nextfmeetine S^latlon and the Council, which,

” minute He shall issuTnodcttïhe^ en'ered ™

^r:;\arrn’inthef—
tileicelection.

k

ol

meetings o£ 
ca^e, two days, in the 

e meeting, and shall notify members of P>
P'«ssitiaarr - *—» m

of the s

tw
treasurer. a

three,tTnhI“ShHehr,Chr °' “ad“ the

• pay accounts «of b t' C^TT «**’ *
income and expenditure k ’ make correct entri« of •
Annual Meeting SUbm,t a stateme"t thereof to the

otl
of

AUDITORS.

second TI,urvjè)'té'JAr,N/'l,!'! appolaled a( ,he reeling, on ihe 

. Imbrarian and curator.

the donors. ' SpeC'menS ‘he -Museum, naming

applied for it, he may retain it 

access

ofi
As

at
prt

mil

h ove

PafB other member has 
fortnight.

ing
for another

3°. Members shall have 
of reference, at such times 

31. Special donations 
accepted on special conditions.

Libto the Library to consult books 
may be specified by #he Council, 

to the Library or Museum

v ■ as’

may be

«-* iSs Ær » i* » -visitors. . y UnCl1, and “"y member may introduce mee

B
m.

■M.

■ litf, , I■m
■

»i

g

m
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34. No case shall be opened without the sanction and presence 

of the Curator.

THE HAMILTON ASSOCIATION.k
b pro- 
vhich, 
red in 
tigs o£ 
n the 
rs of

COUNCIL.

35. The Council shall have the management of the funds and 
property of the Association. The shill keep minutes of their 
proceedings, and report regularly to the Association ; at the annual 
meeting they shall present a report of the year’s work.

36. The Chairman, in his own right, or at the request of any 
two members, may call a meeting, aad four members shall 
a quorum.

37- The Council shall arrange the order in which papers, or 
• other subjects for consideration, may be brought before the meetings 

of the Association. ,
papers.

38. Any paper read before the Association and deemed worthy 
of preservation or publication shall become the property of the 
Association.

i
dings

constitute

the
feesj 
ss of
the

the
ORDER OF BUSINESS.

At the ordinary meetings the President shall take the chair 
at the appointed hour, or as soon thereafter as five members are 
present, and the following order of business shall be observed

1. Reading, amending if necessary, and confirming the 
minutes of last meeting.

а. Transaction of business arising out of the minutes, or lying 
from the last meeting.
3. Announcement by the Corresponding Secretary of letters, 

papers, or other documents received since last 
ing of such of them as may be desired.

r 4- Report by the Curator and Librarian of donations 
Library or Museum.

5* Giving notice of motions and general business.
б. Balloting for admission of new members,
7* Proposals of members.

Introduction of visitors (by any member).
9- Reading and remarks on essays and papers. '

10. Announcing, as far as practicable, the business of 
meeting. v

and

the -
He
ice,
mg over

lot
meeting—arid read-no

1er
to the

ka

be
8.

by

nextie
ie

/>. .„,,4
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AB STB ACT OF MINUTES w;
as

OP THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE w

HAMILTON ASSOCIATION wl
m

^ thduring

the session 1891-99.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 
SPECIAL MEETING.

customr'fonow!dCih„at:,e,;ny:^nga theHCbair- ann0unced ‘hat the 

elected officers did not enter upon thek Zlttntil^ ”eWly' 
not sanctioned by the constitnt,™ V. * November, was

uf.rd, „£ ” “ ““ ”™d -1 l--.h Thursdays

W '
“ Microbes.—their Life and Work" He rlr !^ meeting °n 
advances made in mirm.™ ■ i eierred to the wonderful
and then proceededS ^ 'he ,as‘ **> I-rs,

1 introduced us. They are exceed f n,,n"te bein8s to which it had 
the unit of measurement an f 'ng y sma]1 (hence the term microbe), 
times in an inch ”m h^ ' king COntam=d =5,===

globular. They feed on any fonTôf dead'^nimal “"*£ °‘herS 
matter, and'greatly assist the rim™ tj or vegetable
times establishing themselves in the°r ecomposit,on i but some-

Ply With amazing rapidity.
Professor Wright then described^ best mode, of propagating

1891.
be
bei

on
of 1

of i

Ball
“H
rime
Itnit
this
tliescause 

conditions they.multi from 
ity.lt 
or at

S

.■ mm
m



THE HAMILTON ASSOCIATION^

saasrssntïssiïrs:associated with cholera, tuberculosis, fevers and other diseases,
w • J; D" JMaCdonald'in movin8 a vote of thanks to Professor 
Wnght referred to the many subjects of dispute between the schools 
which had been settled by the revelations of the microscope 
motion was seconded by Thos. MCllwraith, and carried. - '

The chairman having announced the subject of the 
,..v the meeting adjourned.

* -3

-

The)N
next paper,

• THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8th, 1891.'

MEETING.

. The C;0uncil «commended that .applications for membership

sjs asazr — - 
ySsssSKsasÿwsOf specimens from the Museum. X
of,hTp°S‘ “CllWraith' ddegate ofthe Association to the meeting 
of the Royal Society of Canada, in Montreal, last May, then gave an 
account of that meeting. °

After the usual announcements the meeting adjourned.

SPECIAL
B. E. Charlton in the chair.

the
iwly.

,was
the

pre-
eet-
tion
lays

rho
THURSDAY,,' OCTOBER 22nd,

SPECIAL MEETING.
A. T. Neill, First Vice-President, in the chair.

„ „ „ As ‘h,cre was no other business before the meeting, VV H
' How We M " Pr°“ed,ed a‘ °nCC WUh the -ding of hi, pap^
tame sice- MrTn a a \ ^ M°K the Assodati°n some 

”ce’ Mr- Ballard dealt somewhat fully with the origin of
Z w«raShUrenTt °f ““e’ Ie"gth a"d wei«ht- Hi, Purpose in 
the. ,h ‘ Sh™ that Dur dther measurements are all reducible to
f!om ,h»rf i VT °f SUrfaCC and T0lume are derived directly

on 1891. Jm
rful
trs, f’M
iad

oo z
irs

ourlie
ie-
se
ti-

»g consideration of time and length;es a

1■ >v V :

W0
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l4 JOURNAL AND PROCEEDINGS.

the mea,u,ement 0f work, weight and length; while the 
ment of momentunUmplies all three.
ence to the units of time and momentum ; energy may be exnW-H

'ÆSSzæiSSiïS?-*.

I,
measure- 

Force is measured by a refer- ' bi
sc
Pi4 b;
m
th
P>

. ' 'lei
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10th, 1891.

thREGULAR MEETING.
B. E. Charlton in the chair.

„n .™C m,nules of the reSular meeting in May and of the three 
specal meetmgs in September and October were read and confirmed ' 

The Corresponding Secretary announced the receipt of twenty

regular meeting.3nd Governme« reP^ since the last

* "Hr-rSix applications for membership were received
p “essrs„Tumbu11 and Witton then escorted the newly-elected
“charLnTa^’10 ‘hC ‘° Which he' was welcomed 
oy Mr. Charlton in a few appropriate words. Mr. Alexander’s
naugural address dealt chiefly with the study of Biology.

ter the address, the Musepm was thrown open for inspection ■

provided a short musical programme
The meeting was closed by the singing „f the National Anthem.

th
qu

me

Me
ord

theia
an
La
St.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
SPECIAL MEETING.

s. Briggs, Second Vice-President, in the chair.
No business was transacted. -,

System HeBUTi^read * P-^f entit‘ed “ A Criticism of <>« School 
System. He called attention especially to the rigidity of the

- t7onsXdton2°tf thhinditUa' PUpil’1 DatUre' *"d th= res-rt
placed upon the teacher. Fewer subject., he thought, should

trad26th, 1891.
vari'
cadi
cam
l82;
1821
man
Rivt

.
m state
S*

yX . - ’ . ■ V '■?->
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THE HAMILTON ASSOCIATION.

be studied at a time, and .there should be no attempt in 0Ur public 
school grades to exhaust all the difficulties of one subject 
passing to another. The pupil's promotion should be determined 
by the teacher s opinion of his fitness for higher work, and no attempt 
made by persons otherwise unacquainted with the pupils to grade 

| them according to their ability to answer a few questions, as at
, ,,P„ 'S ; ([Th' PaPet has since appeared in the form of a series of 

. ' ‘letters to the Toronto Globe.]
the n^idrble riSÇUSSi0n f°“0Wed- for the w* P« concerning 
the qualifications of teachers and the methods of examination.
the Chfap?an ann°unced the formation of two sections, one for
questions ffi Philosophy^ Che,”iStry’ °thCr ^ d~ « | /, 

The meeting then adjourned.

t 15/easure- 
a refer- 
Sressed 
various, 
e like, 
ents.

before

m

three 
rmed. 
renty- 
e last

I WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9th, 1891.
I REGULAR MEETING. \

The President, Mr. Alexander, in the chair

ordinary members of the Associati
Two applications for membership were received.
A P.aPer ®ntitled “ Canada : Its, Canals and Waterways," 

then read by H. B. Witton. The first part of the paper contained
U San=rTd8,l!,TtlVe,0Vhe diSCOveries of Cartier- Champlain,
U Salle, and the Jesuit fathers in the watercourses tributary to the

• Lawrence. Next followed a brief account of thd methods of I
trade ,n Canada in the early days ; then of the constrUction of our 
various cana s. The first of the series was constructed at the Cas- 
cades in the years 1779-83 ; the survey for the Sault Ste. Marie 

n ’ wasmad= •“ '797 1 the Lachine rapids were overcome in 
tl2SJ a.nd 'hhe firat W*lland canal was opened by private owners in 
man9' lhes? works have smce been improved, some of them
River rT’ 8 “ ™ h,Ve b“n added the 'Chambly, Ottawa
River, Rideau, and Trent Valley canals. The paper closed with a
statement of the character and annual amount of the trade on the

1 and
;1.

scted
imed
tier's ng. Wm. 

were elected mon.ion ;
and
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THURSDAY, .JANUARY 14th,
REGULAR MEETING.

The President, Mr. Alexander, in the chair.
The minutes of theimeetin 

confirmed.
Growers’ A “re" * aCC°Unt °f ^ °f *he ^uit

were elected

1892.

of December gth were read and

Thos. H. Smith and R. A. Thompson, B. A., 
ordinary members of the Association.

T hree applications for membership were received. 
eigh/eKhM SPOnd'ng SeCretary reported tbe receipt of twenty- 

The Curator reported, ., . , number of donations to the Museum,
' “\°n. m°,t,0n °f W* A Robinson, seconded by Richard

Bull, the thanks of the Association were returned to the donors.
A resolution concurring in the recommendations of the late 

Pnson Reform Conference in Toronto was moved by Mr. Briggs 
seconded by Mr. Bull, and carried. * Eg ’

On the recommendation of the Council, L. Woolverton. M.' A, 
of Grimsby was elected a corresponding member of the Association.

S. 11 Sinclair, M. A., then read his paper on “Memory.” Ih 
he first part he analyzed the process of remembering, and explained 

the various theories held in regard to the mechanism of retention • 
in tbe second part he dealt with the practical question, how best to’ 
remember, discussing the value of mnemonics, the necessityof atten- 
■on, the question of long and short hours of study, and the best 

methods of presenting subjects to young pupils.'

■
b
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several canals, and of the percentages of freight carried in different
«rxLris* numb-f,

2\ZTd ‘ d Ccnve[tb e thanks °nf''t,,hee
Railways and Canals for the loan of the 
the paper. lantern slides illustrating

Mr. Alexanderapproaching meeting of the I'TuitAstL^ion of Omado!''' 

1 he meeting then adjourned. »
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Hamilton association.

fi- Sor"e discussion folIowed the reading of the paper, and after 
the usual announcements the meeting adjourned.

THE
17fièrent 

ber,,pf

ry wis 
ster of 
rating

Thursday, jayvary1 28th, 1802.
SPECIAL MEETING.

The President, Mr. Alexander, in the chair. 
The

-M
it the

Corresponding Secretary reported the receipt of thirty ex-rio.
changes.

3One application for membership was received.
J. Alston Moffat then read a paper entitled " Man Scientifically 

Cons'dered seeking to show what is, what can be, and what cannot 
be learned by the scientific method concerning the origin of man 
and what support the scientific principle gives to the assumption of 
an intelligent Creator manifesting himseif in nature.

After some discussion Sf the points raised 
meeting adjourned.

and
m thé paper, the

Fruit ITHURSDAY, FEBRUARY

REGULAR MEETING.
The President, Mr. Alexander, in the chair.
The minutes of the 

read and confirmed.

». r 4““"
was announced and concurred in.
of ttJmÀ TrerLBA- then read a paper entitled “ The Chemistry 

the Reaching Processes," illustrating it by several experiments. 
After the usual announcements the meeting adjourned.

11th, 1802.icted

meetings of January 14th and 28thmty- were
;VS

ium,
iiard

late
Mountain Drive,ggs,

A,
ion.
In

ned
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25th, 1802:. 

SPECIAL MEETING.
The President, Mr. Alexander, in the chair.
The Curator reported several additions to the Muke 
The President then read à paper

Dn ;
t to
en-
iest

urn.
on meteors, contributed by %

■'

mm



THURSDAYMARCH 10th, 1802.

REGULA* MEETING.
The President, Mr. Alexander, in the chair.
The minutes of thfe meetings of February nth and 2=th 

read and confirmed. were

The Secretary gave notice that at the meeting on the second 
Thursday of April he would move that certain changes be made in 
the Constitution. A copy of the motion was ordered to be placed 
in the Museum.

and c
1

excha
1Mr. Bull moved, seconded by Mr. Walker, that the Secretary 

beUnstructed to communicate with the families of the late T. C. 
féwburn and Charles Robertson, expressing the sympathy of the 

Association with them in their loss.
The receipt of twenty-six exchanges was announced.

„ • T. Wootverton, M. A, of Grimsby, then read a paper entitled 
hunki Affecting Fruits.” After the reading of the paper, 

her of duestions relating to diseases of fruits were asked.

Mrs.
presse

I
the S< 
Counc 
tion y, 
carrieca num-

, Reference
was made to the unsatisfactory character of the present law for the 
inspection of diseased fruit trees. It was moved by B. E, Charlton 
seconded by Thos. Littlehales, and carried, That in view of the great 
loss to fruit .growers from the prevalence of the “ Black Knot ” in 
plums and chprries, add the ‘\y 
of the Province of Ontario be rë

T
T

room f 
for the 
Mondaellows ” in/peaches,' the Legislature

questewto make the statute in re
lation to these diseases more stringent, so that the two most formida
ble enemies of the fruit growers of Ontario may be speedily stamped

Î he meeting then adjourned.

W
the Pei 
cutions 

. the me 
pecially 
due ch

w*
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' rnimWnm

H. B. Small, of Ottawa, and entitled Messengers from the Skies ” 
An interesting discussion followed. On motion the thanks of the 
Association were tendered to Mr. Small.

_.Mr. Beckett then outlined his plan for a drive along the face 
of the mountain. The following resolution; n-oved by F W Fear- 

man, seconded by A. E. Walker, was tarried :
“ That this Association, after hearing Mr. Beckett’s description 

Of the proposed Mountain Drive, do 
recommend its'adoption by the city.”

The meeting then adjourned.

thre«

tognapprove of the scheme, and

ages
mon!
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*9Skies.” 
of the THURSDAY, MARCH 24th,

SPECIAL MEETING.

The President, Mr. Alexander, in the chair

The President referred to the proposed establishment of 
tograpluc Section of the Associati

C; R' McCullough then read a paper setting forth the advant 
ages of a reformed spelling, and ihswering the objections most com 
monly urged against it. An interesting discussion followed.

After the usual announcements the meeting adjourned.

1892.

ie face 
Fear-

>
ription 
e, and

a Pho mon.

THURSDAY, APRIL 14th,
REGULAR MEETING.

The President, Mr. Alexander, in the chair
and confirmed.*68 meeti"8S °f ^ ,0thimd 2“th

The Corresponding Secretary announced the receipt of nine 
exchanges and a number of Government reports.
Mrs ctanZT Tted !°me donalions 10 the Museum made by 
“eased thanks of th= Association were ex

1892.
were

icond 
de in

were read

m

etary
r. c.
f the In accordance with notice given at the meeting of March roth 

the Secretary then moved that certain changes, suggested by thé 
C unci, be made in ^.Constitution of the Association. ThI mo- 

supported by Messrs. Walker, Forbes and
titled 
lum- 
ence 
r the 
lton, 
jreat

tion was 
carried. Caviller, and à

ïixT.r.r • rr—- - - »■ »-S2
ons attending the Jews in vakous parts of Europe he described 

due chiefly to regions feeling, was shown, the writer held, by the

” in
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a re- 
lida- 
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restrictions placed upon non-conforming Christians, 
discussion concerning the extent’ and 
menj followed, and sympathy 
persecution.

The President directed attention
Mr/kdam Bro™) which were on view, and said that

by Mr WmeH coIlection- together with some plants collected 
, by Mr. Wm. Hussey in the south of England, would be 
the nçxt meeting.

The meeting then adjourned.

Considerable 
move-

was expressed with the subjects of

H.
cause of the present Èd-

Rot
Swe

to the ferns from Jamaica
Wit

Hui

ready for re»,

spec
men
tion,
ques
swer

THURSDAY, APRIL 28th, 1802.

SPECIAL MEETING.
The President, Mf. Alexander, in the chair.
Five applications for membership were received.

F RTserPreftm,the,n rCad 3 PSge by T- J- W- B“rgess, M. B„ 
. y S- C > Montreal, entitled “ Notes on the Genus Rhus,” and 

dealing especially with the poisonous varieties to be found in Canada
the 1Î' MUrSl°f thC disCUSsion which Allowed the reading of 
the paper, Mr. Fearman said that in Muskoka Wild Balsam 
(totals Vava) was used as a remedy for ivy poisoning

meeting PrCS,dent- announced tha* the next would be the

The meeting then adjourned.

-

-t*

$

annual

THURSDAY, MAY 12th, 1802. 
regular Meeting.

The President, Mr. Alexander in the chair.
The minutes of the meetings of April r4th and 28th 

and confirmed.
The Corresponding Secretary announced the receipt of twelve- 

exchanges and a number of Government reports.
The following, from whom applications had been received in

Adl'm T™ l °rd'nary members °f ‘he Association : Alex! E. 
Adamjas. R. Adam, Ernest Alexander, Alf. H. Baker, J. W. Bow
man, J. G. Y. Burkholder, Chas. E. Cameron. Alf. C. Cysp, Geo

1
i
(

1
were read 1

(
i

I
W. A.

A
journe'

Eft.

.. ,
,
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liderable 
t move- 
ijects of Robertson, Lucien G. Ross, Richard Southam, Robert Stark,’ David 

Sweet, Harry Sweet, J. D. Turnbull, W. R. Turnbull, W. J. Turner 
Wm White, Julius M. Williams, Jas. Gill, B. A., J. C. Hore, R. a! 
Hutchison, Rev. J. H. Long, M. A., and S. A. Moore.

An application for membership was received from A. D Gar
rett, and on a motion ofThos. Morris, Jr., he was at once elected.

Vm. Mole, M. R. C. V. S., ^hen read a paper, illustrated by 
specimens, photographs and diagrams, on the “ Origin and Develop- 
ment of the Horse,” tracing the stages of its rock-recorded 
tion, and comparing its limbs with those of man. 
questions bearing 
swered by'Dr. Mole.

The annual meeting was then hefd. Reports

Jamaica 
lid that 
ollected 
iady for

evolu- 
A number of 

were an-
;the subject, asked by those present,

were read as follows :

Report of the Council, by the Secretary.
Geological Section, by A. T. Neill.

“ “ Biological “
“ “ Philological “

“ Physical
“ “ Philosophical “
“ “ Photographic “
“ “ Treasurer,

Officers for the ensuing year were elected as follows 

President, - 
First Vice-President,
Second Vice-President,
Corresponding Secretary,
Recording Secretary, - 
Treasurer,
Curator, .
Ass’t Secretary and Curator,

Elected Members of Council-T. W. Reynolds, M. D„ 
W. A. Robinson, P. L. Scriven, Wm. Turnbull and Wm. White.

vote of thanks to the retiring Secretary the meeting ad-

M. B„ 
i,” and 
anada. 
iing of 
lalsam

“ Henry Moore.
“ A. W. Stratton, B. A. 
“ Geo. Black.

S. A. Morgan, B. A. 
“ Wm. White.
“ Richard Bull.

tnnual

A. Alexander, F. S. Sc.
- A. T. Neill.

S. Briggs.
- Thomas Morris, Jr.

C. R. McCullough.
- Richard Bull.

Alex. Caviller.
- Geo. M. Leslie.

: read

welve

'd in 
xl E. 
Bow- 
Geo.

After a
■journed.
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PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS,

At the Inaugural Muling h,ld November ioth, i8çr.

A. ALEXANDER.

£,0l°%.t Th‘Us‘"f ,he Word—Horn it Came to be Used-IB 
Scope, and a Few of the Advantages of Biological Study,

Laçies and Gentlemen :

szïzsz'r**-? ‘—ï'ïsrœ
the work to which we have set ourselves. “ ^ meaSUre- 
... Inlo°kmK about for a text around which I might cluster a few

^especially, who are interested in the love and study of nature Th !
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Of course, as a matter of fact, all the members of our Associa
tion know exactly what is covered Dy the title “ Biological Section ■ ” 
they know the derivation of the word, and the position Biological 
studies occupy among the other physical sciences. Therefore in 
what follows I. am not lnfer™g that it is necessary to throw more
light on these, but rather, that we may look historically at the 
various steps leading to the use of the word Biology, and how it 
actually grew out of the term Natural History which 
wished substituted for Biological.
' . What is Biol°gy ‘hen ? The word itself came into use about 

- mnety ye¥s a8°- Th,at is, it was first mentioned about ninety years 
ago, and may be said- tb be,thp expression of the growth of science 
during the last two centimes and a half.

At the dawn of learning, after what we call the dark ages all 
knowledge was divided into two kinds. These were, the knowledge 
of nature, and the knowledge of man ; for it seems to have been the 
current idea then, that there was a sort of antagonism between man 
and nature, ,n fact, that the one had not very much to do with the 
other except that the one was pretty often rather troublesome to 
the other.

-SI
.

my friend

i

great^^r^ZZ^K^^
scientific method, applicable both to man and to nature, we 

also fin<J that some of them had a notion of the existence of a broad 
distinction between nature and man.

One of the writers of that period was Thomas Hobbes, whose 
wonderful book “ Leviathan ” was published in. ,65,. I cannot do 
better than quote h,s own terse statement in relation to the division 

lh:T k"7ledge at,this P"i°d. He says, “The register of the
ctikd M , °f /«S 18 ed his,ory’ whereof there be two sorts, one 
called Natural History, which is the history of such facts, or effects
f nature, as have no dependence on man’s will ; such as are the 

histories of metals, plants, animals, regions and the like. The other
in ^'comm2eWahh;-ia ^ °f the TOlU"*a'y “*«

So that we see, all history of fact was divided into these two 
groups of natural and civil history.
the ,LWil! fr0m‘his lhat if our Association had existed in
the time of Hobbes we should have needed-Wtiy two Sections to in-
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met as one Section^ Ge0,°^‘‘”d

•he i^asrsss*? trmember that ■**« «■* >« •ceedings L regutrlv sen ’ .“t m°mh'y iSSUC of their P™’ 

was founded about die time 2" ^ of this Association,

his book. It was then called a T pub,ished

■5C r, xr-—*• - a*—x: -
The publication of Newton’s « Principia," which I 

greater tntpulse to the physical science 
■ Publ,shed before on since, or, it might be said 

to be published in the future, showed fhat 
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•logical History. Just think of such a chair.. T .... as that of Natural History in
he Toronto University, where the unfortunate occupant woiild have

.

s time * 
ir pro- 
iation, 
Iished 
ent of 
ociety

m

In course of time, however, it was noticed by thinking men 
that under this title of Natural History there were included Veto’ 
genous constituents-that Geology and Mineralogy, were very dif
ferent from Botany and Zoology, and consequently 
might obtain a somewhat that a person
, extensive knowledge of the structure and
functions of plants and animals without the necessity t 
upon the study of geology and mineralogy, and vice versa. 
find that as knowledge advanced it became evident

know-, 
1er, it 
atical

of entering 
We also

n „ , that there was
a great analogy and a very close alliance between the two sciences 
of Botany and Zoology which dealt with living things, while they 
are much more widely separated from all other branches of science. 
1 nerefore we are not

l

gave 
ever 

ikely 
mati- 
:h as 
por- 

tural 
2cro* 
d to

. surprised that at the beginning of the present
century, ,n at least two different countries, two or three famous men 
clearly conceived the idea of uniting the sciences which deal with 
living matter into Lamarck, of France, as far as I can find, 
was the first to use the term - Biology" (from two Greek words, 
meaning a discourse upon life or living things.) His work was pub- 
lished in 1801. In the following year a German, Treviranus, pub
lished the first volume of a work, called "Biologie.” When com
pleted the work extended to six volumes, on which he spent twenty 
years of his life. He seems to have been the only one who really 
worked out the idea of the oneness of all life. He contended that 
all those sciences which deal with living matter are essentially and 
fundamentally one, and ought to be treated as a whole. That is 
therefore, the origin and the history of the development of the word! 
and that is how it came about, that all clear thinkers and lovers of 
consistent nomenclature came to use the term instead of the old 
confusing name of “Natural History," which, as we have seen, con
veyed so many meanings, and that also is why the Hamilton Asso- 
cation prefer to call the section dealing with life, whether a'himal or 
vegetable, the Biological Section and not the Natural History Sec-

one. ;
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For » ha,ever new we ma* entertain about the nature of 
Perfectly certain,;,that he is a living 

definition is to be interpreted strictly 
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night among the physical sciences, and by means of microscope, 
and botanical specimens, electrical and pneumatic apparatus to 
come near to and hold converse with the minute and wonderful 
in nature, and'to see the effects of aome of the hidden but 
mighty forces of nature, I should have made a further demand upon 
your patience, that I might speak of what is to be gained by the 
study of Bielogy.

We generally judge of the value of human pursuits by their 
bearing upon human interests, that is, by their utility. Knowledge 
of every kind is useful in proportion as it tends to give people right 
ideas which are necessary as a foundation for right practice, and to 
remove wrong ideas which, as we all know, are the fruitful mothers 
of error in practice. And after all, our world seems to be largely if 
not‘absolutely governed by ideas, and very often by the wildest • 
ideas, therefore ,t must be a matter of the very greatest importance 
that our theories of things, and even of things that may seem a great 
way from our daily lives, should be as far as possible true, and as far 
as possible removed from error. It would be in this higher and 
broader sense df utility that I would measure the value of the study 
of Biology. At many of the turns of this life of ours we feel the 
need of some knowledge of this science.

Those of us who had the great privilege and pleasure of hearing 
Prof. Ramsay Wright’s lecture on Microbes do not require any argu
ment to convince us how intimately the theory of infectious diseases 
is connected with biological knowledge. And surely this is of inter- 
est to all of us. This theory is being rapidly made clear by this 
study, and it surely behooves the general public, as well as the 
professional Biologist, to get a sufficient kndwiedge of these truths 
so as to be able to take an intelligent interest in the discussion 
of problems relating to measures for the dealing with these 
diseases.

I might point you to the fact that the theory of agriculture has 
been almost revolutionized during the last fifty or sixty years. The 
importance of this cannot be over-estimated, and the whole of these 

views have grown out of the better explanation of certain pro-

r”b*,=LTJ"B,5"' —T’ « —t • w. -
s . 1 ™‘8ht 80 on mult'Plying examples of the many benefits, direct 

d indirect, derived from this branch of study, but time forbids.
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And the pleasure of the study ! Well, I dare 
describe it*

z : F? ~ t - a-.t ç
coTldkam Th t0 '“‘T °" the SUbj6CtS' an* more than • boy

ssri'&TJ- ™h-",ie —« « .
I am very much tempted here to go on and speak of our Sec 

ion work m general, ,0 tell you, among other things, that I believe 
the most important work done by the Association, next to the private ' 
and personal researches and field work of the individual members 
is done m the Sect'oas. I have found it so myself. I will just
the snZ MiT' A‘ 8 meeting °f 'he Bi°l0gical Section held in 
the spring, Mr. Turner gave us a homely yet strictly scientific ..it
about the anatomy of birds. There/sM aZ^t 1

he, with the Skeleton and bones of his bird, made the marvellous 
mechanism of a bud’s wing and other parts so plain to us that I
noVM fi’0'6 T hal1 3,1 h°Ur °n that P*rti™lar subject than I could 
possibly have learned from hours of reading, or from many learned
lectures or papers on the subject. There the objects themselves 
forming the subject before us, are handed round, and the words 

beC°me "" *>ecause lbeX are linked with

the rat ! ShOUld like 10 See in our various sections dealing with 
the physical sciences is, that there should be such a true idea of the
best mode of pursuing them, and 'such an enthusiasm in the pur 
sun, that out of our Association there might arise some who would 
pursue research into - regions beyond,” for in all these Ms and I 
might say, in fields that have been partially traversed , 
numerable truths beyohd the most advanced truth yet known The 
Why and the wherefore of most things have yet to bedlcovemd 

us all keep in view the objects of our Association, so that every 
active member may contribute something to the accumulating sum
hippies". gC’ and ‘hUS add 10 thC SUm 01 human Power and
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NOTE? ON FOSSIL SILURIAN PLANTS, 

HAMILTON, ONT.

Rind before the Hamilton Association, October Sib, iSçt.

BY COL. C. C. GRANT.

As a general rule the fossil plants called fucoids of Silurian 
seas have attracted little attention. I suppose it arises from their 
being so seldom found even in a tolerable state of preservation. 
Many of them on this continent are concealed in the interior of the 
flags or limestone layers, and consequently are not calculated to 
attract attention. Accident rarely reveals the Buthotrephis of Hall 
in the inside of a Clinton slab. On one occasion I noted that a 
large projecting flag, which I
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unable to reach, had at last given 
way through the action of frost on the underlying shales. The true 
Medina freestones below, as well as the “passage beds” of Dr. 
Spencer, had been previously quarried out and removed, leaving a 
perpendicular cliff on a small scale. Now it so happened that a hard 
block of an upper layer had lodged at the foot underneath, before its 
final plunge downwards. This it evidently struck edgewise. The 
result was the splitting of the flagstone, laying open a portion of the 
plant remains, or rather impressions, now contained in one of 
side case;. Such a thing as this cannot often occur.

Buthotrephis, a Silurian fucoid, was named and described by 
the world-renowned palaeontologist, Dr. Jas. Hall, of Albany 
Director General of the New Yorkv State Geological Survey as 
occurring in the rocks in the United States, which are known to 
us Canadians now as Cambro-Silurians.
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. . The conical root, a portion
0! the mam stem and a branch, were figured and described very 
accurately in an early report of the New York State Survey But I 
am not surprised that its claim to the title of a sea plant should be 
disputed at the earliest stage of its discovery, when only a short 
time since Dr. Nicholson, in the Palaeontology of Ontario, remarked 
that Palæophycus Buthotrephis of Hall and Licrophycus of Billings 
belonged to a singular and obscure group of fossils which he indexed 
under the head Incerta Sedis.
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Perhaps in no oth>r locality have been found more perfect soe 
Cth • T’* B“th°trephiS'tha" ™ «ut local Clhuon rocks.
to the si T1Cl r0°Ü Uried crect in an indurated limestone shale 

the slender branch proceeding from the extremity of the Plain
! ,n''t,s a most as well defined as a specimen in a botanic , caSe

towLd^he too T6’, T r°bUSt "ear the ba*' a"d “
towards the top. If only detached branches were obtained thev
lZ varr°, ^ Tbe deSCribed and figUred /s dls,inct species,’ or at
east varieties: It ,s evident that Dr. Nicholson and others have

nlaht bed "“VfragmentsVthat they have not made out where the

laver Me 1 ■ ^ ^ WCre dePosited in *»“■ I" alayer little more than six inches thick I
generations, one
careous shale between.
of ,hA W,h'Z0!OrleSS lingÜla (L oWata) is frequently found in one ’ 
Of the plant beds. T|iere are three or more; I think they are sh 
ua ed a little above the passage beds overlying the Grey Band of the
theseClinZnfl°ne V" D° indicadbns ‘he surface that 
hese Chnton flags contain fossils ; an examination of the edges led to

th discovery I, you carefully examine this portion you may
ma rTxdifferinnLh!iregUlar, interVa'S’ int»spersed through the ' 
matrix, differing slightly ,n color; note likewise that they appear to
be confined to a certain part of the rock. Now if they were the 
burrows of errant worms named and figured in the Palæontology of 
Ontario under the name Planoli.es, one would expect them to L, 
sent a more or less rounded shape, which they do not I tV 
mean to say that Dr. Nicholson makes any mistake regarding the
othe °h a" are"d the muddy Clinton flats differing from 
other members of the family, Scolithus, Arenicolites, etc ^hose 
burrows were vertical not horizontal. The wisdom of this ^iew id- 
m ts of no dispute ; but he adds, “The.genus Planolites includes 

large number of supposed vegetal,!' fossils from- the 
rocks which have been referred to the 
Chondrites
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Palæophycus, a Silurian fucoid, was first named and described 
y, T J,aS' ,Ha11, of Albany' as Occurring in the Cambro-Silurian 

rocks, I think, of New York, also. I first noticed it near Hamilton 
on the surface of a large block of Medina freestone which probably 
fell off a cart near the quarry and rolled down the hill. It com- 

, pletely covered the surface of the rock, and although a little flat- 
tened by pressure, it presented the appearance of a soft succulent 
massif sea weeds that had been washed up on a sandy shore; some 
of the stems were two inches across. From a thin sandstone seam, 
in the Grey Band I subsequently obtained a great number of speci
mens near the city in the old quarries below the escarpment — 
perhaps young plants or varieties; they were of much smaller’di- 
mansions. Finer spécimens of a Palæophycus were obtained in a 
freestone quarry near the Reservoir a few years ago. The most per- ‘ 
feet ope ,s no*in the Redpath Museum, Montreal Another, too 
heavy to carry off, is still weathering out there, and as it is a remark- 
ably fine one I think 
feel assured if any 
it, he would perceive in
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me ought to secure it for our collection. I 
present had the opportunity of examining 

moment the absurdity of calling such an 
organism a worm trail. The fucoid is ill preserved in our local 
Clintons and in the Niagara shale. But some years ago a cart 
with a load of building stone from Lime Ridge, on the Hamilton 
and Caledonia road, about two miles south of the Mountain View ■ 
Hotel, broke down on James street. The upper layer of Niagara 
limestone (glaciated) there holds many interesting species of Stro- 
matoporæ. On examining the contents which had been dumped 
near the pathway, I was much surprised to find the surface of two 
of the largest rock masses completely covered with a Palæophycus 
presenting a similar appearancç tothe matted tea weeds of Me Medina 
senes, the upper folding over the lower ones, and retaining faint 
traces of longitudinal striæ, even to the naked eye. Altogether 
t e plant from the Niagara bed was in a better state of preservation’ 
and had attained a greater size, although clearly identical with the 
grey band fucoid, A middle portion of an upper stem was two and 

half inches m diameter. I

one
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mand
ecies 
ks of 
rror, 
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with

ar rp. (1 * , reSret ,hat the distinguished author
of The Grçat Ice Age, Dr. Geikie, was apparently not aware of such 
â fact when he published his Class Book of Geology in 1886, and 
included our fucoid among trail impressions. I dô not imagine 
he ever acquired a personal knowledge of our American Silurians, '
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and he seems to have placed rather too much reliance 
of others m this and a few more instances

1

on the views you;____0g well
the fAL1:0c“0RDA—Under this name may be classified many of 
the fuco,ds Dana notes in the Manual of Geology as occurring in

«ems hëTdï f ^ ^ “* "d branching
stems, he adds from the size of a thread to that of a finger I

. obtained one of the mtermediate forms from the Grey Band here1 
. - " t-,™3"7 Palæontol°gists "ould suppose to be a new species. Î
. . thmk it may prove, ,f not identical, at least a variety of a cord-like

form of the lower Clinton green shales. The plan," in question , 
found at the foot of the bluff, a little beyond the Reservoir, some 
Survev "T *** Ï! ‘S the P°SSession of the Canadian Geological 
described ^ ^ “ ‘° “T Whe‘her “ has ever been fieured or
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wise it could not have been J*t

was that it must have fallen
bands many years previously ; other- 
hered out so well. It was not until

at len»hXarn!d’ T®/'"' nearly every layer of both Bands, that I 
at leng h ascertained the actual position of the fossil. It occurs at
sneaki 8 > ‘ S°ft mU<idy ba"d in the lower green shales. Strictly 
speaking, it ,s not exactly of a shaly nature, in the general accent" 
ance Of the ten» Where the plant came into con.fct ^h uslm 
mediate surroundings, it evidently possessed the property of indur
ating and convert,ng the muddy sediment into a hard, lam substance
recen7h"CU,S an°ther Seaweed- as asserted 4 Credner
late M R ,°Un<! associated with il' and also a new speJes of the 
ate Mr. Billings genus, Licrophycus. I cannot suppose any

stonear"HÛgh Mil" ^ P°Wer °f changi"g mud «»*>
stone. Hugh Miller records an instance where some weeds and

aVesghort timeefUSkhad ï” °n * heap °f 'c,ay ’ the mass ™
a short lime, although exposed to the air, become so hard that he
was forced to use a pick to remove it. I am enabled to bring to
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your notice a few specimens of all thr^ 

rather poor preservation. :
at all8'' He'suDZS°n TNhirik LicroPhyc«s represents a plant

s-IMIssb
rL , ’ t f any' however' -"forms ;me that such is the case

he plants of the Clmton Iron Band, widely differ from true fucoid's 
hey present no internal structure like land plants, but it is rather 

singular that they are frequently found erect, and it is necessary to 
break the flags across, not split them, in order to get good specimens 
Indeed, they seem to be species of marsh plants that gre w In the 
muddy soil, and the earthy iron ore itself is perhaps due to their 
presence. Dana remarks that “ iron could never hajbeen deposited

modern Cardium (Cockle) ’ perhaps lke ttle
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Although it contains few fossils the succeeding Upper Green 
Clinton Band is of much interest. Evidently deposited in a shallow 
sea, the sandstones pointing to a shore line display the ripple marks 
left by the waves on the Silurian beach, and the burrows of an 
annelid closely related to a modern lob-worm ; they are vertical and 
m pairs. Nicholson s Planohtes or errant worm occurs here also. 
The tew plants are ill preserved ; one of them had a bulbous root. 
While the sea bottom was undergoing depression, previous to the 
deposition of the limestones, a lucoid, colored black in the green 
shales, put m an appearance. The stems are fluted like the 
Cambrian Eophyton, or a striated fucoid from the lower red 
sandstone, figured by Hugh Miller. The branches appear to be of 
the, samp thickness throughout. When the limestone rests on the 
sha es, the base bed of the Niagara proper, according to all Canadian ■ 
geologists, it has caught up and attached, scarcely incorporated a 
portion of the clay underneath. On splitting this the plant is seen, 
but it survived the submergence of the clay deposit, for I have

mmhers ^ ** “ “

m
quarry adjoining. Mr. Colbeck's place, on a limestone blddk, the 

remains or impression of a seaweed differing from others found 
here If I could succeed in extracting it uninjured for Sir Wm. 
Dawson it might prove of much interest. It is on such a massive 
layer that I think it may be rather difficult to do so. Dana 
remarks that limestones seldom contain Plant Remains. It is not 
so in Canada, however true it may be as regards the States. The 
imestones at Macdonald’s Cove, on the north shore of Anticosti 

contain detached branches, perhaps of a Buthotrephis. 
hundreds ol specimens remarkably well preserved but 
even a fragment of the main stem or conical root. Whether they 
were distinct species or mere immaturities of the vegetable kingdom 
I was unable to determine for my part. It was in the waterlime beds 
at Rousseaus Creek above the Albion Mills that I discovered 
the beautiful fucoid represented in Sir Wm. Dawson’s work on Fossil 
Plants as an undoubted Silurian sea plant. The layers in question 
old others also, which for the present must remain undetermined, 

iney vary considerably as regi 
branches as well as jn lesser particulars.
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plants hasfreq^Htly caused them to be mistaken for worm-casts
fhéTootfnf ‘T“ °f a marin‘ anmHd' While- on the 0‘her hand, 

modern grasses penetrating between the layers of shale
amp impressions often erroneously regarded as fossilized plant 

remains.
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ordered °”‘ ^ “P a"d down at his P°*. he halted and
dered arms just as a man approached accompanied by a bull dot

latter considered the action nothing more or less than a bostife
” , ’ d went for the soldier. who immediately brought his musket
-• WhvCdid8ea eCe,VethiS adv"Sary on the Point of hi^ bayonet. 

Why did you not use the butt end and beat him off with that?”
indignantly exclaimed the owner. » Sure, man, I would have done 

at if he came at me tail foremost, but it was the fighting end that 
came first and $o I couldn’t help it.”
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COI

on*
MAN SCIENTIFICALLY CONSIDERED. ma

seq
natReud before the Hamilton Association, January 28th, 1892.
led]
FoiBY J. ALSTON MOFFAT.
of t

Man, as a subject of study, has ever been considered a profita
ble one for men to engage in ; and although it seems to be 
he is in a position to know

so
dive

one that
about than any other, and that 

more correctly, yet there are few subjects upon which a greater 
djversity of opinion has been expressed.

The subject is unquestionably complex, with many anomalies 
gnd seeming contradictibns in it.^nd from the limitation of the human 
faculty, with its inability to grasp the whole of any subject at once, 
and its liability to dwell almost exclusively on the side which it pre
fers, a partial, distorted and consequently erroneous view of it is 
obtained, which has often led to much profitless disputation.

Science has on this, as on many other subjects in recent years 
thrown a flood of light, but so many different conclusions have been 
drawn from the same facts, that one.is often perplexed and bewild
ered by his reading upon it rather than enlightened. So I thought 
it would be a profitable occupation for my own mind to gather 
together the facts so far as I could obtain them, put them in order 
in plain language, and see juqt what was known with certainty, what 
might be known, and what could not be known about the whole 
subject, and this paper is thabutcome ot my effort.

Now as the subject is fn extent and importance out of all pro
portion to the time allowable for one paper, I shall have to confine 
myself largely to a statement of principles, leaving each one to fol- 
low out and apply them for himself.

The scientific method of investigation is to take an object just I 

we find it ; discover as far as possible its character, constitution 
and origin ; how it acts, and is acted upon ; its relation to its en
vironment and other organisms; its resemblances and differences ; 
that it may be properly placed in that portion of the system of 
nature to which it belongs. One of the most prominent and un-
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of ' , b ,g “ “ ,s’,and ,ts dome as it does, are the natural result 
cf these and the endless diversity we find in nature does not result 
so much from a multiplicity of laws, as from the inexpressibly 
dwe^e comb,nations of the materials through which they operate 
for we know nothing whatever of ithe laws of nature except as they 
mamfest themselves in action. Therefore, the authoritative dictum 
of science is, that every phenomenon in nature has an efficient cause 
which utterly excludes any possibility of chance, that being merely
a convenient term with whjch to cover our ignorance. Y

ness ei'heHmmedia* or »ith different degrees of remo
ness. Each remove as as a link in a chain, each being the effect 

e one preceding, and the cause of that succeeding it. We m 
bevable to trace back quite a number of these links, whilst thosehr::Tare *h°,ivnkncr t0 u, Yet^there has been an unbroken continuity of these from its first origin 
t the present, and that there was an efficient cause for its origin ■
t hence‘tV8 " and desirable th™8‘o try to disc!™
it, hence the ever renewed and untiring efforts on the part of 
to account for the origin of things.

When science takes 
finds him to

I
1

men

up man as a subject of investigation, it' 
... be comP°sed of matter, the chemical constituents of

w ic are identical with the soil on which he treads, differing only 
' ltbe" comb~; He draws his sustenance more or less directly 

from the soil ; and belonging to the animal kingdom, is subject to aU 
the laws of animal matter, in his inception, development, maturity
which h yd dissolution, returning again t0 the elements
life f h /umb’ bemg ,dentical in these respects with all animal 
life around him. Again science finds man to be »n organic being 
onstructed on a uniform principle ; having a variety of organ!’ 

each adaptetl for the performance of a certain function, capable of 
combining and working in harmony for the good of tf/whole
SteunZTHr8aniZal'0n We" adapted 10 a11 his require!

, "tents.; But ,n this he does not stand alone, the organization of all
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animal forms being as perfectly adapted to their requirements 
mans is for his; the term ‘perfect’ being conditional 
and use.

as
on purpose

The plan of structure in animal forms is one, modified in 
detail for the various functions of each. It is also one of gradations, 
the lower forms having few organs, and these performing functions 

the simplest kind. As we rise in the scale of being the organs 
are more numerous, and’capable of performing a greater number 
of operations, until we reach man, whom science places at the head 
of the list, because he has the most highly developed and complex 
organization, capable of performing the greatest diversity of oper
ations of any animal form on the globe. Now, the gradations 
rising through so many forms, the differences are necessarily slight 
m each, but they are not arranged on a uniform cumulative ' 
principle ; that is, the one above is not always in every part in 
advance of the one betow.

Science gathers all animated organisms into groups, each group 
wuh some distinguishing characteristic; these groups are one 
ligner thaA the other, but in passing from one to the other there is 

often a grea^ descent from the highest of the 
the next one to the lowest of

Thus they overlap one another, and in the groups 
there -s éften great difficulty found to assign each individual its 
Proper ptyce, from the fact that an individual that 
down in the

love.

seems to be low
group has something in its organization that would 

rightly place it much higher in the scale. 1 This is finely illustrated 
in the case of the apes. These run from an exact resemblance 
with some of the lower Mammalia to a striking resemblance to man. 
Now it has been demonstrated by the strictest scientific anatomy 
that some of the lower forms of. the apes have in their skeleton 
bones mon; distinctively human than are to be found in some of 
the higher ones ; that the peculiarly human portion in the lower is 
often dropped in the one above, and another equally human taken 
up, no cumulative advance being made ; so that, although the entire 
human skeleton may be found in perfection in the 
not found combined in 
combination that

I
Pf

I
IK -

I ape family it is 
any single portion' of it. And it is this 

secures to man his rightful ^pre-eminence inI scientific classification. v.r Again, science finds, . man to have a mental faculty. Of mind,
pure and simple, scienci? knows nothing ; it obtains evidence of its
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snts as 
urpose

existence through the exercise of the mental organs, which 
to have their seat in the brain. Science pronounces all phenomena 

■ to be the result of matter in motion, audit defines mind to be the 
result of this particular kind of matter in motion, of which the brain 
is composed. Whether it

are known

ied in 
itions, 
étions 
organs 
umber 
: head 
mplex 
oper

ations 
slight 
lative 
art in

. ex,st apart from matter, or manifest
, tseIf m any way ex-çePt through matter, science knows not. 

man is compared with the lower animals in this 
finds them

When
particular, science

possessed of similar faculties, manifesting themselves in 
ways, grading from mere sensitiveness . 

degree of intelligence, which it pronounces to be 
man’s differing only in degree. Indeed, in 
the faculties attain a far

similar up to a very high 
one in kind with 

some of them, some of 
higher degree of development than the

ahhoSPh' !rSu°neS in man; but in this as in their anat°my, 
although all the mental faculties of man may be found scattered
up and down amongst the lower animals they are not found com

ined in any one, so that it is impossible to say which of them is
of them 10 man’ CXCeP‘ ^ lhC °"e parlicular 'hat is characteristic
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Science finds, , , 10 be a social being. Of this it is needless
o speak, further than to say, that by means of it he attains to his

degradation ^ eXCe"enCe’ and through sinks to his lowest depths

endowed with powers of speech ; that is, he 
is capable of expressing his thoughts in language that is intelligi- 
ble to others Whether he has the faculty of originating language 
to express his thoughts, without the aid of education, science 
has not yet demonstrated ; but the experiments that have been made 
!" ;at. d'recl,on stron8,y fcvor the presumption that he has, and 
hat children cut off from an opportunity of learning a language 
rom Others, would begin to exercise the faculty amongst, themselves, 

and originate a language that they could understand, which might 
become the medium of intercourse for a nation. The lower ani
mais have the power of communicating by sounds, with their fellows 
of the same kind, but these are of very limited range, and are prin
cipally connected with the preservation of their lives, and the con
tinuance 01 their kind. Animals in domestication can be educated 

to understanding man’s order given in articulate speech, but how 
their minds receive and act on it, we learn only through their ac
tions, and how liable they are to be misunderstood, we know from

Science finds man
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Aga'n- saience finds man to be a self-conscious being; that is 
he ,s not only coriscious, but he knows it; he is conscious of
fheTreTat'Certam "d Can comPare tham and ascertain
them relanve importance with one another, or with those of others
and discover Whether they are greater or less than these hé 
reasons, and he reflects on his reasoning - he acts or he re/ • 
from acting, and is quite conscious that he is doing éo. Yet science 
cannot prove the existence of this self-consciousness by any of its

?£’ ^
but of its existence in others he
his communication with them.
into the universal and the
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Human consciousness is divided ’ 
a- , individual, or that which has been

iscovered to belong «to the race, and that whicf has been found 
to be restricted to mdividuals of it. A very slight glance around is 
S“®C,e"t demonstrate that the race is not equally endowed ■ that 
although the race has all the faculties that belong to i, th s’e are 
possessed in very different degrees by different individu! of "

it übe T SeCm. SCarCel>'t0 exist « all, whilst in othersIt may be developed to such a degree that they may find themzszistt ij *■ r-,r - * »

own

lffePesuch !all h,S fel!TWS’ anSi"g from ,he circumstances of his 
life, such as the time and place in which he was born, the character

his parents, and his immediate associates, his position in the 
community and the advantages or disadvantages arising therefrom 
his wider or narrower horizon of observatien will to m, ’ 
moWhis individuamy and give to each a d£2 

the others, which, if communicated to them, might add much to 
the sum total ol the profitable knowledge of the race
through aUté"? " tha,‘WhiCh giVCS uni‘y to «he'individual life, 

t mat h k T" t,me, scene and circumstances to which may be subjected. Science can demonstrate that there is not a
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single raoIecule composing the body at five years of age, left at the 
age of fifty; yet the individual can, from his own consciousness 
confidently assert that he is the same person. Just how much 
all this is apphdable to the lower animals is mere matter of 
jecture, as information 
by articulate speech.

Again, science finds man to be a 
Tyndall says, “The religious principle in 
as any part of human 
science break in vain, 
fully expressed ?
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Ireligious being, Professor 
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ment that religion ,s merely a matter of education ; which may be 
1 me°f the form, but wholly erroneous as to the principle. That
w= ke :dPnedCd be/‘rT8thenedand eXpanded hy cultivation,^or 

weakened and dwarfed from want of exercise, is a fact in perfect
accord with every other principle ih man’s nature ; but the one did 
not originate it, nor can the other utterly extinguish it

Others again contend that religion in the world is the result of a
menTh h" r °‘ ‘he PrieS“y 0r ec=lesiastical class, to keep 
men in bondage for their own personal advantage. That is like a
eversmg of the order of nature ; the ecclesiastical class is rather the 
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not in compete harmony with that power, of whose existence he is 
terribly conscious, but of which he kn<xws nothing. This naturally 
keeps him in a state of uneasiness lest his
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suffer, for it seems an instinct in the human mind, which education 
does not always eradicate, to erroneously regard all the unusual 
phenomena of nature as evidences of the pleasure or displeasure 
of that power, as these happen to be favorable or adverse to him. 
Now a man in perplexity how to act, in a matter which he is quite 
ignorant about, naturally seeks advice of his fellows. One, profess
ing to be wiser than the others, recommends a course to follow ; his 
advice is taken, and as in all cases where a person has performed 
what he regards as a duty, an amount of self-satisfaction naturally 
follows. He gets for the time a degree of relief, and concludes that 
the advice was 
tion as a man

good. The adviser consequently rises in his estima- 
of wisdom, to be consulted in all times of trouble, and 

to be recommended to others in like cases. This gives him position 
and authority in the tribe. His services are found useful, then neces
sary, and so become permanent ; and here we have the natural origin 
of the priestly class.

Now it is not in the power of the human mind to conceive of 
that of which it has no knowledge, and whenever it makes the 
attempt, it begins at once to form its conception of it by that which 
it does know ; and when man tries to define that power of which he 
is so much in dread, he takes himself for the model as the highest 
being he knows of, and exaggerates upon that ; and in this we get 
the natural origin of all the gods of all the world, 
individual is, to some extent, diverse in character from 
each will form his

For as each
every other,

estimate of what would be pleasing to that 
being of his imagination, by yhat would be most satisfactory to- 
himself if he were in his place. In this we have the origin and 
explanation for what appears to be a standing source, of bewilder
ment to many, the endless diversity we find in the world of the 
external manifestations of the internal religious principle, 
when this comes to be controlled by the intelligent guidance of a 
a priestly class, we have the foundation laid for all the religious 
systems that man has ever invented to give expression to that 

• principle within him, from the most primitive or ‘debased to the 
most gorgeous and refined that the cultivated imagination and the 
wealth of the class

own

And

can produce. Now we are in a position to see
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the cause of the tremendous influence that the priestly 
ever exercised over humanity. The fulcrum is in man’s 
and, given confiding ignorance on the 
unscrupulousness’

class has 
.1 nature; 

one hand, and designing
that is denlnmhi ■ K !r’ We have ,he exP*anation for much 
that is deplorable in human history. Now we are in a position to
estimate the influence of education. Children born into any set of

■ customs and observances follow them as a matter of course con-
dmg in the wisdom of their fathers for their being right ’
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to rest in uncertainty 
consequences.

matter involving such important

Science acknowledges the religious principle in man, and it 
ever has and ever will demand a satisfactory explanation; and if 
science fails us here and refuses.its assistance, by the very con
stitution of our being we are compelled to look elsewhere for 
what will not. / \ \ •
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When Darwin was pointing out To the Duke of Argyll some 
striking adaptations of parts to their uses, the Duke remarked that 

it seemed impossible to look at them without seeing that they are 
the expression of mind.” Darwin said : « That often comes over me 
with overwhelming force, but it passes away again.” In that dis
closure made by this eminent naturalist, we get a view of the natural 
operation of the human mind, in demanding an efficient cause to 
account for visible phenomena, which is one of the fundamental 
principles of modetn science : that everything in nature has a cause, 
which if known, would account for its existence. In this, then I
KCIC!ue t0 Proceed wilh my subject. Leaving the scientific 
method, which will not here apply, I follow the scientific principle, 
which is of universal application, and so continue it.

You remember the expression used by Prof, tyndall in his 
famous Belfast speech : "I have traced life to the utmost limits of 
the knowable, and looked beyond, and there was nothing.” If he 
had said that he saw nothing, he would have been

a ^

i

II

, as scientifically
correct as he was when he said, “ of the origin of life, we know 
nothing.” And yet science has taken many steps in advance of the 
position occupied by Prof. Tyndall when he used that expression, ■ In th, 
but is just as far from discovering the origin of life as ever. Now, this 1 designate 
very subject has been under .consideration for thousands of years, ■ life’s labor: 
and many of the most powerful intellects of the race have been en-' ■ its knowle. 
gaged in the effort to try to discover the cause of the visible phen- I PuIse whicl 
omena of the universe, without ,a shadow of success, for, in Carlylian I we arc toll 
phraseology, “the farthing rushlight of the most brilliant human intel- ■ base orig'irç 
lect will not illuminate to the depth of one-half inch that profound I sentiments 
darkness which lies beyond.” H nature in si

Are we then left to the endless perplexity and vague uncertainty I was Pecuba 
arising from the utter inability of the human mind to penetrate the 
invisible, and settle a doubt which it can neither solve nor let alone ?
There is an

being of su< 
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except science, and that it depriving him of the power to take 
pleasure in many of those engagements which had formerly added 
greatly to the joy of his life. We can all realize to some extent the 
tremendous loss that he sustained, in thus carrying to their natural 
conclusions his honest convictions. When he and the Duke of 
Argyll were contemplating the adaptation of parts to their uses, the 
natural object presented the same appearance to both, and the 
was as capable of appreciating the perfection of its construction 
the other ; but the one accepted the above-mentioned statement 
to its origin, with all that it implies, the other rejected it. 
the point of divergence between the two which leads to such op
posite conclusions ; for originating implies an intelligent purpose, a 
purpose successfully carried out ; it implies wisdom apd
which again implies an interest taken by the originator in its_____
plishment, that purpose being the disclosure, in some measure, of the 
mind and character of the originator to the intelligence!! of.what- 

grade with which the universe has been supplied, and this dis
closure everything in the universe is in some way, and to some 
extent, actively or passively engaged in making ; for everything that 
emanates from any mind necessarily bears the impress of that mind, 
and thereby in some measure discloses its character.
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Now if Darwin had accepted that statement as to the origin of 
life, he Would have been at once relieved from the depressing effects 
arising from the contemplation of man’s animal connections ; for his 
transient impressions would have been thereby made permanent, 
that intelligent mind presided over the universe, of which he was so 
profoundly impressed with being such an insignificant portion, as 
it would have convinced him that his origin was not from below, 
but from on high, and he could, without misgivings as to the possi
bility of his aspirations being realized, have thrown his mind open 
to every wave of joy that came in his way. Whether it was the rap
turous delight in the first outburst of spring, when all nature seems 
to be celebrating its May-day of gladness, or under the vaulted 
dome of a midsummer forest, when the mind is awed 
elevated by its grandeur, and all life seems engaged in chanting 
anthems of praise for the bliss of its existence, he, foo, could have 
joined in the chorus with gratitude for eyes to see, and mind to 
qomprehend in some measure the amazing beauty and wisdom, 
majesty and might, displayed in originating and guiding to bene-
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mind, that originated and sustains all things for a purpose ; that that 
purpose includes the greatest possible good for all his intelligent 
creatures ; that that greatest good consists. in their knowing as 
much about him as it is possible for their capacities to receive, and 
to be as much like him in character as it is possible for them to be, 

the cause of all man’s perplexity has ever been his ignorance of 
the one and the absence of the other ; and that he had come for the 
express purpose of enlightening him on the one, and putting him in 
tire-way of obtaining the other, which would relieve him
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conscious dread of an invisible power, that had ever followed him as 
closely as his shadow ; that it was not necessary for him to torture 
himself or make great personal sacrifices in order to obtain it, not 
even the performance of a ceremonial, simple or elaborate, tor all 
that he required men to do was to believe what he told them, 
when they would be put in possession of a conscious knowledge.that 
it was all true, a procedure directly at variance with the scientific 
method.

"■

Now we have seen that it is natural for man to believe in the 
existence of the supernatural ; indeed, it seems to require a laborious 
intellectual effort for man to succeed in reasoning himself out of 
the belief in it ; and when any individual Ipts honestly arrived at the 
conclusion that there is no conscious existence beyond the visible, it 
is with a wail of regret that such splendid possibilities are to be 
so ruthlessly extinguished. Now, as it does not require superior 
intellectual powers to accept the statement of another, and there are 
some who profess to have put this man’s promise to the test, and 
assert that they realize in their own consciousness that it is more 
than fulfilled, therefore, when we find a man who stands pre eminent 
in the scientific world, who is gifted with as clear an intellect as ever 
appeared in this or any other age, and'a mind stored with facts on 
all subjects relating to nature to an extent seldom equalled, and 

excelled, and endowed with the power to express his thoughts 
in the most exact and clearest of language, and that in cdpious flow, 
saying, » I believe myself to be possessed of all the senses which be
long to the race ; and when I find spiritualists making very positive 
assertions of knowing about matters of which I know nothing, and 
which I suspect they know just as little, I cannot help suspecting 
that they are but visionary enthusiasts,” we are not required to con
sider it conclusive against such claims, as if it were a subject of
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other; that the well-being of every living thing on this globe is 
affected by influences emanating from others, whilst all are adjusted 
to the life and fitted for the conditions of the earth ; that the 
earth and all the planets are wnoving in obedience to influences 
beyond themselves; that our solar system is moving in 
harmony with other systems, 16 influences of which we know 
nothing, and these again to others still in
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ever extending circles, 
whilst the whole material universe, having a common centre, is 
moving to influences emanating therefrom in inconceivably majestic 
grandeur. As it is thus in the universe of matter, so must it be in 
that of mind, and as we are informed that there are minds not 
associated with matter, whose interests have been considered in 
the design of the universe just as certainly as man’s, and who, 
"" engaged in increasing their knowledge of their originator by 
observing the evenhj that are transpiring in the realms of matter, 
well as those of mind ; and as we know by man’s mind that there are 
thoughts that language cannot express, and expressions that cannot 
be understood from a want of a knowledge of the subject, and that 
there are subjects that can be far better comprehended by a visible 
illustration than by any amount of verbal communication, and as 
one illustration may not convey the full meaning of some subjects, 
so some minds may fail to get the full meaning thaj the illustrations 
are designed to convey, and different minds will draw different 
meanings frotr^ the same illustration, whilst none -obtain the full 
meaning disclosed by any, but each increases his knowledge of 
it by an interchange of thought with his fellows, thereby getting a 

full, clear and correct view of it than any could get alone; and 
as the whole visible universe is just so many object lessons projected 
in time and space, for the veiy purpose that therein may be read, 
according to the capacity and diligence of the reader, the mind and 
character of the designer, we see not only the necessity for a vast 
variety of illustrations to make the disclosure, but also for a great 
diversity of mind to investigate them, and discover their meaning ; 
and as mind is ever expanding by exercise and capable of under
standing a subject better the more it knows about it, and as the 
subjeep* infinite, and thçse engaged in investigating it are finite, 
we seethe necessity for unlimited time to continue thi investigation.

■ pjow,*y*verythip^in the universe has for its ultimate end the 
disc osure, as far as possible, to the intelligences thereof, of the mind

as
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THE CHEMICAL REACTIONS OF BLEACHING 
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Read before the Hamilton Association, February nth, f8ç2. 
Illustrated by Experiments.

BY J. B. TURNER, B. A.

Bleaching is the process of depriving any substance of its 
coloring matter and thus rendering it white and clean.

, ‘ dealing with this subject I do not propose to take up the 
time of the meeting in discussing the history of the processes of 
bleaching, neither do1! propose to occupy your time by entering into 
a discussitii of These processes and their importance from 
mercial of manufacturing standpoint, though either aspect ot the 
subject might furnish a theme for a paper as interesting or perhaps 
more so than the one I am about to present. I might say, however,

, in passing, tjiat bleaching is a matter of first importance to the 
manufacturer of textile fabrics, for unless the materials of which 
these fabrics are to be made are thoroughly cleaned and well 
bleached the process of dyeing the goods will be seriously interfered 
with.

1
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certain 
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A few words, too, on the knowledge of the processes possessed 
prior to the discovery of the more modern methods will not I 
trust, be out of place.

There is a
It

dioxide 
result ii

strong presumption that the process of bleaching 
practised by the ancient Egyptians and Phœnicians ; in that they 
were able to manufacture and did manufacture some very beautifully 
colored goods. These colors, it is almost certain, could not be 
obtained without first, thoroughly bleaching the material of which 
the fabrics were composed. We have

was

T1
K- purpost 

may be
Chknowledge however, as to 

■ how th,s teaching was effected and consequently we are unable to 
whether they used chemical reagents or exposed the material 

to the action of the sun and atmosphere.
, The earliest methods of bleaching of which we have positive 

knowledge consisted in exposing the colored material to (he action
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limC Unti! no more of 'he chlorine is absorbed by it. 
1 he bleaching powder is then stored away for future 

When sulphur dioxide is used

betw
use. der,

the bleaching agent, the 
by burning su,phur'a,though ih *■»

phuric acid on metallic

as phur 
CaS 
Ca (( 
the i 
case i 
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2Ca S 
bleach 
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frequently obtained by action of sul-
copper.

The bleaching powder prepared in the manner above described 
I!„lhe source fr°m "hich chlorine for bleaching purposes is obtained, 

he reactions by which the chlorine is liberated from the powder 
„ may be referred t0 at this P°‘nt' There is some difference of opin

ion as to the exact composition of bleaching powder, and until this 
IS positively settled it will be difficult, if not impossible, to give cor
rectly the reactions which result in the liberation of chlorine from it.

On the one hand it is claimed that it is a mixture of two salts: 
calcic chloride and calcic hypochlorite, of which the formulas are 
Ca Cla and Ca (CIO), respectively. On the other hand it is claimed 
that it is a single chemical compound of the formula Ca C1,0, which 
it will be observed gives the same percentage of the elements pres
ent as the mixture in the first case. The argument usually , ad
vanced in support ol the latter view does not hold in the case of the 
powder as we ordinarily know it, and as that is the form in which.it 
js used, it may be assumed that it is of the composition first stated. 
Of the salts contained in the mixture, namely, calcic chloride and 
calcic hypochlorite, the former is 
the latter is
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color wi 
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m

comparatively stable salt, while 
very unstable, decomposing in contact with the air, by 

reason of the influence of the carbon dioxide contained therein, 
yielding among other products hypochlorous acid and free chlorine • 
hence the peculiar smell of bfeaching powder. This also explains 
how it is that bleaching will take place in an aqueous solution of 
thp powder, although very slowly, since the decomposition goes on
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The decomposition of the powder may be effected rapidly by 
the addition of a spiall quantity of sulphuric acid to the solution 
of the powder. For the purpose of bleaching, however, this is not 
to be recommended, for although the process is more quickly com
pleted, the action of the acid injures the material of the cloth to

E an extent as to overcome the advantages of rapid-bleaching. 
The liberation of the chlorine may be readily explained by the 

use of chemical equations. Simultaneously two reactions take place

.
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Ca rao!tH O r tT ^ ’■rpochlorite'by the equation 
Ca (C10;i+HaS0, = Ca SO. + aHClO. Calcic sulphate is one of 
the products of each reaction, while the other 
case is hydrochloric acid, and in the second
“!*, Th,S ’h1 T16''8' iS ver>' unstable. and is consequently readily 
acted upon by the hydrochloric acid, producing a result which il 
represented by the equation HC1 + HC10 = H,0 + C1,; or we may 
represent the complete reaction by one equation, which will cover
X snZ uni n?Cr ‘hree’ V“: Ca Cl= + Ca (C10),+ 2H1S0,=
hi h tt+u H,°+ 20,1 We th"s see ttot if the material to be 
bleached be immersed in an aqueous solution of the powder
aqueous solution which is afterwards acidulated, it will be 
in contact with the chlorine which is to effect the bleaching.
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lle con ained T by paSsing the «“ over chloride of
of time r n k , a"d a"0Wed t0 rema'n there for
Of time, it will be found that the color is not
if the cloth be removed, moistened 
color will in

any length 
laterally affected, but 

and returned >0 the jar, the 
anime , . shott “me disappear. Evidently then the water plavs

I fV" flPT the Pr0CCSS °f bleachin8 by means of chlorine, 
n this flask there remains material from 

has been going on for several days, 
périment was set up, the flask 
of chlorine in

a

an experiment which 
When the apparatus of this ex-

warn, re , was completely filled with a solution
m a fin • ‘ ’ the g ass tube inserted in the cork is drawn
rh k 1POmt’50 that tbe liquid cannot fall out of its own weieht ■ 
.he Whole was then exposed to sunlight for a number oTtLÆ
of ca V' E r6SU t at least’ namely, the formation of a large bubble
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|£HEEi:HEBEtwh.le that contained in the'fiask will produce no change. At once 
it becomes evident that some change has taken place in the solution

The
prope 
oxyge 
that e: 
it doe: 
ing by

contained in this flask:
From the fact that the blue litmus becomes red we infer that 

the solution now contains an acid. Further experiments serve to 
show that the acid formed is hydrochloric acid, a compound ot 
ydrogen and chlorine in equal proportions.,. An additional fact to 

be noted ,s that the chlorine, as such, has disappeared from the solu
tion during exposure to tjie sunlight. How then is the hydrochloric 
acid formed which ,s found in the solution. The chlorine which 
enters into its composition is easily accounted for, but no mention 
of the hydrogen has as yet been made. The only materials which 
were put into the flask were water and chlorine in solution in it. 
11 h6 on|y s™rce th=n "om which the hydrogen could be derived is 
the water, of which it is one of the constituents.

form If T U10" °f ‘he hydr°gen of the water with ‘he chlorine to form hydrochloric acid, oxygen should beset free from the water.
rom purely theoretical considerations, then, we infer that oxygen 

must be set free by this reaction, and tha, the bubble in the 
end of the flask
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During the actual bleaching no oxygen is allowed to escape 
ee mto the air, so that the oxygen liberated by the action of 

chlorine on water must be 
this case, as in the case of

consumed in the bleaching process. In
are liberated from their compound, th^arenbrr^^he^for"15 

atoms, and as atoms

. T • 'h"1166 fr°m thC Wa‘er’ at once seize uP°n the a‘oms of

• for which th T" u ‘he B°°dS being b'eached’ 85 bein« ‘he atoms for which they have the greatest affinity. If this explanation be the
correct one, then, as a matter of fact, it is not the chlorine which 
does the bleaching, although that is the usual way of expressing it
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by the turnTna of8S ] u”* a'ready P°inted °Ut’ is usua% obtain=d by the burning of sulphur when it is required for the purpose of
be^eachedV ” ‘he, CaSe of chIorine> 'he material which is to 
mo- , ^ requires to be moistened with water, for if it is not so
moistened the material may be left in the dry gas an indefinite 
period without any perceptible effect on its color but when it is 
moistened the color begins to disappear in a very short time

discoverL ansC i°nn«he ^ ^ inStanCe *

I

I
not so easily

. • , •. case ot chlorine. A hint as to the kind of
sulphur d-d" Wh,ChkreSU,ts in the destruction of the color by the 
sulphur diox.de, may be obtained if we dip a bright colored rose or 
o her flower m a vessel of the gas for a short Le until its color 
begms to disappear, then if the flower be removed from the sulphur
TheonVl eXP0SCd 10 thC atmosPbere its color wil, return agtin 

he only element present in the atmosphere so chemically active as
colLtoThe fl 4 “T'1 ,S °Xygen' 8nd there,ore tbe return of the 
* '..he uflower ,s the r“ult of oxidation. There is then a strong

o a deoxida fon '“a *C SU'phUr dio*ide is the "suit
Ota deoxidation or reduction. The question then arises what is
wa,ermunoT eaPcrh0dU,Ched inleraCti°n °f SU,Phut dioxide and 

ater upon each other, and does the substance so formed act as a
reducing agent ? I, is easily shown that the product of the action 
of sulphur diox.de on water is sulphurous acid. By the addition of
rrLTa,e;f potash so,ution * a «*«*■ <*■ *£££

ac,d , ,S neadily oxidized into sulphuric acid. The same fact mav
solution It f„redUCtL0n °flhe perman6anate of potash of the 
din à 1 f °Wa then that whi,e "either water nor sulphur
haH strongraffiU„CingfagenlS ** ‘he Substance “ by 'heir union
explain he Jlh °XygC"' This fact s«'es, in my opinion, to 
explain the bleaching action of sulphur dioxide. Before proceed,W
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W,th what seems 10 »e ‘he best explanation of this process I shall 
State another view held oy some good authorities, and which has 

e endorsation of such eminent chemists as Professors Roscoe and 
orlemmer, who, in their excellent treatise On chemistry give on 

page 310, VOL- r, this statement of the explanation referred to 8 -- The 
decolorizing action of sulphur dioxide depends upon its oxidation

whichTs^h °f VT With f°rmati0n °f SU‘Phuric the hydrogen which is liberated uniting with the coloring matter to form a color
. less b°dy thus 1-ÈSO, + 2H,0 = H,SO, + H, " °

As I have already stated this view is that held bv
fror,StheWaeboqUalified t0 °" the subject- aad I only quote 

ve mentloned authors, as their treatise contains 
oncise statement of the explanation referred to

I may be permitted to point out that in the absence of 
experimental evidence, it is difficult to believe that two substances
Of hvdroeenWT 5U'phur dioxide are' can effect the liberation 
of hydrogen when they act upon each other; and further if the

whaÎTec CS PrCu I™” iS rePresented by -he above equation, 
what becomes of the hydrogen which is liberated if.there js nj

oring matter present? An experiment similar to that of the
far Is T WatCr m ‘he SUnlight OUght 10 gile us free hydrogen, but so 
ar as I am aware such a result has never been obtained. This I

givenVabove.a Seri°US’ if n°l ^ °!*ction t0 the explanation
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I have to some extent, already indicated what seems to me the 
exp anation of the bleaching action of sulphur dioxide. It

bstance as

correct

in that it readily deprives such 
potash of its

a permanganate of
oxygen and becomes/sulfuric acid. It is also well

ŒrrirÆiîsrÆï •sulphuric acid and thus will act as a reducing ageut.
It is conceded by all authorities that bleaching by means of 

sulphur dioxide is a reducing process, and as the explanation I have 
ventured seems to be fully in accord with the results of th 
between the materials

&.
e reactions

present, and at the same time gives due
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prominence to reduction by means of sulphurous acid, I 
forced to the conclusion that the last explanation is the correct one 
namely, that the water which is necessary to tfie bleaching prbcess 
unites with the s.ulphur dioxide to form sulphurous acid, and

SK SS£ 3.deprives the c°l0f—
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h|„h fT” how these two a8en‘s operate in the process of
a a t|g’ v r' very briefly 10 the action of ‘he atmosphere 

a bleaching agent. Although .the bleaching effect of the , 
atmosphere was known and taken advantage of long'before either
known Is”, StP dL°X,de W3S discovered' ye‘ ‘here is much less 
eiZr nf ih “ brmgSabout ‘hese results than in the case of

Chlorine ,h , T WC haVe Sh0W" 'hat in the bleaching by Chlorine the action of oxygen brought about the final result. If in
atmVT the °Xygen actually d0es the bleaching, why might not the
thM n chi'" °XygM k.thC $ame ‘hing? 11 must be remembered
ha whi h 7h a g the °Xygen ”hich effects the change is 

that which is liberated from the water by the chlorine. Now if we
remember that every element is liberated from its compounds in the

liberated Sha“ PerhapS 566 ”hy 0xygen' j“s‘ aa >‘ b
hberateti from water, acts differently from atmospheric oxygen.
It " dement' if kCpt free to d0 so- w'h a‘ once unite
with each other to produce molecules of the element in which form
necestrTbL T Pa'' TbeSe molecules »«*
necessarily be decomposed again before the element, can take part
n a chemical reaction such as is necessary to effect bleaching. We

it m SCh Why n 15 that Wh‘le nascent oxy8en is capable of bleaching 
may be quite impossible for oxygen, in its ordinary form, to do so.’
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f'nCe ‘f* a‘m0Spheric ox>'8en 's >n the form of molecules, it will be

=r:r;v?r.Lrr»rr,,“y~ r *£5« 
isj*» Æï rrir i;,h' ■'—Nitrogen ’ 18 not the oxygen contained in it.
Nitrogen, water vapor and carbon dioxide, the other chief 
stituents of the atmosphere, from their 
upon as bleaching agents

selves to the reactions
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very nature cannot be lobked

readily lend them-
necessary to effect the required changes. 

There are i number of other materials, traces of which are 
present in the air, but of all these the only one which is likely to 
bring about the changes necessary to effect bleaching is ozone 
Ozone is composed of oxygen atoms only, but since^t presents
planation* f T'?/™ ^ °f ™ « »™t ™ fo” 
planation of this difference iu the arrangement of the atoms.
the otgen* mokm !”Ch h i= “nneCeSSary t0 ®ive here, we consider 

“tfficuu’todec UP°f

form to* he other th “ °rd'nary 5^en' Whi'e passing from one 
m to the other the oxygen is momentarily in the form of atoms

^\'7 unuiS liberated by chlorine from water, at which timH 
effected the bleaching usually attributed to chlorine
is based Tat0 whh?rinCiP'eS SP°n Which the 8cien“ of chemistry 
is based, that whatever a material will effect at one time it will
always effect under like conditions. Since, as we have shorn,

.“rXT W1“ b,each when >*berated from water by chlorine 
h will also do so when liberated from ozone, by whatever
Tfie ozone ofthe air then may be considered as a bleaching agent

zzzsssjt; “ “-** - «
The sun’s rays are also capable of bringing about chemical
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changes as is shown by the photographic art, but as the extent to
I mth? h mt°atmosPheric bleaching I cannot at present say 
1 might perhaps speculate as to the part taken by the rays of light in 
the bleaching processes, but speculation in an experimental scfence 
such as Chemistry is, had.better not be attempted. I therefore close 
with the suggestion that atmospheric bleaching is probably due in a 
measure to the action both of ozone and of the surt rays.
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MESSENGERS FROM THE SKIES.

AW before the Hamilton Association, February ojth,
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BY H. B. SMALL.

1 here is an old Norse legend, still retained in parts of Europe 
that when a child is born, the Goddess of Destiny spins a thread 
and hangs a star thereon, which continues to shine whilst life lasts
,Ut “r aPf°aCh 01 death the thread of destiny breaks, and the 

stars fall headlong to the earth, and is extinguished. To this legend
T,yt.beJra!:ed thei"0t UnCOmmon remark al”ongst the country-folk

«“-Sis:"?1—aw -i- •» - •—«.
All sorts of superstitions have been attached 

gone days, and they have been regarded
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event or some dire calamity. We find in the Scriptures, associated 
with the calamities that were to befall Jerusalem, the expression, 

’ J h,e S a]S 5ha" fal1 from heaven,” and in Revelations, amidst all 
he featful events described, are “The stars of heaven fell upon

Rwerea^amp” “T1"*6 feU agreat star frota heaven, burning, as

.

F

In an old Latin chronicle, by Baldric, occurs the following 
passage, quoted in the Journal ofttçUfrench Academy of Science, 
as adding testimony to the superstition regarding them. Baldric 
says, “Already, before the Council^* Claremount, the stars had an- 
nounced the progress of Christianity, for innumerable eyes in France 
saw them fall from Heaven, as thick as hail, on the 25th of April,

Ignorance is always the parent of superstition, and we have all 
probably read of thb extreme terror the great November meteor 
shower of ,833 created amongst the Negroes of the South, who wei 
convinced that it heralded the end of the world. ’

indicating storm, the passage trans-
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, Virgil alluded to meteors 
lated by Dry cl en being as follows

as
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“ Oft shall thou

"7 szt:
22:™' - ’■"■ ■ • “,r:r* ™ï;2
plained by Withering as “tramella nostoc.”

One other anecdote of ignorance in this direction The great 
November meteoric shower of ,833 was witnessed by a female set 
vant, a new arrival from Erin, in South Carolina iL„! , 
fodder cattle, «he saw thousands of these meteors tilf .TY h° 
stopped the display, but thought nothing remarkable t ft

$*-* -i»« », w

tSX&ZF" fc ““ •" - »mmmmserver may see on an average two shooting stars tve v fi 
minutes, and at certain periods of the year in such TZ *
as to have obtained the name of “meteoric showerV Thes" ‘ 
apparently emanate from a certain constellation, or from a point
stellation, whit sing'J mel^s” appeTif^ Certa'n 
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. a sPark sufficient to ignite a piece of tinder at the bottom/of the- 

yhnder. sime idea from this may be formed of the heatjolved 
by the motion of a large body in the atmosphere with the Velocity
be sneedT' 1 C°m,buSt,ble bodR "»der such circumstance!, would 

be speedily ignited, but could not burn freely till reachinl air'of 

greater density; thus, on entering the lower portion of the ktmps 
phere, it would burn with great rapidity, and, accordance \otts

eaSr fnCe’be™°Ke0r leSS' orentire|y consumed before reaching the 
earth. It has been estimated that by the time they have traveled 

space of 50 miles, the meteoroid, or meteor, as it has then becoriie 
heated, melted evaporated and extinguished in a period of not

, ' “ a saTd 0f time- Th£ height from us at which they be
come heated 4 visibility is sometimes as much as 200 milesfbut

mdes IhgC ,aÜ PU‘ d0W" at 75 miles, and extinction about 50 
miles above .the earth. The length of the arc or course they de-
thfV" e'r ™‘b,e Path varies greatly, owing to the position of

and d’ rVCr' T ™ay flash Up’ ‘"creasing in size and brilliancy,'

such a nW Ut Seeming,y descnbi"g a"y arc. The course of 
such a one is directly towards the observer, but

30 or more miles apart, it would exhibit 
length. 1

to another person 
an arc of several degrees in

Different and varied views 
origin of meteoroids, 
exploded or shattered

are held by philosophers as to the 
One theory is, that they are fragments of an

s;rrnto that body, and serve as fuel for that central orb. To illustrate 
this, supposing our earth, through some gigantic convulsion became 

smtegrated, and burst into numerous portions, these would con- 
™ ' ,7ve ""becoming more or less erratic in their movements

the smaller portions would first feel the influence of disturbing;
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which was long ago suggested hv th ’ he previous existence of 
Jupiter, where^orfly asferoid! havens Vyet'be'81* ^tween. ^ars and 

bers, the discoverer of three of the l X b observed- Dr. Ol- 
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osity, etc. Sir John Hersrhol hn eterred to, fusion, lumin- 
The diameter ot Jupiter the large'Til"’ 'r°m this theory- 
system, is 80,000 miles, whilst that of CliT °dyin.0ur Planetary 
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that it has been compared to a fall of dust in an unoccupied room. 
No belter proof of this can be given than that an examination of the 
abyssal mud disclosed the presence of an appreciable proportion of 
meteoric iron, the product of those falling stars which dissipate 
themselves on entering our atmosphere. Professor Geikie says in a 
recent geological lecture in Scotland To learn that mud gathers 
there so slowly that the very star-dust forms 
it brings home to us
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An interesting memoir by M. Tschermak, of the University of 
Wissenschaften, was published in 1875, on the source of meteoroids, 
and a paper on his memoir was, a few years ago, read before the 
Royal Irish Academy by Mr. Robert Ball, 
volcanic source in

Tschermak claims a 
some celestial body. Mr. Ball follows the thebry 

further, and by able reasoning shows that, if ejected from the planets 
or asteroids, there kvould only be a chance of one in 50,000 of them 
falling on the earth. In the early stage of our own earth’s history, 
ong anterior to life, when mighty convulsions were rending it 

colossal volcanoes may have existed with explosive energy enough to 
drive missiles upwards with a velocity which would carry them far 
enough from the earth to a point where they would continue to 
move in orbits round the sun, crossing at each revolution the point 

, of the earth’s track from which they were originally discharged. If 
this were the case, there are now doubtless myriads of «hose pro
jectiles moving through the solar system, the only common feature 
of whose orbit is that they all intersect the track of the earth, and, 
it and they now and then meeting, the point of intersection would 
be marked by the descent of a meteorite. This theory was hinted 
at by Dr. Phipson, in a work published by him in 1866, and Mr. 
Lawrence Smith, another later'writer on the subject, inclines to the 
same view. No volcano now exists with explosive energy eriongh 
to eject fragments that could constitute - future meteoroids, and if 
such ever did exist, it could only be in the early stages of the earth’s 
history.

I

æ

Another, and an ingenious theory advanced by Professor 
Newton, of Yale College, and one meeting with general acceptance 
is, that meteoroids are fragments of or attendants dn a comet, and 
ip a lecture of his in 1879, he scientifically endeavors to prove 
this. Speaking of the recurring November meteoric showers which
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one by one they crash through it either to fall on the ground or to 
be annihilated by friction before reaching it.

Professor Schiaparelli, an Italian authority on these questions, 
regards meteorbids as original inmates or portions of one of what he 
styles star drifts, and of whose existence decided proofs are given by 
Proctor, and composing with other stars of the same vast eddy at
tendant bodies
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accompanying in its journey through space the gen
era! drift or star family of which the sun forms part. On this 
sumption they are bodies from some more distant space than the 
star family of the sun, wanderers irom more distant star drifts

The conflagration of a star through contact with' meteoroid 
bodies is not an unknown occurrence. The first on record took 
place 2,000 years ago, and is described by Hipparchus. It 
blazing in full daylight. A similar event is recorded in 945, in 
1264 aqd in 1572. In 2596 Fabricius observed a similar occur
rence, followed by another in 1604. In 1673 another made its 
appearance, remaining visible for two years, whilst as recently as 
1848, a similar event was noticed, and a few years ago another ap
peared, which was ably written upon by Proctor in an article of his 
in 1 Belgravia.’ At the present time a burning star is apparent in 
the constellation Auriga, which is being watched with great interest.
In 1859 two meteoric masses are recorded as having fallen into the 
sun and affected the whole frame of the earth. Vivid auroras were 
seen where they had never before been seen, accompanied by elec
tro-magnetic disturbances all over the world. In many parts the 
telegraph lines refused to work, signal men received severe shocks, 
and at Boston and elsewhere, a flame of fire followed the pen of 
Baios telegraph. This was the effect of two comparatively small 
meteors. What would be the effect of a comet, bearing in its flight | present is 
many millions of these, falling into the sun, can hardly be under
stood. It would be only temporary, but no student of science would 
be left to record it. Proctor, however, reassures us by saying that 
all but one of the known star conflagrations have occurred in the 
zone of the Milky Way, and that one, in a region connected with 
the Milky Way by a stream of stars; and if among the comets in 
attendance on our sun there is one whose orbit Intersects the sun’s 
globe, it must already have struck it long before the era of man.

An interesting question has recently been put forward by the 
Lancet,’ the well-known English medical publication, respecting
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denominations, and the meteorite has no doubt given rise to the 
miscalled thunderbolt. univer 

in met
In barbarous times, when omne ignotum pro mirifico prevailed, 

I. e., when all that was unaccountable was looked on as a miracle, 
these missiles were ascribed to the anger of an offended Deity, and 
antiquarians even attribute to them the origin of the religious defer
ence paid to the worship of stones amongst the nations of early 
days. The image ol Diana mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles, 
as believed by the Ephesians to have fallen down from Jupiter, and 
the Palladium or sacred statue of Minerva, said to have fallen from 
heaven, and to have been preserved in Troy as a treasure, on the 
safety of which that of the city depended, had each, no doubt, this 
origin. It is only of late years that the attention of scientists lias 
been given to ascertaining the origin of these falling bodies, philoso
phers having, up to iSoa,Regarded the idea of solid bodies being 
precipitated to the earth
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s entertained by the ancients, a vulgar 
error. In that year Mr. Howard submitted to the Royal Society a 
paper containing an accuraA examination of testimony connected 
with such events, and a minute analysis of several of these sub- 
Stances which were said to have fallen in different parts of the globe. 
This excited an animated discussion, and led to a more careful 
study of the subject which in the last three or four years has had 
more light thrown on it than in all previous time, and there is now 
scarcely any scientific periodical which does not contain allusion 
more or less pointed, to meteors and meteorites.

Meteorites are divided into three groups, of which the disting
uishing feature lies in the relative amounts and arrangement of the 
iron and stony material, or silicates, which they contain. All contain 
iron, almost invariably associated with nickel and cobalt. The 
three divisions are aeorolitts, aerosiieritis, and aerosiderolites. An 
aerolite is a meteorite composed chiefly of stony material, but con
taining nodules of nickeliferous iron. An aerosiderite is composed 
of solid nickeliferous iron, with little

V-

or no stony matter adhering, 
and an aerosiderolite is an intermediate variety of very rare occur- 
redfce in which the iron forming a skeleton is honey-combed in every 
direction by the stony portion. Meteorites are not found to contain 
any new elements, or rather, no elements not commbn to our earth 
are held by them ; this leads to the conclusion that throughout the
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universe there is unity of design in physical constitution 
in mechanical arrangement.

7i
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Amongst the earliest records of meteorites may be mentioned 
spoken of by Pliny, which fell in Thrace, 467 B. C„ and was 

st.ll m existence in his time. This he describes as about the size of 
a wagon. The Chinese records go back 644 B. C. to 333 A. D. 
Anaxagoras, Diogenes and Plutarch, all agreed on meteorites, and 
though ignorant of the comet-lore of to-day, believed they were 
a ways rotating invisible to us. A large meteoric stone is recorded 
at Lucama 54 B. C. In Saxony (Annales Fuldenses) a great shower 
of stones in 823 A. D., destroyed men and cattle, and fired 35 vil
lages; 92T, 1010, 1164 and 1304, were remarkable for them. In * 
I49=, one fell in Alsace weighing 260 lbs., and is still shown in the 
church at Ensisheim. In r5oi, at Padua, ,2=0 stones fell, 
weighing 160 lbs and another 60 lbs. In 15,, a heavy fall occur- 
red in Crema. In 1676 a large one burst over Leghorn, and the 
fragments fell into the sea. In
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one

r , , *79° a shower of stones fell at Aden.
Eater records are mpre detailed than earlier'ones, where superstiti- 
ousawe seems to have retarded investigation or description. In 
1803, at L Aigle, in France, a cloud appeared, out of which, during 
explosions lasting five or six minutes, and described as terrific thun 
der, a large number of stones fell. In ,8=7 an aerolite of ,40 lbs. 
fell at Smolensk, m Russia, and in 1808, in Moravia, between 200 
and 300 fell. At Brandenburg and Potsdam, and in England, a

tenriTd I Wa« red °n the Water' buildinSsi etc- »fter me- 2xo mfie ff 1 '"V u l8z2’ and in '856 the decks of a vessel 
4 miles off land, in the Indian Ocean, were covered with a fall of 

s ones the size of shot, which microscopical examination proved 
were of true cosmical origin, and not volcanic, as was first suspected. 
In 1783 a bright meteor was séen from Greenwich Ob 
noticed all over England, the diameter of which

9

If

servatory, and
. was estimated atone mile, and its speed at iood miles a minute. No fragments of 

it were known to have been found, but after its explosion the 
took tén minutes reaching the earth.

Speaking of the sound, I have no doubt that the « thunder in 
a cloudless sky” spoken of in the earliest records of Latium, and 
deemed such an ill omen by soothsayers, mugt have originated from 
meteonç concussion.
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In 1807 a large shower of meteoric stones fell ‘at Weston, in I 
Connecticut, of which a full account was published by Professors 
Silhman and Kingsley, of Yale College. In the British

Museum
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there are athe National Museum"nVaJhl! SpCC!mens of meteoric stones, and 
mens. In the Royal Academy at Storth”! defiC'Cntsuch sPeci' 
the largest weighing as tone k- k 0 m are exhibited several, 
by a Swedish LpeditLnf 7“* u™ br°UBht from Grocnland 
stones,-of the ^t SSTb.^ ^ ^ **"
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British Museum,’ and another ’of 77o"Tbs47° 'bS" W3S ^ ‘° ‘he 
Museum of Minneapolis At th* J .was sent t0 fhe State

herding cattle near a small lake five Tsix milesl'' ,7“ 2 the large masses fell 01,j ,k ,ve or s,x m'‘es south-west of where
passed over they ,aw and hld"^ j“Stafter the fireba" 
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daylight, he was struck by a meteorite and killed. This missile is 
reported as having apparently come from the west, at an angle of 
about no degrees, its obliquity being ascertained by its having in its 
passage^cut through the limbs of a tall maple tree like a cannon ball. 
He was struck on

Illino
tance
faintl)
away

m
... or under the shoulder, whence it passed through
him to above the left hip, and buried itself two feet in the soft black 
ground. The greater part of his body was crushed into the earth 
beneath the stone, which was described as of a rough, round form 
tfnd resembling iron pyrites. No doubt many similar deaths have 
ofeured but are unrecorded. I could cite numerous instances, 
which I have in my note-books, of meteorites falling close by 
parties who observed them, which are authenticated as reliable.

On December 15th, 1884, at 3 a. m., a large meteor passed 
over Quebec, and fell on the farm of Mr. LeFrancois, near Chateau 
Richer, 15 miles distant, burying itself to a depth of 5 or 6 feet, and 
measured, when excavated, five feet in circumference.

On January 27th, 1885, a large meteor passed over the Island 
of Guernsey, terrifying the inhabitants, and was seen by the crew of 

steamer off the island, to fall into the sea, to the west.
On September 13th, 1885, a rumbling sound awakened the 

-residents oi Akron, Ohio, at 4 a.m., caused by a large meteor passing 
over the place, which illuminated the country for a great distance 
and was supposed to have struck the ground near the eastern part 
of that city.

In June, 1886, a large meteor fell into Spring Pond, near St. 
egls Falls, New York State, scattering mud in every direction and 

killing numbers of fish.
T °n {Une i2th> i887. a large meteoric stone fell near St. Joseph, 
Indiana, burying itself some 12 feet in the earth, and was estimated, 
before it broke, to have weighed nyrly

On July 1st, 1888, a large meteor was seen passing over 
Montreal, and was noticed also during daylight at Appleton, 
Wisconsin, rivalling the sun in brightness. It was visible for half 
a minute, but was attended with no noise.
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On February 4th, 1890, a large meteor fell near Granbury, 
Texas, striking the peak of one of the Comanche mountains, and 
knocking huge boulders into the valley, barely missing 
descent Major Torres’ house.

On April 15th, 1890, a brilliant meteor passed over Glencoe,
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loud report, and exploded a short dis-
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But time will not allow me to delay lpnger. I have been un
able to hear of any meteoric stones existing in this section, and 
should be very glad to gain information of any such, if existing. It 
- be a new object for our Hamilton naturalists to look out for in 

their\rambles, and of peculiar interest as leading to the study of 
brancl^of physics only recently attracting attention.
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i—Fungi Affecting Fruits.
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BY L. WOOLVERTON, M. A.
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the brief time which you will be able to place at my disposal, I shall 
only have time to outline some of those which come under the first 
head. It is only recently/that these two branches of science which 
refer to the very tiny subjects, such as can only be studied through 
the microscope, have bepn pursued far enough by scientists to make 
their investigations, of real use to practical men, but no\v,we are 
finding that the professor and the farmer are nearer friends than 
they were in days goije by. “ Book lamin’’ was for many years 
despised by the lattA^but now the prejudices are wearing away, 

owing largely to the) exertions of our professors who visit the 
Farmers’ Institutes throughout the country. A neighbor used.to. 
tell me that he coulcj not see any use in “eddication”; he-tfever 
had.any “ layiin hissejf ” and he said that he knew more than those 

His favorite subject of conversation was astronomy, and 
he used to delight in meeting with us young students from the 
university and prdving to us that all we learned at school con- 
cerning the rotundit^’of the earth and the distance away of the sun, 

moon and Stars was erroneous and absurd. He could prove to a 
demonstration that the! earth was flat and that the sun was no larger 
tharj^artart wheel and went round the “ airth on’st a day.” He had 

. Jnlhself ascertained the exact distance of the sun from the earth by 
f. taking the angle, using for his mathematical instruments some 

chalk, a square, and ten foot boards, and proved to a demonstration 
that it was just five hundred miles.
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Such men remind one of the redoubtable preacher spoken of 
by Dean Alford in his Queen’s English, who used to hold fomi at 
Cambridge, in a chapel on Green street. The Dean says his wont 

to rail at the students of the University, trying to make out that 
it was a waste of time to study Greek and Latin. On one occasion, 
having wound himself up to 'the requisite pitch of fervor, he ex
claimed in a voice of thufrder> Do ye think Fowl knew Greek? ” 

One of the problems that "was long unsolved among us fruit 

growers, was the cause of the PluM Knot, but lately mycologists 
have given us an insight into its life history. For a long time it was 
thought to be caused by some insect, and

Fro. 1.—Gow
*

mi£
even yet we meet with 

men who will not give up this theory. Insects are found in it.'they 
say, and this they claim is positive proof that they" are the cause. 
Careful investigation, however, shows that these insects are not the 
cause of it, but thauhey simply make use of it as a favorable place
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•"Pen 'and fal1 off and are carried by the wind long distances to 
propagate the disease. ports c 

spenti 
results„, fut “ 18 not 0n*v in the summer time that the knot is active,

but also in the winter. During the month of February winter spores 
are formed in the little sacs called asci (fig. 3). On cutting through 
a knot m the month of February, these little sacs are plainly dis
cernible with a small hand-glass (fig. 3). Each contains about eight 
winter spores, known to mycologists
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as ascospores, which one by 
are carried forth to some favorable host. For a long time the 

cause of the plum knot was an unsolved problem, but, thanks to 
science, this problem has been solved, and we now know that cut
ting and burning the affected limbs will effectually 
disease. We also know that a paste made of kerosene and paint, 
or turpentine, is destructive to it. But, although we have informa
tion enabling us to overcome it in Qur

stamp out the On:

of an in 
and sma 
bees in i 
the orch

»

... orchards, the problem
still remains, how ye can compel the lazy and indolent in town am* 
country to destroy those plum and cherry trees in their gardens 
which are affected. The present law seems very inoperative. True, 
it provides for the appointment of an inspector in every munici
pality, but the council is not obliged to appoint such inspector ex
cept on a petition of at least fifty ratepayers, and this is too cumber- 
some a mode of procedure. Further, the inspector is not 
to act unless he receives written notice of the disease, 
mistake. He ought to be obliged to make a round of the orchards 
several times during the season, and have all affected trees destroyed 
without receiving notice from anybody.

Another problem in horticulture, which, as yet, is unsolved, is 
the cause of the Yellows in the peach. This mysterious disease 
originated in the peach orchards of some of the Middle States a 
good many years ago. It haï gradually spread fror> state to state 
throughout the larger part of the Union, and across the borders into 
the peach orchards of otir own country. Periodically its visitations 
seem to be more severe in character, destroying orchards by whole
sale. Then, after the peach growers have given up peach growing 
for some time, they find themselves able to begirt again with some 
fair hopes of success. The Department of Vegetable Pathology of 
the United States have taken this matter up and spent an immense 
amount of money in investigating into this disease, and to this work 
have appointed Professor Erwin Smith, who has made elaborate re-
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affected with the blight. Besides this, he found that the blight 
could not be communicated to healthy trees by the juices of the 
disease, after the germs were removed from them by filtration.

The same organism causes the twig blight of the crab apple, 
tJ > the quince and even, to' some extent, ordinary cultivated varieties 

of the apple.

times
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Prof. Burrill told me, at the time of the visit referred to, that 
the bacterium of the pear blight ordinarily comes through the young 
and succulent wood of the trees and also through the stomata of the 
leaves and blossoms in the early part of the growing season. This 
explains why pear trees, which are stimulated to make a very rapid 
and succulent growth, are more subject to the blight. The little 
bacterium, according to Mr. Burrill, |jas a sort of corrosive nature 
which enables it to pass through the cellular tissue from cell to cell, 
thus working along through the wood, carrying destruction in its 
course.
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Still the pear blight is only a half solved problem. It yet re
mains to be shown how we may prevent its ravages and how to save 
the trees that are already affected. Spraying with the Bordeaux 
mixture early in summer, has been recommended by the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture as being of great value in preventing 
leaf blight.

One of the greatest plagues of the fmit grower is the Apple 
Scab. This has been known to botanists on the continent of 
Europe for some fifty years, but, since the year r86g, its'habits have 
been more carefully observed by mycologists, who have named it 
Fusicladium dendriticum. We gave some space to its description in 
The.Canadian Horticulturist, yolume X, page 103, and since that 
time have endeavored to keep apple growers posted concerning the 
progress of the evil and the stitcess of the various remedies proposed 

. for its destruction. At that time it had reached Australia ; 
have reports of its presence even in New Zealand.

An important step in advance was made when it was shown that 
the fungus causing the leaf blight of apple,' which resulted in its 
early dropping from the tree, was identical with that known as the 
scab on the fruit itself.

On the leaves, the scab appears first as small olive-green spots, 
pf à definite and rounded outline (fig. 6). These increase in size, 
and assume a velvety appearance, with a less regular border ;
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of 50° F., in about eight hours; and the 
germ tubes have power to penetrate healthy 
skin and thus quickly spread the disease.

Prof. Scribner, in his report of 1887, re
commended spraying the trees in the early (Fj°- Q-^Sporesjif fungus 

spring before the buds began to expand, with bating, 
sulphate of iron, 4 lbs. to 4 gals, of water ; then, after fruit is set, with 
Bordeaux mixture. More recently, Prof. Taft and Prof. Trelease 
have highly commended the
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of ammoniacal copper carbonate.

This spring, in the last report of the Ohio Experimental Station, 
we observe that Prof. Green asserts that the most satisfactory of the 
copper compounds for destroying apple scab, with regard to cost, 
convenience and effectiveness, is the dilute Bordeaux mixture. The 
method of preparing it is as follows Dissolve four pounds of copper 
sulphate in two gallons of hot water; add sufficient water to cool it. 
Slake four pounds of quick lime, add water to make a milk of lime. 
Pour into copper sulphate through sieve to dissolve the lime better. 
Dilute to fifty gallons.

One advantage of this mixture is that Paris green may be used 
with it, and no injury to the foliage results. The effect should be 
bright, clean, healthy foliage and fruit, as well as comparative free
dom from curculio and codling-moth.

In the Journal of Mycology. Vol. VII., No. r, Prof. Goff, of 
Madison, Wisconsin, reports his experiments in 1891 in treating 
apple scab. He used, chiefly, copper carbonate (1) in suspension, 
using one ounce to twelve gallons of water, and (2) dissolved in 
monia, one ounce to twenty-five gallons of water. In the latter 

• the ounce of salt was first dissolved in a quart of ammonia.
He found that the copper carbonate applied in suspension, just 

use Paris green, was 'nearly as effective as when half the 
amount was used diluted in ammonia, and it had the advantage that 
Paris green for codling-moth could be safely added. Treating the 
trees before the opening of the flowers was of great value ; indeed, 
in one instance, where the Canada Peach apple was sprayed with 
copper carbonate, it was found that one application previous to the 
opening of the bloom was more effective than four after. On trees 
badly infested, the scab reduces the size of the apples so much 
lessen Jhe-grop at least twenty per cent., besides rendering a large 
part of it worthless.
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and Mikado, seem very subject to it, while Perfection, Paragon and 
Trophy are less so. The appearance of the affected fruit is shown 
in fig. ro.

By scientists it is called Macrosporium Salant. The fungus 
sists of a dark colored mycelium or vegetable system, the growing 
tubes of which can be readily traced to the cells of the sound tissue 
of the tomato, (see fig. no), and of spores, which are borne on 
the end of branches, called hyphæ, represented in fig. n, b and 
c. These are at first dark brown, but at length turn olive-black. 
When these spores come in contact with green or ripé, fruit, they 
germinate rapidly under* favorable circumstances, such as heat and 
moisture, and send out slender tubes, shown at fig. d. These spores 
survive the winter in the shriveled fruit, and in old leaves and stems. 
The remedy proposed by the United Stgtes Department of Agrichl- 
ture is : One-half ounce sulphuret of potassium, dissolved in a gallon 
of water, and sprayed upon the vines, so as to thoroughly wet ail 
the fruit.
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The Powdery Mildew of the Grape ( Uncinula spiralis) is 
quite common in the Niagara district, and in some varieties very 
injurious. It appears first early in June, in the form of dull greyish 
white patches on the leaves and fruit. Under the microscope these 
patches are seen to be the myceÿal growth of the mildew which 
spreads over the surface of the host plant, and does not penetrate its
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tissue except that it 
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These are safely protected during the winter season by the hard 
compact walls ot the perithecium, which in spring crack open and 
allow the asci to escape, and bring about a new infection of the 
vines. While th'is mildew is not nearly so destructive as that variety 
called the Downy mildew, still it is capable of wholly ruining the 
crop of certain .varieties which aré subject to it, as for instance, the 
Salem.
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The usual remedy found to be quite effectual in most cases in 
the Niagara district, is dusting'flowers of sulphur on the vines, or, in 
hot weather, underneath them; but a more certain and effectual 
method is spraying the vines with the Bordeaux mixture, or the car- 
bonate of copper early in the

The Powdery Mildew

m

season.
Of\jJE Gooseberry (Sphcerotheca 

mors uvœ.) Like thé powdery mildew of the grape, this is a para
sitic fungus, filamentous or thread-like in growth, and only attacks 
the surface of the host, giving it a powdery appearance. Goose
berries affected, as everyone knows, are rendered both unsightly and 
undesirable for food, and it is owing chieflyI’ to the prevalence of
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which, when ripe, separate and 
fall off from the top, one by one, 
in the form of spores. These 
spores are so light as to be read- 
ily carried about in the air from \||| ^
tree to tree, and thus the evil is 
rapidly spread about through the ™ K *
orchard. Fig. 15 is a represent
ation of two fruiting threads of 
this fungus before the spores 
have begun to fall away, magni
fied 250 diameters. The en
graving is reproduced from a late 
report of the Geneva Experiment 
Station.
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Since thi potes can only,develop in a moist atmosphfre, it is 
quite evident that, if we could keep our cherries perfectly dry, there 
would be no rot. But, as this is impossible, we must endeavor to 

.find some other means of preventing the evil. The spores have 
great vitality and preserve their generative powers from one season 
to another. The old ripe ferries which dry up and hang upon the 
trees during the winter, as well as the fallen cherries beneath the 
trees, are thejneans of carrying the fungus through to the following 

Any mode by which these could be destroyed would be 
helpful, whether by burning or by allowing the pigs to run in 
the orchard, so as to eat up all that drop. Probably the most 
reliable method of combatting th| evil will be found in the universal 
remedy of spraying the trees with

season.

the Bordeaux mixture as soon as
possible after the blossoms have fallen.

Plum Leaf or Shot LTole Fungus (Scptoria Cerasim).— 
The leaves of cherry and plum fcges are often affected by this 

, fungus, the appearance of which is well represented in fig. 16.
The holes are frequently so round and even that they awaken 

considerable curiosity on the part of the observer as to their cause, 
but lately the mystery has been explained by Prof. Scribner, who 
says that they are caused by a fungus which is very widely distrib- I 
uted throughout the States east of the Mississippi. • Though 
very serious pest,1 it often inflicts considerable injury both upon the 
cherry and the plum trees, by interfering with the proper function
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of the leaves, causing them to drop prematurely 
sometimes as early as the first of August. Thé 
leaves attacked show at first, scattered be 
there over the surface, dark purple sp5t 
ble on both sides, varying from one twenty- 
fourth to one eighth of an inch in diameter. 
After a brief period, the tissue covered by these 
spots becomes dead and brownish in col 
examining one of these brown 
microscope there will be detected from one to , 
several minute black points. These are the I 
fruits of the fungus, like little capsules, in 
the spores of the fu 
abundance.
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F'g- 17 represents a highly 
magnified section through the 
leaf, ,including one of the four 
capsules, and at a, above, are 
shown some of the 
more

f - spores, still 
highly magnified. The 

parasite buries itself within the 
leaf tissue and, therefore, any 
treatment, to be successful, 
be preventative.

must 
Spraying the 

g trees with the copper cajfcnate 
compounds, or with the Bordeaux 
mixturf, for preventing the plum 
or cherry rot will result, in all pro
bability, in preventing the growth 
of this fungus.
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Fig. 18.

plants. You will readily recognize the common appearance of 
this fungus from fig. 18. The spot is at .first brownish or red- 
purple, but when fully matured it "has a circular centre dead white, 
from one-eighth to one-quarter of an inch in diameter. The red- 
purple color is the re
sult of a growth of fila- 
mentg„QfJbesvegetative 
portion, or mycelium,
(fig. 19a.) of this fun- 
gus, pushing their way e 
through betwMn the 
cills' of the interior of 

leaves, disorganizing 
their contents and ab-

8Cj

tell A

Fig. 19.—Section of diseased strawberry leaf.
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Dudley, the term “ leît blight ” would be more applicable- as a 
common name. . *

This blight first appears on the new leaves about the time of 
the setting fruit, and if the weather of the succeeding months is dry 
and hot, there will result serious injury to the vitality of the
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sorbing their fluids. Air spaces are then formed in the centre of the 
spot,1 giving rise to the dead white appearance which results. In 
fifr,19 there is seen the transection of a strawberry leaf, of which the 
portion on the left isdiealthy and of the usual thickness, while that 
at the right showS a margin of the “ spot,” and this portion of the 
leaf is shrivelled to one-fifth its usual thickness. At b is seen the 
reproductive portion of the fungus known as conidia. The conidia- 
spores are oblong and very minute, and when they fall on the fresh 
leaf surface, where there is a moisture, soon germinate, bore their 
way to the epidermis <r, and give rise to fresh spots.

to this mode of propagation by conidia, which are 
summer spores, and short-lived, there" are also winter spores grown 
in sacs called asci. Each ascus, or sac, contains eight ascospores, 
and these preserve their vitality in the dead leaves through the win
ter, and mature in the early spring. From this explanation it is 
evident that considerable benefit might be derived by strawberry 
growers through the plan adoptéd by some, of burning over the 
plantation in the early spring, for, in this way the fungus, to a large 
extent, may be destroyed.

The fungicide, recommended by Professor Scribner for spray
ing the strawberry bed, is three ounces of carbonate of copper dis
solved in one quart of water, and then diluted with twenty gallons 
of water. This should be sprayed on the plantation after the crop 
has been gathered, and repeated once or twice before the first of 
September. No doubt the Bordeaux mixture would be equally 
effective.

-i

In addition

Æ

Some of the varieties, as the Manchester and the Wilson, are 
especially liable to this disease, while other varieties, such as the 
Sharpless, are little troubled with it. .

The Raspberrÿ Anthracnose (Glœosporium venetum).— 
This fungus is one which has thus far nof prevailed to any great ex
tent in Ontario. But from a late report of the Cornell Experiment 
Station, we note that it was observed in New York State last 
season, both on the raspberry and blackberry canes. This may yet 
become a serious injury to us in Ontario. An instance is given by 
Prof. Burrill, of a blackberry plantation in Missouri that yielded a 
profit of $400 one year, which was sd reduced by the disease that 
it scarcely paid expenses the year fojlowing. The apparent injury
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to blackcaps in Missouri in the year 1887 from this fungus was esti
mated at fromten to twelve per cent, of the entire crop.

I,

Fig. 23.—Raspberry Anthraonoie.

It first appearj in the form of small purple spots scattered 
around the lower parts of the Canes. These soon rapidly increase 
in size and spread from the lower portion of the canes upward, 
giving them a scabby, pithy appearance, as shown in fig. so. The 
damage done by these blotches rarely extends to the pith, but the 
greatest injury is done to the cambium layer, or the portion through 
which the sap is conveyed in the process of growth, resulting very 
much the same as if the cane had been girdled. As a result, the 
leaves do not attain more than half the normal size, and the fruit, if 
developed at all, does not reach its full development, but,ripens pre
maturely, or simply dries up and is worthless. If the canes are not 
killed the first year, the continued'action of the fungus on the leaves 
and branches prevents the formation of fruit the succeeding year. 
After the fungus has appeared upon the canes, the petioles of the 
leaves are attacked in the form of purplish spots near their base. 
Gradually the disease spreads throughout the whole framework of 

- the leaves, showing white blister-like spots.
We omit any description of the botanical character of this fun

gus, but simply remark that in overcoming it, a vigorous condition 
of the plant is important, and any old plantations which are diseased 
would be better cleared out and burned. One experiment station
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recommends spraying early in the spring, before the growth has be
gun, with sulphate of iron, a pound to a gallon of water, and after 
the leaves appear, with the Bordeaux mixture.

For many of the illustrations used with this paper, and for much 
indebted to the excellent publications of tfte 

Department of Agriculture, Section of Mycology, of the United 
States., In this important field of study a great advance has been 
made during the last few years, and the results are proving to be of 
immense value to fruit growers and gardeners. Many of the vftirst

95I,
ras esti-

information, I am

!m
problems facing the horticulturist have been satisfactorily solved, and 
mafty others will be cleared up during the coming year. The im
portance of a widespread dissemination of the work of these ex
perimenters, in its relation to the prosperity of our province, can 
scarcely be over estimated.
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THE SPELLING REFORM.

Read before'the Hamilton Association, March 24th, 1892, 

BY C. R. M’CULLOUGH.
j
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intercommunication the progress of mankind would be impossible.”
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The history of language is the history of civilization. The dis
covery of a method of symbolizing thought, the invention of an 
alphabet, the adaptation of independent types, mark the three 
greatest eras of human progress.

The first writing (mown to man was undoubtedly hieroglyphic. 
These hieroglyphs were simply pictures of thought, each picture 
being illustative of an idea. This system was therefore adapted to 
a period when ideas were comparatively few, or to a civilization at 
stand-still. With the increase of ideas came the demand for some 

ready means of recording thought, and as necessity has ever 
been the mother of invention, the idea

just
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conceived of transferring 
the symbol or picture from the thought to the sound employed in 
speech to represent that thought.

The Egyptian priests were acquainted with both the hiero
glyphic and the alphabetic systems, and kept their secrets of 
and creed

was

E caste
by the former on account of the greater difficulty attend

ing its acquisition and retention in the memory. The hieroglyph 
lives to-day in the Chinese method of language representation, and 
the contrast between the intellectual standing of the people of that 
empire, arid the rest of the world-the progress in civilization 
and science of Europe and America, in contrast with the stationary 
intellect and political status of China—is strong testimony to the 
relative merits of the two methods for furthering the ends of civiliza
tion and advancement.
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There were defects in the Latin alphabet which were transmit- 

ted from one age and nation to another. As a result modern Eng
lish in its representation is less true to the alphabetic theory on 
which it professes to be based .than was the case hundreds of years%m
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ago, and, owii to the constant change in pronunciation, which is 
being followed by no corresponding alteration in the spelling, we 
are being rapitily carried back to the hieroglyphic type of thought 
representatioi^X The matter should, then* command the profound 
interest of the progressionist, and challenge the attention and win 
the efforts of all who have at heart the advancement of the

English spelling is not acquired by sound—no, the teacher who 
should instruct his pupils to proc\d on this theory of spelling 
words would meet with very unsatisfactory results. Learners are, 
oh the other hand, instructed to familiarize themselves with the 
appearance of words, and to carry theiA in the eye as they would 

picture, a face or a figure—in short, to/take the word as a whole, 
just as the Egyptians of old

race.
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pel led tp carry their hiero
glyphs. The result of this is to render1 more difficult the acquisition 
of an elementary education, and were it not for the pluck, persever
ance and pertinacity of the race, coupled with improvements in 
educational methods, English-speaking people would in due time 
realize the fact that other nations were leading them in learning and 
advancement.
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The spelling-reformer, no less than the reformer in any other 

department of life and effort, is always expdSed to criticism, 
sionally to censure, and not infrequently to ridicule. If, however, the 
reformer is able to maintain his position and prove the truth of his 
contention, we should, I think, acknowledge the fact and shake off 
that inertia which is more deadly to the success of any movement 
than tfce most uncompromising opposition.

The movement for reformed spelling is not the creation of this 
pre-eminently creative age. As early as the thirteenth century Or- 
meen

occa- I

hiero-
caste
ttend-
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had raised his voice in its behalf. In the sixteenth John Hart 
and Sir Thomas Smitl^ (Secretary of State under Edward VI), urged 
reform. These advocates of improvement in language representa
tion were followed by Sir John Cheke, and in the seventeenth Bishop 
Wilkins appeared with his V Philosophical Language.” In the 
eighteenth Dean Swift, Benjamin Franklin, James Elphinstone and 
others took up the cause, and during the present* century we find 
Webster so far convinced of the necessity for reform as to introduce 
into his dictionary stich spellings as “ labor,” “ center,” “ traveler,” 
“worshiper,” etc. So general has been the acceptance of these 
spellings mat throughout the continent of America, and, indeed, to « 
some extent in England, they are the received forms of the words.
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When to such a list of famous 
enabled to add the names

men as the foregoing we are 
of the most eminent philologists and ety

mologists of our own times, Muller, Sayce, Dr. Murray, Whitney, 
Skeat, Dr. Ellis, Sweet, March, and such noted men as Tennyson» 
Darwin, Spencer and Isaac Pitman, I feel that no apologies are 
necessary in choosing this 
Hamilton Association.
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For one hundred years previous to the Norman conquest there 
had been a fixed spelling in England, almost as much so as ours 
after four hundred years of the printing press. The author of the 
Ormulum.(i2i5), prayed that in transcripts from his work respect 
might be had for his orthography ; and the “ Father of English 
Verse ” begged that no one should alter the spelling 'of his little 
book “Troilus and Cressida.” English spelling has, however, seen 
many changes since the time Chaucer expressed his wish, and it may 
be added that the changes, especially since the fifteenth century, have 
not all been for the better. Owing to the conservatism exercised by 
the press our orthography may be considered as fixed, but a little 
research will shojv that not a few changes have taken place within 
the past century. I have in my possession volume I. of the 

Spectator, edition of 1797, in which I noted the following spell
ings: Aukward, ribband, teint (taint), sculked, irreconcileable, bredes 
(braids), bason, bull-rush, thorough-basé, dropt, smoak, befal, i!e 
(aisle), story d, cloysters, ribbaldry, inchanted, rttotely, négociations, 
malecontents, flead (flayed), cearments, expence, choaked, alledge, 
corps (corpse), stopt, janty, phraise, controul, merchandize.
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English spelling, however, has not kept pace with English pro
nunciation, which is ever on the move ; and diving to the conserving 
influence of thejiress the distance between them is rapidly increasing. 
True it is that in a few instances changes in ^peech have been 
accompanied by changed spellings, but the fact remains that the eye 
is being educated at the almost total expense of the ear. Voltaire 
said : ‘‘ Writing is the painting of the voice. The nearer it resembles 
it the better." The definition given by Dr. Hayward before the 
Liverpool Literary and Scientific Society is worth repeating : “ Lan
guage is what is spoken, not what is written ; writing is merely an 
endeavor to convey language to the eye, as speaking is an endeavor 
to convey it to the ear.'’

In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the English language
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respelt after the Anglo-French method, becoming French rather 

than English in its orthography. Before the latter part of the fif
teenth, spelling was practically phonetic, but the revival of classical 
learning in the sixteenth interfered with this principle, and many 
words connected with Greek and Latin were altered to conform with 
the spelling of those languages. At this time was born that absurd
ity known as “etymological” spèlling; an endeavor to reiser the 
etymology of words evident to the eye and not to the ear. Spelling 
after this fashion was proceeding on a false principle which almost 
wholly ignored the scheme of alphabetic writing. It is needless to 
point out the many errors in tKe derivation of words occasioned by 
the attempts of the pedants of this age. Interested students are 
advised to refer to Skeat’sx “Principles of English Etymology,” 
chapter XVI, for information on this point. The same eminent 
philologist directs particular attention to the phonetic character of 
Anglo-Saxon, and urges it as a very strong reason why a return should 
be made to the principle of spelling observed by our ancestors. It 
appears to me that if the generality of people were aware of the fact 
that centuries ago spelling appealed to the ear, and not to the eye 
only, there would not be that opposition to reformed spelling so 
often met with.
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It has been carefully ascertained that not more than one word 
in a thousand is now spelt as pronounced. ■ This is sufficient evi
dence to show that we have almost completely lost the central idea 
of alphabetic writing. It is unanimously agreed 'by philologists that 
the invention of letters the invention of phonetic writing. The 
scheme of spelling by sound was followed as far as the few symbols , 
would permit or the needs of the writer demanded. As language 
grew and expanded, difficulties arose which, however owing to the 
veneration in^which the invention of the alphabet was held, were 
not adequately met by the addition of new letters, 
in a measure overcome by employing the old symbols within certain 
limits, and in later times by the use of diacritics.

If Vve examine Sanskrit we shall find the strongest proof that 
the phonetic principle characterized the earliest alphabets. Changes 
in speech were marked by corresponding changes in the spelling, 
and yet it is worthy of notice that in no language can the etymologi
cal and grammatical relationship of words be more clearly shown or 
more easily traced than in Sanskrit.
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The alphabet introduced into England was insufficient to repre 
sent the many sounds heard in Anglo-Saxon, and was constructed to

fi6"1 F;ng)'sh but Latin’ This system "as, however, adopted 
its deficiencies being in some degree made up by employing digraphs
and resorting to other expedients. Two of the runes were retained 
because there were no Roman letters to take their places. They 
were - J>,” afterwards represented by “ thV and “ p," superseded by 
“ w,” this being formed by the*union of two “ v ” characters (vv) 
(This “v ” had the power of “u” in “rune.”)
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As the language expanded, the evil became intolerable, and the 
awkwardness of employing one letter to represent two sounds, led to 
the introduction of a separate sign for the vowel sound “ u,” and 
assigning the “v” to the consonantal sound. » V,” as a sign proper 
for the consonant as distinct from the vowel, was not established 
in its place until the seventeenth century, although as a spoken 
sound it had beep in
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use since the conquest. Before the in- 
troduction of the written “v,” the rule prevailed that “u,” when 
doing duty as a consonant, should be used between two vowels, 
as in “ euil,” “ Hue.” The latter of these vowels being generally an 

e, it followed that words ending in the “ v ” sound were written 
with a final “e.” When the “v”yame in as the representative of 
the consonantal sound, it might have been expected that the final 
“e” in words that had formerly been written “ haue,” “giue,” “seme,” 
would be dropped,AQd these words written “hav,” “giv,” “serv,” etc., 
but a stupid conservât! 
minai “ ei”
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persisted in retaining the useless ter- 
vented during the fifteenth century, its 

origin beingjhe prolongation of the “i,” but did not come into gen
eral use uptil the seventeenth century. In the earliest printed books 

i ” any]/' y,” as well as "v” and u,” were used in a very arbitrary 
mariner. Caxton spells, '-unyVersai," “ fyrst,” “ Iulyus," “ Byble,” 
“wryte,” etc. In Tyndale's New Testament we find “ vnto,” “ 

.uaunt,” “ greuously," “vnder," etc. It is to be understood that 
4arly printers could use “ i,” “y,” and “v -• when they chose, as is 
t»be seen in “ leprosie,” “ sayings,” •' whiche," « verely,” etc.

“ Z " is, comparatively speaking, a new-comer ; and, as can be 
seen in King Lear, Act II, Scene 2, Shakspere. had not the highest 
regard for it. In early translations of the Bible in Saxon times it 
was used in “ Zaccheus ” and similar words, but owing to the fact that 
“s" had the power_of “z,” there was little use for the new letter;
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“s ” was employed for the “ zee " sound until the,fifteenth century, 
and even to-day the province of these letters seems to be undefined. 
There is a large class of words spelt with “ise.” and “ ize" in
differently. Webster favored a more general adoption of " ize,” and 
in this Dr. Murray, the celebrated lexicographer, agrees, though not 
to the extent of general change of “ ise » to “ ize ” when so sounded. 
He favors the change only when derivations from Greek “ z occur.

In the addition of W, V, J and Z to the alphabet, the phonetic 
principle was observed, and the question may well be asked if this 
(Joes not furnish a precedent for other changes, the importance of 
which I shall endeavor, in a subsequent part of my paper, to show.
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Etymology.—The favorite exception, practically the only ex
ception, taken to the movement for reformed spelling is that the ob- 

of the phonetic principle in spelling English would obscure 
or destroy the etymology of its words. Max Muller advises the 
amateur etymologist to leave the subject alone. I shall, therefore, 
trust to the opinions of the most celebrated etymologists of the 
tury to prove the utter fallacy of the contention that phonetic spell- 
ingwould interfere (with, or conceal, the etymology of English words. .

Professor Skedt, of Cambridge, says, “ It is really a gross mis
nomer to call that Spelling ‘ etymological ’ which imitates the spell
ing of a dead language. Every student is, or should be, aware that 
the only true etymological spelling is one which is phonetic. It is 
the sound of tjie spoken word which is to be accounted for, and all 
symbols which disguise this sound are faulty and worthless, 
old writers had riot used a phonetic system we should have 
data to go by.” j

The same authority, in his “ Principles of English Etymology,” 
chapter XVI., says : “ The subject of English spelling has to 
extent been considered in Lecture VIII of Archbishop Trench’s well- 
known and, in Jhe main, excellent work, entitled ‘ English Past and 
Present.’ But a perusal of that chapter will show that it merely dis
cusses certain spellings from a supposed J etymological ’ point of 
view, and does not at all attempt to deal with the only question of 
real importance, namely, what is the true history of our spelling, and 
how came we to spell words as we do. I make particular reference 
to this chapter because I believe that it has unfortunately done 
harm than good, as it is altogether founded on a false principle, such
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such as' to guMe'tht'ord^ryrélde; TtheVfy^Z 

because there is ‘a multitude of persons, neither accomphshed 

yet wholly without the knowledge bf all 
anguages save then own on the other; and it is of great value that 
hese should have all helps enabling them to recognize the words 
hey are using whence they came, to what words in other languages

meay„r„'nCTrly “d What ''S their ProP=™ and strictes,
Till no ri Z I" SPeC'0US argUmen‘ haS imp°Sed upon ma"y. and
will no doubt long continue to do so ; but if it be at all carefully 
examined, it will be found to amount to no more than this, that wl 
ough to spell words derived from Latin and Greek as nearly as pos- 

ble hke the Latin and Greek words from which they are borrowed ; 
and it will be-found that most of the examples of the words discussed 
are taken from those languages. No doubt Latin and Greek form 
an important element; in the English language; but i, may be re- 
plied that these are commonly the words which are least affected by 
phonetic spelling. However, the real point is this, that the'most 
important elements are neither Latin nor Greek, but English, Scan
dinavian and French. The English and Scandinavian elements are 
ar. “' y pept °Ut ,of s,Sht by Trench, except in a very few instances ; 

and the French element ,s treated very briefly and unsatisfactorily, 
indeed a careful treatment of it would have told the other way! 
Now, if we are to spell modern English words so as to insinuate 
their derivation from Latin and Greek, much more ought we to ' 
spell them so as to point out their descent from native English 
Scandinavian and Old French. Yet this is a matter quite ignored 

)' the general public, for the simple reason that they are commonly 
very ignorant of early English, Icelandic and Anglo-French, and so 
care absolutely nothing about the matter so far as these languages 
are concerned. Even Latin and Greek they know only by sight 
and not by sound; and there are probably many worthy people who’ 
believe that the modern English pronunciation of Latin accurately 
reproduces the sounds used by Virgil and Horace. Yet if the argu
ment for ‘ etymological » spelling is to be used at all, it must apply 
with far greater force to the words which form the back-bone of the 
language than to such as have merely been borrowed in order to 
augment its vocabulary.” p
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spelling would destroy the continuity of a language or conceal the 
>tn ogy 0 its words, is raised only by ignorance and superficiality 

Engh.h speHing ,s good lor little else but to suggest false etymolo
gies. Etymology deals with sounds, not with letters.”

An coresident of the Philological Society (Eng), Dr. Murray 
has expressed his views of the matter as follows: “ My dictionary
ZinTCe„ r°Wn ™e tha‘ the ordinary =PPeals to etymology 
against spelling reform utterly break down upon examination. Pho

stude'nt'of iLgulge n°tati°n " ^solutely necessary ,0 every

tents against phonetic spelling is that it would destroy the historical' 
and etymological value of the present system. One writer protests - 
against it as a reckless wiping out of the whole history of the 
anguage, imagining, ,t appears, that as soon as a phonetic alphabet 

has once firmly established itself, the existing nomic* literature will 
at once disappear by magic, together with all the older documents 
of the language from Alfred to Chaucer.
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present spelling is in many particulars a 
to etymology, and often, indeed, entirely 

‘ • • *dea, too, that because etymology 
amusing and instructive pursuit, it should therefore be dragged 

into practical orthography, is about as reasonable as it would be to 
nsis on every one having Macaulay’s • History of England ’ perma

nently chained around his neck, because history is an improving 
tudy In conclusion, it may be observed that it is mainly among 

the class of half-taught dabblers in philology that etymological spelh 
mg has found its supporters. All true philologists and philological 
bodies have uniformly denounced it as a monstrous absurdity both 
irom a practical and a scientific point of view ”

Professor Whitney, of Yale, Past President ol the American 
hilological Society, in his “ Language and the Study of Language ” 

says : “ We have already noted it as one of the distinguishing excel- - 
ences of the Indo-European languages that they are so ready to 

forget the derivation of term in favor of the convenience of its 

... . ■ • -, to abnegate a hereditary advantage
mode Of speech, who, for the sake of occasional gratification
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and T°U'd rivet forever uP°n mi<li<ms of writers
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most persistent objections to the pro- 
posed reform of English spelling is that known as-the etymological
made h r ", 38 the phrase imPlies ‘hat the objection is
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The sound of

'
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not etymologists.”

nart of fheir hi r % SlT,d’ 1 think- be <Juite a= important _ Rrt of their history as tie letters which go to make up the words
However, ,t would appear that etymology, in the minds of most 
people, looks for its perpetuation not in sounds but in dumb letters ' 
As it is, our present spelling is frequently misleading, and one has 
merely to mention such falsifications as : tongue, island, foreign 
Sovereign, rhymi delight, nephew, currants, wormwood, belfry, ising! 
glass causeway, fantastic, and leave to the curious the extension of 
the list, which can be made with, little labor.
of those “h f°r 8 Tment ‘00k at the word “ calculate.” How many 
of those who use this word from day to day are aware that it is de
rived from the Latin “ calculus,” a stone or pebble ? I must confess 
it as my belief that if this and other words were written according to 
the sound heard m the pronunciation, the purposes of etymology 
would be quite as satisfactorily served. « Kalkulit ” might look 
strange, but it would be true spelling* 8

If the “c ” of “ phonetics ” suggests to us the Greek " k ” whv 
should we suppose that it would be more difficult to discern in “kal 
ulat the Latin “c”? After all is said and done, îs not the root

meaning of the word “ language ” practically -• tongue-action ”? If 
' lïn?.ua*e be “ tongue-action,” would it not be we» to observe in 

unm>8n,afiPrmCIPle m fU” harm0"y with the =P0ken word? Is it
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If we are to accept the testimony of one who has done much to 
promote the study of comparative grammar throughout the world, 
Professor Max Muller, of Oxford, the etymological structure of our 
language would not be obscured by phonetic spelling. He says, 

The pronunciation of language changes according to fixed laws, 
e spelling IS changed in the most arbitrary manner, so that if spell

ing followed the pronunciation of words it would in reality be a 
greater help to the critical student of language than the present un
certain and unscientific mode of writing." The same emin'ent scholar 
has also stated it as his opinion that “ English spelling is 
misfortune.”
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Benjamin Franklin stated his views respecting reformed spelling 
in a communication addressed to a Miss Stephenson, in 1768. This 
letter is written in his own phonetic alphabet, and the intention of 
the writer is to meet objections to the proposed reform. It is worthy 
of mention that even then -* the wholly mistaken objection,” as Pm- 
fessor Sayce terms it, “ that all etymologies would be lost ” 
forward.
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To trace etymologies with any degree of success it would, in my 
opinion, be of prime importance that the student should not only 
have a thorough knowledge of his native tongue, and of the principles 
ol scientific philology, but be well acquainted with thé other lan
guages concerned in the research. Changes in sound, as well as 
changes m meaning, follow fixed laws, and he who would trace 
etymologies successfully must understand the operation of such laws.

“ The scientific etymologist,” says Max Muller, “ would wel
come an accurate representation of sounds by symbols; his object is 
to know what sounds pass into others in the course of centuries, and 
this he can only ascertain when the spelling represents the pronun- 
ciation.”
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In Dean Swift’s, time the “ etymological ” objection seems to 
have been advanced, else why should that prince of satirists pro- 
ceed to prove that the Greek and Latin languages were derived from 
™ghsh f I may be permitted to repeat one of his facetious “ 
mologies ” which

If
e in 
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that

ety.
may prove of some assistance at this stage of a 

somewhat serious subject. Swift assures us that the name of the cele- 
rated general, Annibal, or Hannibal, arose from the fact that he 

was an expert in tennis playing, and could, therefore, take » any ball." 
Alexander the Great, we are seriously told, was very fond of eggs

the
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the same delusion," adds the Dean.
nnn„^«e‘,etyrl0gieS”are quite as P‘obable as many of the
papers and'8'"5 1?° ^ 8rav'ely quoted by contributors to daily 
papers and weekly magazines, and which the X
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the profane However, the task of learning to snell is

oTa “primar81 "d ^ endeavor 10 eOT others in this portion 
o a primary education. To spell in accordance with the fashion 
of to-day ,s considered an essential of education, and yet you canno" 
find one person m ten who would risk writing an ordinary letter to

mmnJ !hPteSS ‘tHe “id °f a dictionary to assist him in deter
mining the correct spelling of his native tongue
become, to the majority of people, 
but spellings ! The 

“ Digraphs,”

on

' of tbe 
to daily 
reader

The dictionary has 
a book to set forth not meanings, 

present alphabet to say the least is defective. 
Dr. A. J. Ellis, of Oxford, says, “ must be looked 

upon as single letters quite as much as single letters themselves ; for 
they have not the value of a combination of letters, but of «ne letter

notTf twe t‘S llSh.t’theEnglith alphabet will be found to consist, 
not of twenty-si, letters only, but of two hundred ! And almost

soVethaUf, h , hUndrCd Symb0'S varies ils ™eaning at times,
has nit haV'"8, earned one “eaning for each of them, the reader 
has not learned all their
meanings, he has no

any time.”
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Look at the combination “ea” Observe the changes in sound 

it undergoes in': bead, dead, breast, beast, sheath, death, beard, 
heard sheaf deaf, letui (t° conduct), read (past tense), plid, lead 
(metal), read (present tense), head, fear, bear, 
that the substitution of 
combination, as

It will be noticed 
an initial letter changes the sound of the 

is also the case when the final consonent is changed 
Again: steam, steak, team, tear (to rend), beam, bear, peaçh, pear, 
ar earl, pear, pearl, lean, leant, mean, meant. Mr. Eizak Pitman 

is authority for the statement that this combination (“ea”) 
m ,60 monosyllables, and in a large number of polysyllables, how 
many he does not say. From this it will be seen that a child or 
foreigner, learning to read the English language, has 

memory the pronunciation of all these words separately, for the 
spelling will furnish no satisfactory clue. An old 
“ Consistencies a jewell.”

occurs

to commit to

m
verse has it,

.... can hardly be claimed for
spelling that the bard had it in mind, evenly remotely. The late 
distinguished Professor Gregory of Edinburgh University, who will 

e remembereid for his chemical attainments and his translations 
of Liebig s works, contributed the following, in which he ingeniously 

contrived to spell by what_I might term analogy, that is, he employed

our
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journals and proceedings.
set of letters representing ascertain sound' in 

produce the same sound in particular word, to
set of letters had been used to set forth'rh" ™ which a different 
desired to show tL » , ‘he Same S0Und' The satirist
thoggeraiev'Wn- 6 ”f'gn,t which English “or-

ëë y sanctions. It was written in 1846 •

■
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r*Æ»t^ïtKïïr£s
P g. n 1891 the number of primary shorthand books in 

system alone, had reached the enormous edition of

EEF^~^:"ÏÏS '
XnthelmanT "ïl public °P™°" & that point
when the demand will come in no uncertain tone for a more simole
and scientific system of orthography for general purposes. ■' Within 
ha f a century, too, philology has become a define science with 

e rnte aims and, although among the vast majority of people it 
no more than an occult science, yet the application of 

truths tn modern shorthand is bringing to the notice of
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extending constituency of persons the reasonableness of 
ol language representation based on phonetics.
eve,?6 ,?0Aeti" SOdety °f Great Britain- with a membership of 
over five thousand persons, is doing much to

' familiartvith"sh °f th°Se C°mposing the «
- Wh^h m nd' t0 Wh°m the duest'°" has presented itself,

y ould not a system of spelling by sound, which has been 
employed so successfully in stenography for fifty years,'apply in a 
hke manner to our longhand ? Why should notscLce ontheon 

hand meet practice on the other?’
An alphabet to answer all practical 

thirty-six letters, representing 
might, if desired, be extended 
“ Every single sound should be 
ing sign, and 
sign. Changes in 
ing"

a system

f
promote spelling re

othi
evei

The
iu;*

purposes should.consist of
many vowels and consonants, which 

to forty, to include four diphthongs, 
represented by a distinct and unvary- 

no sound should be represented by more than one 
; ■ speech, should be followed by changes in spell- 

sDe„in, rOnunaa"0n cbanges according to fixed laws and to prevent 
spelling becpmmg archaic, as at present, where we spell in the 
fashion of Elizabeth but speak in the fashion of Victoria, it would 
be necessary to follow such changes.
i . !uWeMaret0aCCept the adviceof Hubert Spencer, given no 
later than November of last year, a complete phonetic system is the

method f °nH't0 rolr°duce- as a Partially phonetic or consist-

systrn Snell P f W° Stand ‘he my °‘ 3 COmP‘ete Phonetic 
system. Spelling reformers are, however, constrained to make the
transition from the present mode to that advised by the eminent 
Enghshman, by steps. Without doubt the full recognition of dis
tinct signs for all the elementary sounds of ourjpnguage meets with 
the hearty approval of all phoneticians, but if this were insisted upon 

, doubt,ess there would be a longer postponement of the 
tion of their hopes than some persons continue to believe 
under the present condition of affairs. '*>

A general adoption of the‘Skewing rules would simplify Eng-
SP ,'ng t0LSUCh an extent that a further step in th/ right direc

tion would, m the time to come, be comparatively easy to take To
ofthePhonedc s h°?Ver’ ’,T matter' What the members 

the Phonetic Society are laboring for to-day is the following
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“five rules for

IMPROVING SPELLING, 
towards A SPELLING

AS A FIRST STEP

'A julip of 
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reform.

every figure represents one number. one sound, as
itself, 
been 
in a 

: one
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A *?; (called as single letters cl/L -eCOgnl2ed dl«raPhs CK

—^EEEBEF •any system of digraphs that might be adopted ’ M

vowels would prejudice the reform, 
bet is used
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ngs.

1
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Every letter of the old alpha- 

representation of consonants,
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1ist- uniformly, ONLY for the 

short vowels, and diphthongs.
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ble, thus making bone ’ a dissyllable. Such, a device, says Profes
sor Skeat, “would never have been consciously invented by any 
sane being. It is the greatest stumbling-block to reformed spell-

Is it to be deemed a thing incredible that the Anglo-Saxon 
should amend its presfent unscientific
Is it not very unwise, to obstruct the avenue to education with an 
obstacle such as the present spelling ? What stands in the way of 
reform-sentiment ? Sentiment may constrain some to oppose the 
movement for reform. We respect sentiment—sentiment has been 
the lever ot great actions in other days, and will be in the time to 
come ; however, sentiment has her confines and should not trespass 
on the ground of education, progress and refinement. Sentiment 
may induce the artist to choose as the subject for his picture a stage
coach rather than a railway carriage; a sailing-vessel rather than 
modern .steamship ; wjld, rocky scenery rather than a well-tilled
thaTmatï1 à maJ°rity °f US are not Pict"e painters, nor, for 
that matter, word painters. I may hazard the opinion, too, that the

sneedC SeM'fmeM °fthe pam,er wouId "ot enter into the question if 
speed, comfort and convenience were under consideratio 
however, that sentiment

We cer-

race
and cumbrous orthography ?

n.g I think,
can be satisfied if hoary age will at all do 

0. Our ancestors in the centuries gone by spelt according to sound, 
and spelling-reformers, recognizing the wisdom of such a principle 
desire to return to that laudable method, nothing more.

Other great nations of the world have reformed their spelling. 
French-is fairly consistent, which ours is not. German is practically 
Ph°" ’ Span,sh ,s retable at once to anyone understanding the 
sound values of the letters of the alphabet, and Dutch, Italian, and 
other languages have also been successful^ phoneticised. Are 
we less able than they to Worm that/work ? Cannot the 
scholarship be found in English-speaking-^ands to accomplish this

“dt J Say/es- emPhaticall yes ; and it is to be borne in mind 
that all scholars eminent in
America have declared in favor of a change. If the English tongue ' 
is to become the universal language of the future it must shake off, '

and
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the KtP*Hon. W.^R Gladstone' °rth°®raphic impediment, of which 

set about learning to nron i? 1 often th'nk that if I had to
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generally get when they have t * * auxiliaries which people 
of attainment. V ! aCq“lre something that is difficult

1 am afraid our language bothers the
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must sometimes be altéré i e values °» the pieceson the boar^ W a d l j petmitted * remain
What degree of perfection would be attained if in

were to be read for sharps and vice versa the u , 

instruction, as a means of developing patience but the

EBrci^”case were an analagous method employed in arithmetic, chess,

Each word has to 
pauses to con- 

language, the task ofour
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4
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It the progress of a people is dependent upon its facility nr 
mental intercommunication, and it must be admitted that W,
‘S 'tS mCanS °' mental intercommunication, it follows that language
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should be easily understood, acquired and used, 
anomalies and inconsistencies should be eradicated
listt™ ?■ r'd “PPeat especia,|y ™ -he case of the Eng- 

domln on"? ' Anglo-saxon race, is destined to extend
its dominion to every quarter of the globe. In my opinion the
SDealf8' °>StaCle ? the Way °f thC universali'y of the language we 
P is its cumbrous and archaic orthography. Despite this the 

anguage ,s rapidly gaining ground, but who is'competent to forecast 
that degree of increased impetus which a phonetic system of spell
ing would give the conquering Saxon tongue ? P
iSoo^ft SrCat na,rSOf thC W°rld had'at the beginning of 
89°, the following number of followers : Portuguese, fifteen millions • 

Italian, twenty-nine millions; French, fifty millions ; Spanish forty' 
five millions : German, sixty-eight millions ; and English was spoken 

y at least fifty millions of the subjects of Victoria, and by 
number of citizens of the United States. 1
rose from fourteen to fifteen

All irregularities, 
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an equal 
In ten years Portugese

zrs r-s ^ "% sssx
!üg ZÜLÎ ,hreehhUndred and four millions of souls compos- 
mg the British Empire, how many of these, their children, and their 
childrens children will speak the language of England? Further

maTIn'r6 “me ‘°St !* Unit’ comPosing ‘his enormous national' 
Zal traC'"g,USkeIeSS alPhabelic characters, calculate the addi
tional time and labor which our present orthographic system de 
mands and winch all experience, then multiply this by the millions
reXmy,ing TSha" reaIiie h°W imP°rta"‘ the question of
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Reprinting.—It has been urged by some that reformed 

ing would render existing books useless, , '
‘7 is> h0We;er- soundless, for the simple reason that the desired 
reform would not effect so great a change in the appearance of the 
wo ds as ,s generally supposed. In hundreds of words the change 
would amount to no more than a slight transposition of letters in 
others the omission of superfluous characters. The difficulty in 
reading old works arises from the presence of obsolete words and 
allusions, and but slightly from the difference in the spelling. The

spell-
or nearly so. The conten-

.
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I spoken by others who are supposed to be competent to govern in 
such matters. The learner is compelled to remember each word 
separately, and the extension of the list is a matter of no small dif
ficulty. Give each its independent and unvarying sign, and pro- 
nunciation would be made evident to the eye, and it must be re
membered that the eye is a more reliable servant than the breath.

Such a diversity of pronunciation exists throughout the English- 
speaking wo. Id that one can with difficulty understand the words 
addressed to the ear

nec
ing
varj

Edii 
man 
of d 
built 

I and 
■ in cc 
I com] 
I This
I know 
I some 
I * and ]
I diffici 

desire 
rapid 

| could 
signifi 
and Si 
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by people of various sections of the Empire. 
English spelling, which does not correspond with received pronun
ciation, is doing much to perpetuate this condition of affairs, and the 

■ cry'n8 need is for a more perfect method of language representation 
which shall enable these people to acquire a better and 
form enunciation of their

more uni
common tongue. Make pronunciation 

evident to the eye and changes would in a large measure be checked.
An ingenious Frenchman, Addison tells us, placed on record 

the intelligence that ttie ladies of the court of France, in his time, 
thought it a sign ol ill-breeding, and a sort of female pedantry, to 
pronounce difficult words correctly. Hard words were, therefore 
frequently chosen so as to afford the fair ones an opportunity of ex
hibiting their politeness and good breeding. A lady of note having {; 
by accident employed a hard word in the right place and pro
nounced it properly, the whole assembly was shocked at her breach 
of etiquette. There are among us some who would welcome such 
& convenient fashion as

-

this, seeing that the danger under the pres
ent state of affairs is not that we shall pronounce words correctly 
but rather incorrectly, and that many in high places do pronounce 
certain words outrageously is evidence of the difficulties surrounding 
the acquirement of a good enunciation ynder prevailing conditions.

T
, ledge r 

the poi
'

, Economy.—A phonetic system-of spelling would reduce the cost 
nd labor of printing and writing by twenty-two per cent. It would 

enable a child to obtain an elementary education in two years’ less 
time than under the prevailing system. This fact is'vouched for by 
Dr. Gladstone, of the city of LondSn (Eng.) School Board. A book 
printed in the present spelling and retailing at one dollar would, if 
phonetic spelling were adopted, sell at eighty cents. The adoption of 
the “ Five Rules,” would not of course confer the full benefit of the 
complete phonetic system, but would be so great a step in advance 
that people would be convinced in a most practical manner of the
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fnit COntri^iQn‘° the “Tat,er’” J™e, ,,,=. The subject is

One sentence struck me aTteffig^lTarly appl'icabt to toques' 

ti°n under cons,deration this evening. The words were “ But how-
error TeTe - '*?*?“* hurry us away ™ 'he stream of common 
e ror, there is no evil, no or,me, so great as that of being cold in
matters relating to the common good.” It may be claimed that I 
am usurping too high a place for my subject. I cannot believe so. 
Knowledge is power, and anything that stands in the way of the ac
quirement and diffusion of knowledge is a nÿffil misfortune, 
nay national is too narrow a term in this age of the world. When 

• primary education ,s receiving a larger share of public attention
3n eVer before’ th,s 1ucstion our spelling must assume greater 

prominence. When it is of the greatest importance to educate the 
mind, it is positively cruel, and none the less cruel because senti 
mental, to force the chijd to spend its energies upon the mechanics 
of language, to compel ,he mind to digest the dictionary to learn 
the spelling, the drapery, of words. When the mind Is being intro
duced mto the realm of education it is cruel to present to the little 
student, m language representation, chaos instead of exactitude and 
order No wonder that the little minds are frequently perplexed
t°heerchiM fTS'StenC,eu ar,°malieS °f Spe“ing ; no ”™der that 

child feels so much difficulty ^expressing his thoughts just
a pen is pladed in his hand. Is it not easily seen that the 

mind distracted fromrthe idea sought to be expressed and occupied
buttaemodPF«CiditieSOf70rdS’their ever-chan8i"g garb, can have 
, T t T 5UCCeSS? Why should the "rind be ob- 

structed by such a demoralising obstacle? Ought not some means
mind? y ,he hand might keeP company with the
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How is a reform to be brought about ? By a vigorous presenta
tion Of facts m the matter to the people at large, and the education 
ot public opinion to that point which will
movement. Philologists are unanimous in their 'demnT58 ^ ‘hC

share of missionary effort in behalf of the reform, and last but 
■east, the press, which ,s responsible in a large measure for 
present stereotyped spelling, must lend its powerful aid.
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notes on the genus
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BY T. J. w. BURGESS,

the various species of Rh
an, The m0St notew°rthy example of this genus incur ow n country 

and, the farmer working about his fences, one of its favorite habita

5“leh whthehVrUS z°zt
plants with which they are most likely to be confounded their 
poisonous effects and the prevention and cure of these. Some of
I wilfZ'eS nCmg USCd f°r domestic PurPoseS, others as medicines 
I will also ca b,our attention to their uses in the arts and sciences

fash f f repreSemal,Ve of the ‘urge order, Anacardiactœ, the 
Cashew family ,n northern North America, is this genus Rhus a 
name derived from the Greek verb no, - to flow '■ 
it was thought to be useful in 
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so called because
stopping hemorrhages. Truth to tell, ' 

h • not inaptly applied by our forefather?, all the varieties
being possessed of more or less astringent properties, some of them 
in a very marked degree. The genus, to the non botanical 
monly known as Sdmach or Shumach, is composed of 
shrubs haviqg a risinous or 
small, regular, gr^enish-whi 
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m he arts and sc,ences(the term including medicine), and these I
and forei*CnndVenienCe °f desCriPtion- dl>ide into two classes, native 
and foreign, dism.ssmg the latter with but a brief mention of their larg

low
Of the foreign species there are six.
Rhus Cotinus, sometimes cultivated in our gardens for orna 

ment, under the names “smoke-plant," “ purple tihg” tree .'and

ucmg a yellow dye. A noticeable pecularity abouMhfs speciefof 
Rhus is that its leaves are simple, like those of the elm and maple 

compound like those of the horse-chestnut P '
case with the rest of the £enus.

Rhus Coriaria__Of this
been used as
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, . both the leaves and the berries have
stuff It ' 3 "ngentS and t0nics' and ‘he ground twigs as a dye- 
garded bi th" hVVf the Utraine’Russia, and has been re- 
GenfstaTn toriâni antS’ WhCn COmbined with » decoction of 
tioved h ,h T reS’ 35 “ preventive of hydrophobia, 
ployed both internally and locally, and the peasantry ha
it its curative powers, but extended trials in other 
have shown it to be useless in this much dreaded 

Rhus Succedama is indigenous in Japan, 
expressed a wax sometimes used in pharmacy known 
It is of medium quality, ranking between 
vegetable tallows. »

It is em- 
ve great faith 

parts of Europe 
affection.
From its berries is 
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Rhuf Vernicifera, varnishJapan where it is hi„M • JaKim SUmach' inhabi‘a India and 
n the smm a mm Tn yieIdin«- from usions made 

m 7 ,S made °ne of the best of varnishes.
, " is found in the West Indies, chiefly Jamaica

and is said to be one of the sources of “ hoe-gum ” «,t,n=i i 1 by book-binders in the process of marbltg" TnTptutr

and certainly not euphonious, name is derived from the fact that' 
hogs, when wounded, are reputed to rub themselves against this ree
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JOURNAL AND PROCEEDINGS.m vegetable matter. Finally the lame become 
eating their 
collected when

flies and escape by 
. excrescences should be

parts of this nl ° 'U S1Ze’ JUSt bd0re theeggs are hatched- All

"i: £ ‘„t“„ "ge ‘■—-sd
astringent taste and

leaway out. ,For use, theseI
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, and flo’tanning. The berries have%■ a sour,
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or the Gum
•it.,. , running roots, one to seven feet high
the Th'"8 r°'^y, S"1'8' The °nly known station for il >" Canada is
beLeenZLfl rdS' ItS 3,6 downy- and the Petioks

etween the leaflets are wmg-margined. Gum Copal so largely used
m makmg varnishes, is fhe product of a number of different be

The , ’ accordmg 10 some authorities, is the Rhus Copallina'
propel ,nrnimbilar' ,bUt ,CSS ", mTdtai

d'"M- ”d - k «

out cZ2P'!im' Ltagh°™SUmaCh'groWS very comm°nly through. 
”V=anada’ from Nova ®cot‘a to Lake Superior, along railway
Lgh Wkh °n Sterile,hil,sides' » f°™s a tree ten to thirty feet 

gh, with orange colored wood. The branches and

iEzsxrrr-
°f the four indigenous-species which have poisonous properties

CahfL" Tî T u°f the S0Utbern States' a"d a second of 
Cal forma, while the thud and fourth are common in all parts of
North America between the 35th and 6oth parallels. Since their 

po onous, and probably their therapeutic, effects are similar I „iU 
first give a short description of each species and devote the re

ommusrT Zode7kS t0hthe physiol0gical and theraPeutic actions 
.. . * d,endron,'the common form of poison ivy in Canada.

T "' KrOW,ng only in the Southern States, and very 
ommon in North Carolina, is a pubescent shrub, about a foot huT 

said to be the most poisonous of the eastern varieties. The pinnate
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ar/doffC„0ySbene!th0f ^tÎT" °bl°ng’ coar8elHoothed leaflets, 

the terminal one when H ,eafle[s are often confluent,

—esSPfS
petioles • and in tv!" ’ u pan,cles are shorter than the
1 euotes and its fruit is white and pubescent. With her usual
generosity, nature, according to Dr. Canfield, provides
plan”nG*lif rr the ShapC °f an0ther Californian 
Lifo,/ !a' 01 which ei‘her the bruised plant
itself, or a decoction, is applied to the parts.

Mus Venenata, formerly called Rhus Vernix, is known by the 
different names of poison dogwood, poison elder, poison ash noison 
sumach, swamp sumach, white sumach, and varnish tree, 
ric , swampy ground, in shaded situations, it is a shrub or small 
largest “of0"1.8 ^ ‘° e‘ghteen feet hi8h. and is one of the
three nches J °f RhUS' The trunk seldom exceeds
feet usually it'®”6'"’ ' branchin«f a height of three to five
teet, usually makes a repeatedly two-foràd ramification, the final

gs terminating in thick clusters of leavei. The smooth bark is 
dark gray on the trunk, lighter on the branches, and reddish on the
xi rrt t hhe ,eaves’ -Sî^-5
yellow in color, but become deep green frith a paler under surface 
« hen mature, and finally, at the first touch of frost, assume a beauti-

of effecPtCrThens “f 7 ™ WUh the maple for brilliancy
e"ect- The scven to thirteen leaflets forming the 

are obovate-oblong in shape and entire, 
flowers are arranged in loose and slender axill 
arge masses of fragrant bloom at 

attract innumerable swarfns of bees, 
from this
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Whether the honey derived 

_nv , , urce possesses a°y poisonous properties I 
say, but, as at various times there have been 
honey in particular localities, it
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reports of poisoning by 
would be a point well worthy of in-
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the«egaUThet:thCr thiS f0rm °f Poison'ivV does not also abound 

-th striate stones, and look"bunches of smT^raS

:::e;::>Rhu; verata has been identicalinoits bafL^T ' J:Pan’and When incisions are made 
bark there is a copious flow of viscid fluid, yellowish

fine varnish Thng ‘° “ deCp Wack’ which' "hen boiled, 
arn,sh- lhe poisonous properties of this

more powerful than those of Rhus Toxicodendron,' persons exposed 
to its influence being more apt to suffer, and more severely I have 
known several cases of poisoning due to this plant being mi taken 
o the common elder, an error which could never arise "he 

try h.0rn,e'n mmd that both varieties of elder, found" in this conn-
ata thevar6 "T8™8 kaVeS l°0thed' "hereas in Rhus Venen
ata they are entire. In addition, the elders have dense masses of

owers, and a fruit which, when ripe, is either red or black while

. « «rnr *:t;r ïï,ît‘“ - r„z: cr-b: ^
Rhus Toxicodendron may be made to include Mus radicans as 

otamsts are now pretty well agreed that it is but a variety of the 
andT’ h5 dldfnng form and characters, viz., more entire leaflets 
«t ;:gTem' bdnjdependent » ‘he circumstances of 

Cornu ns k 7ox,cod™dron was first described in ,635 by Cornutus in his work on Canadian plants, as a species of ivy The

ionedTST i7reh0f itS pr0pe“ies’ and its "ere men 
oned by Kalur and other travellers in North America Poison

oak, poison ivy, poison vine, poison creeper, and sometimes poison 

Canad7’fare "ameS applied t0 * is very common throughout 
andtLomco^d ^ ‘° ^ “ F°“ Fd

PROCEEDINGS.
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thread-like rootlets given off from the
ing a height of forty or fifty feet, ‘against ,V

or rocks, aTmgVhe groundTn"which ‘ SUPP°rt’ °r CrawlinS over bush 
to three feet in height. ThilJl “"V1 never exc«ds from one 

the pendulous extremities of whichofton $ sftlal1 branches,
pearance. The stems are from ' E‘Ve the Plant a bushy ap- 
in thickness, and covered with “ qUart“ of an inch’ to two inches 
which are stid to be eaten bv r bark- The leaves,
the leaflets being rhombicovaté * ,mpUnity'are trifoliate; 
variously notched of a sh nin ’ pubescent beneath, and
but bright green a’t mat£ngTehe ““ tT ^

m color, and disposed in simple axill ^ smal1' Sreemsh-white 
round, dry berryf about as ££^27"? ^ ** “ a ripe in October As in pu Pea, of a pale green color, and
wounded exudes an acrid nfl,kUS en'ncata’ fr°m the bark when
a few hours changes tolfe CXP°Sed t0 tba * for
stains on linen or cotton not efi^ Wh'Ch W,U ieave indelible

I-. æ;S" W”' ---
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regularly serrate leaves apd in nudicaulis the flower-stem is 
irom the leaf-bearing
d„r JhC t0XiCal effCCtS °f the poisonous species of Rhiis are pro-

are duemtJTS ^ ^ ^ °f SeVeri*- but in 3,1 cases they 
re due to absorption by the system of toxicodendric acid. They

may be the result of d.rect contact with any part of the plant or its 
mce of exposure to smoke from the burning of it; of inhaline 

the steam arising when making pharmaceutical preparations of it® 
of internal use; and of emanations from the growing plant. The'

exhai? / of these methods of poisoning is that by
exhalations from the living plant itself. According to Cazin such

sun s ravsnSfasre giVen ^ Whe" ““ P,ant is not exPosed *° lhe
suns rays (as when it grows rathe shade and at night) and consist
state Thlt ,hetted 7 miXed Wlth toxicodend"c acid in a volatile 
state. That they will cause poisoning in those exposed to their
Adorable’'he plant, and even « com 

tierable distances,, is iloubted by many scientists, but there is 
considerable weight of evidence pointing that such is really the case.

yvi e ompson, of the late Challenge exploring expedition states 
that among the blacks of the West Indies there is a superstition that 
ome species of Rhus win poison without actual confact. Aborig- 

nal aditions are rarely found to exist without some foundation, and 
n this case so, strong a one that Should have prevented the report 

being called a superstition witho#fuller investigation. I could cite 
a number of instances of poisoning, both recorded and coming under 

my own notice, where al, the evidence goes ,0 show that there was 
possibiluy of contact with the plant. - A lady of known suscep--

' left !hy Waaa‘tackad after being out driving, though she had never 
left the vehicle, which kept the centre of the road. Here the near
est distance of possible exposure would be that of plants growing 
where they were afterwards discovered, along the fence, a distance 
of over twenty feet." Again, a medical friend of my own Lxperienced 

severe attack after passing, at a distance of at 
thicket in which
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least three feet, z
nnt,H • ■ ErecW 1 maSS °f ,he plant; while a gentleman so
noted in the scientific world as to vouch for the accuracy of his
powers of observation, while engaged in geological researches, found .
noted itTd *?“ °f PaSSing S°me' ‘h°Ueh he had Piously 
oted it, and was hence most scrupulous not to let it touch "him. It

seems tp me, too, that the knowledge of this method of poisoning
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and the most frequently met cl y’ and uPon yet another,
constitutional predisposition is'“requisite'^Th A '
poisonous symptoms, many individuals beimr f r oecurrence of 
I myself am a caso in / *, V >g 9u,te insusceptible.
Venenata and Rhus Toxicodendron,^ ^ ***** b°th Rhus 

hands and face without ; 
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Isucceeding attacks to fresh exposures to the plant’s emanations 
without the patient’s knowledge. An able advocate of this view 
thus expresses himself in regard ,0 the poisonous emanation 

Being volatile, it may be readily diffused, and like malaria or the
aeriaî CirCUmSta^’ “

that = ^ l PT attack’ and hence il might reasonably happen,that a person having suffered from ivy poison 
also suffer the

site
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part of
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one season, would 
even though 

to avoid direct exposure.at ‘vara:
summer season, and at the period of X*pl!£ poisonotTctivity 

but never m the winter which lends support to the supposition of 
the existing cause beirfg diffused in the atmosphere.” These

1°wto "m ■” ■"
in this

next by reason of susceptibility, 
scrupulous precautions should be taken 
In such a case the

I

I'1.

1

A gentlemen was poisoned one year 
country, and the next he went to Europe, where, at the

s î^-ïssa.-
fetched argument that he might have been exposed to noxious • 
effects, resembling those of poison ivy, from some poisonous shrub 

Europe. Further, in some cases the eruption is said to have 
returned annually for several years, and one can hardly imagine 
a person suffering a number of consecutive attacks without nofing 
his fresh exposure in at least some of them. v 6

In the New York ” World ” last 'year there appeared in an arti- 
, y one mund Collins, on the poisonous rhuses, the following 

extraordinary statement! “Every one does not know what is the 
meaning of the term ‘ poisomivy.’ They do not know that a little 
while after touching the leaves 
ivy, a vivid red rash

not

r

1
Oi

Dr. Va 
skin di 
stateme 
untenal

or branches of a poisonous tree or 
appears upon the hand, wrist or leg, and then spreads over the whole body. A microscopist remove! 3 little 0f 

. e rash, puts „ on the slide of the microscope, and, under t 
With a magnifying power of 300 diameters, sees an active little
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1 not

site. This parasite lives in millions on the 
but when the leaf or stalk where 
hand or wrist, a score or more of them 
skin. They cannot be

‘ poisonous ’ tree or plant, 
they cluster is touched by one’s 

may be-found clinging to the

which they all 1 u X " mcreased a thousandfold, after

"t7" -of itching. These «arasite, !, ’ d produc,n8 » torment

-..dll, in ihe skin Ju„ „ „ “ b” »
have known about eighty per cent, of 
sixty pupils, to be contaminated by 
of poison ivy on his wrist, 
had been in

■1

chiljl. I
school, consisting of nearly 

one small boy who had the rash 
,l , was the on|y one in the school who

poison ivy. I 4, he C.ief ' “ brUShed thr°Ugh 3 dump

best on theTaUer The 7 ' " °" hlm'an b'°°d’ 3nd
-hick viscid juice, which rudPe0sS0„henmaaCbhrLch

Cmalreeaddyrsmtedenth ^ ma“er “* myr''ads °f ‘he p3™hes, but!

part of the body.”

Dr v“ Tiing tHiS rrange Statement 1 at once communicated with Dr. Van Harlingen, of Philadelphia, one of our best authorities oh 
skin diseases, who told mft as I had surmised he would, that the

untenmM T * mere "ewSpaPer “S’3"1.” which advanced an utterly 
untenable statement, and one of which he had never even heard. ^

he symptoms of rhus poisoning are violent itching, redness 
burning, and erysipelatous swelling of the parts J^cted to its in!
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fluence. The face and hands 

the swelling being so great 
any part of the body 
ing by its internal use 
stance two

are most apt to be affected, in some 
to obliterate the features, butas

maSLpresent similar appearances. Of poison- 
: there are five cases on record. In one in- 

children, aged respectively six and eight years, ate the
sir TeedTt the ,°ther> three Persons’ a boy aged twelve and two 

fake T T , seventeen- took an "fusion of the root in mis- ake for one of sassafras. In a few hours there was drowsiness and 

stupor, followed by vomiting, convulsions and delirium, and in some

-XXTS" ~ thC ^ A” persons
The

the se 
gress

distinctions, which I have already given, between the 
add the

1
ings 0various species 

most liable to be confounded.plants with which they 
Being worthless and of little value 
then

S

. except medicinally, and
Probably much overrated, they should be extirpated by 

n ty farmer- A strong alkaline solution, used immediately 
exposure, will often prevent the poisonous effects of rhus on 
known to be ;
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Sept. 2i

every 
after

. susceptible to its influence, while anyone obliged to 
work near poison ,vy should smear his face and hands freely with 
sweet oil or grease, when no ill effects are likely to follow.
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Oct. 22. 

Nov. 10
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yreport of THE council

Read aI the Annual Matin 
i8ç2.

:If» May i2th,

the -Emitting their
gress the Association has made since thehT a“eîti0n t0 the Pr°' 

Twelve meetings of the Council h T an" meeting- 
ings of which have regularlv hV ' bee" he,d' »e

Shortly after the eÏÏnÏn ""hT ** AsS°dati°"- 

were made for holding a number o/sneTl C°UnCl1, ar.ranSe,nents 

ciation, at the first of which held oi I f T“ngS °f the Asso- 
‘ember, Professor Ramsay Wright of To»!!' °f SeP"
te present. In all fifteen eenr-ll’ oronto. k|ndly consented to 
been held during the year Ihe ngs of the Association have
The following is a list of the fi,,! ?a“endance being fifty.four.
read : the WleS and aulh™ of the various papers

Sept. 24.—« Microbes-their Life and Work » a„ nn
Oct g550:!?837 ?ght' °f the diversity !,f Toronto"" * ^

oct.' c-t

N0V'sident,,ArA,eSxaTder0f ^ * *

01 our Sch°o1 System,” by Rev. A.

report for -

strongly 
:now the 
s species 
bunded, 
nd even 
Dy every 
ily after 
n those 
liged to 
ely with .

proceed- ■

I

e Pre-
Nov. 26.—“A Criticism of 

Bgms, D. D.
Dec. 9.—“ Canada :
Jan. 14__“
Jan. 28.—
Feb. n,_

:S:

“ThencWfi!a'ùy C°nSidered''’ ^ J- Alston Moffat 
by J. B. Turner! B A. "S Bleaching Processes,-- 

Feb. 25.—» Messengers from the Skies ” bv H B Sm 11

May. =4.-" Spelling Reform," by C. R. McCullough.
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April 14.—“ The Jews and the Persecutions in Russia,” by W. H 
Schofield, B. A.

Apri! 28 Notes on the Genus Rhus,” by T. J. W. Burgess, M. B„ 
F. R. S. G, of Montreal.

May 12.—The Origin and Development of the Horse,” by Wm 
Mole, M. R. C. V. S.

at thi
that
June,

I Two sections of the Association known the Physical and 
the Philosophical were organized in November ; these and the three 
previously existing will submit reports of their work during the year 
Within the past month a Camera Club has been organized as a 

hotographic Section of the Association, and the prospects for good 
work m it are exceedingly bright. Working rooms have been se- 
cured for it and the Physical Section within a short distance from 
the Museim.

One corresponding member and fifty ordinary members have 
been added to our list during the year ; one has withdrawn, and 
two, Charles Robertson, M. A , and Thomas C. Mewburn, have been 
removed tv death. Mr. Robertson was Chairman of the Philologi 
cal SectionUrom its formation, and took a deep interest in its wel
fare. His/tieath, mourned by all who knew him, will be 
loss to tMe Association. Mr. Mewburn

a severe
, . j,, a especially frequent

and valuable contributor to the Museum, and the collection which 
he has left us will constantly remind us of his worth.

A number of valuable donations to the Museum have been 
made during the year, and increased shelf accommodation has 
to be provided. The Council would call attention

E,

had
, . . . .to the necèssity
for placing in a public collection as many as possible of the Indian 
relics in which this district abounds, and will undertake 
of the Association the care of all entrusted to it.

The last issue of the Journal and Proceedings of the Associa
tion was sent to a largely increased number of Societies, and most 
of these have in turn sent us copies of their transactions, many of 
them of great value. Seeing the importance of enlarging our ex
change list the Council have determined to/fssue a larger number of 
copies of this year’s Proceedings : the publications received from 
other Societies are at all times easily passable to members..

The Council would recommend that Mr. H. B. Small, of Ot
tawa, an honorary memBer of the Association, be our representative

on behalf

1

■ v
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the Hamilton association.
*33by W. H.

All of which is 

A. ALEXANDER,

Canada, and 
on Saturday the nth ofess, M. B., arespectfully submitted.

” by Wm.
A. W. STRATTON,

President.
Secretary,ysical and 
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REPORT OF THE GEOLOGICAL SECTION.m

Kmi at the Annual Muling of ,h, Association, 

May 12th, 1892.I
1

U "- sr sssr» - **
Nine meetings have been held, at eight of which 

read. The Section is deeply indebted to the untiring 
c airman, Col. C. C. Grant, who has contributed all th 

1 he papers read have been as follows

S
ara th;
has b<
matter
within
presen
have b
rested
Lake £
mile, tl
positior
conside

papers were 
energy of its 
e papers.

E 1891.
May 22. “ Irish Celts’ and their

years' Proceedings.)
June 26. “ Notes on the Niagara Falls Rocks.”

25—“ Geological Notes on the Marl Lake, Anticosti.”
Oct. 23— Fossil Plants, Hamilton,” supplementary notes to th. 

paper read before the Association on Oct. 8th.
NOV’tions-I”’he l 0SSilS 0f the Cretaceous and 

Dec. 25.—“ 
lions, II.

Relics, III,” (published in last

W1
of the 1 
explaini 
exposed 
Boulder 
found re 
of the 
eighty-fi\ 
Niagara . 
shales ca 
exceptth 
crinites, i 
can be er 
Medina $ 
discoverei 
stalk of : 
better pre 
like horiz 
marine ret

Eocene Forma- 

The Fossils of the Cretaceous and Eocene Forma-

1892.

Feb. 26.—“ Fragments of Palaeozoic Sea Floors ”
Pri'tives7” MeSOZOiC Reptiles- Have ‘hey any living

At the meeting of Jnne 26th, the following fossils were reported 
as having been found on the Field Day. i-Favosites Niagarensis

of zz7oPO:T'Caenostoma conste,,atum>and a -tie,;
A number of specimens have been added to our collection 

urmg the year, for which we are especially indebted to Messrs- 
Charlton and Walker and the Geological Survey of Ottawa

Respectfully submitted,

% représenta-

|F
i

:

A. T. NEILL,
Secretary.
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ON. NOTES ON THE NIAGARA

Read before ,h, Geological Seclio

'falls rocks.

», /une 26th, /8qi.
a
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already

grant.

So much has already been written 
ara that no 
has been I ipoint seems left for investig^T'6 ^ °f Nla8-
matter. ! ^

within the past fifty year by wh ch fit ” haVC been »** 
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I have already explained the difficulties 
recognizing fossil algæ fucoids, decayed 
imbedded, and the internal 
that the microscope

we encounter in' ph
as many were when 

structure so flattened and compressed 
afford little if any light, even when fairly 

preserved spec,mens are obtainable. However, I may state, the 
grey band contains about seven or eight species oi plant remains. I 
forwarded to Sir Win. Dawson some in excellent preservation from 
an abandoned quarry near the reservoir; but as I intend to call 
the attention of the section to this class of fossils 
occasion, I need say 
members should 
bed of the stream

m;
ca
do
de
ter
sea

on a future
more on the subject now. If any of our 

ever pay a visit to Grimsby, by following up the 
- y°u ™ay Collect well preserved examples of the 

Arthrophycus Harlani, a branching fucoid which 
tologists think represents the filled 
Crustacean.

Wino
wit
cor
He

some palæon- 
up sand burrow of an extinct

put
the
banThe Niagara shale, in the high cliffs to the right as you enter 

he ravine there from the Grimsby road, hold numerous heads of 
the welhknown encrinite, Caryocrinus ornatus. A few have been 
collected by Hinde and Nicholson along the banks of the river 
Niagara, also below the Falls* It has been remarked, when you 
find a single specimen of this sea lily you are almost certain to un
earth an entire colony of the crinoids by searching carefully. About 
four feet from the base of the Niagara shale, near the rock cutting, 
Hamilton and Erie Railway, I found nearly three dozen 
days, shortly after the line was opened, also twotieads of the fine 
crinoid, Eucalyptocrinus decorus, and upwards of fifty of the singular 
little encrinite, named Stephanocrinus angulatus. All were previ-

i*s'Hal1, or other geoio8ists'as character-
1S 1C of a like Silurian horizon in the State of New York. The 
Silurian star-fish, Petraster bellulus,-described and figured in the 

alæozoïc Fossils of Canada, was discovered at Stony Creek by 
an old friend of mine, Johnson Pettit, of Grimsby. Unless this 
locality is included ,n the township of his residence, the error ad
mits of rectification. He pointed out to me the exact spot where 
he extracted it from the Niagara shales. We have no reason to 
suppose that such rare fossils are confined to particular parts of the 
elevated sea bottom. The red and mottled shales of the Medina 
series, running out near Oakville, only contain a few ill-preserved

* The exact locality they refrain from making known.
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iter in' 
i when 
pressed 
n fairly 
ite, the 
ins. I 
n from 
to call 
future 
of our 
up the 
of the 

alæon- 
îxtinct

pIant remains. The absence of free shell, for instance is very re
markable; but, although the 340 feet of it in Canada has been
doubt ! feXam!nedxby field geologists, it has only yielded the
deposit1 and °th'S '°ng Si"Ce “ WaS th°Ught t0 be a deeP sea 
deposit and this may account for it. Such an idea cannot be en-
e“' DeeP,sea dredSin8 expeditions revealed the secrets of the 

sea s abysses The capping band (sandstone) points to an ancient 
coast hue and seem,ngly it was deposited in shallow water. Prof.

lkms idea that the shales were laid down in a sea impregnated 
with mineral salts injurious to life, appears to be more worthy of 
consideration than any other theory advanced on the subject yet. 
He certam y deserves great credit for boldly grappling with a dis
puted point which few field geologists would dare encounter, and 
the majority are anxious to carefully avoid. All the four Clinton 
bands, red and green, are fossilifcrous, they thin out to the east, the 
lower ones contain star-fishes and crinoids, one of the latter, probably
"described as yet- 15 exceedingly delicate. It possesses so

slight a stalk that I was induced to suppose it could only exist in 
some well-sheltered cove or bay, protected from wind 
in deep water where their influence is

i enter 
ads of 

been 
river 

a you 
to un- 
Xbout 
Uting, 
a few 
; fine 
igular 
previ- 
acter- 
The 

1 the 
ik by

or wave, or
•w- tj... , unfelt. All the beds of the
May Hill sandstone series, known to us as Clinton, I examined on 
this continent, were laid down in shallow water. Apparently the 
portion called the Iron band is well displayed in rear of the small 
reservoir at Hamilton, and is of great interest. It contains many 
plants, differing altogether from fucoids in their nature. They may 
not be land plants in the usiial acceptation of the term, but I believe 
them to be allied, if not identical, with the 
mentions as

ones Sir Wm. Dawson 
growing in marshes, with only their upper parts in the 

air. They are distantly related to the “ mare’s tail.” The iron ore 
peculiarly characteristic of the upper red band, was derived from 
plants, I think, which grew in low swamps to which the sea had 
access occasionally as litoral shells, lingulæ, etc., are found in it.

Probably the sea bed

this
r ad
here 
)n to 
f the 
:dina 
rved

jundergoing slow submergence when 
the overlying band, green shale or sandstone, was deposited. Bur
rows or casts of the lob-worm, and thin ripple or wave-marked 
layers, may be noted through its entire thickness. The Pentamerus 
bed, Niagara limestone, lying on the upper part, attaches to its un- 
der surface about two inches of the compressed shale; this holds an 
alga, perhaps a new species. In addition to the large shell Pent

was

am-
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erus obiongus, the base of the 
species , , wenlock or Niagara holds
Professor BuZgÜr5' Th6 S‘iU Strid“a

the thick

seven ca
„ , of the late

fn„r S™,e,ra’ V obtalned from ‘he second layer below
Nigger-head. This “is the ^ kn°Wn l° ‘he c‘uarr>"nen 

at the foot of the

ur
th

as the
one you may remark lying so frequently

Ihere are, however, interspersed in the dolomitic shales aTewl 
aPsUraei aoy the0ffu1,medStRnehrOm WMCh g°°d Specimens are obtainable,

™h,iZd^i‘,,"dhiird'T l“,■ ■'•Tl'"™".!.?»

5= ,» "„p:»™^ r ■■ »-—ïï;m,
j-îÆïriïSît-**—1'Pterygotus Canadensis, the 
vonian rocks of Scotland.
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great crustacean, 
predecessor of Pauglicus, of the De-
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^EBÊiBzrEFticularly two circumstances on our recent visit to 'the Fal They 
have been rapidly receding during the past twenty five Jars and
he body of water ,s very sensibly dimimshed since I saw them in

he H0 s:XPZnF „n0 diffiCUUy in aPPr°aChi"e the pa" known 2Horse Shoe halls, over rocks formerly partly under water 
espite the protection vegetation affords, the high cliffs below the
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<■the HAMILTON association. •39even cataract are also retreating in some places, 
undermining the banks, although perh

wïntTseason,Ïch tsZfficilnZT 7™ 1 fr°St durin8the

SSr* *■—rditr;Kisers rryear what a ™"hr be adm/tted35:

chisel or two and a heavy hammer with us hT c '"g

collection of stromatoporæ, strange fossils,

as r reC!"t y CaUed -vour atten‘>on, whose classifi- 
as yet undetermined.
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GEOLOGICAL NOTES ON MARL

' Ktad b‘f,rc ,k‘ Geological Section, Sept, aj/h,

BY COL. C. C. GRANT.

LAKE, ANTICOSTI. ,

*8q2%

thp fiPuhapS,the m0St interesting spot on the Island of Anticosti to 
ardson in*w. °S‘St 'S the smal1 lake 80 appropriately named by Rich-

-r ■ - ? -inris----
brooklet itself but for

i

on the t
con-

not only on the bed of the 
. a considerable distance into the bav

ceeded ‘ ri’ PreSU™e’ ,U?der many difficulties, he found it pr«- 
M fr0m" swan,py lake' in sise and appearance not unhlte 
land fr;mep aletWn' 11 lies PerhaPS ab°ut a mile or more in-
womet Tnd rh'L ** ^ inhabitantS of this village, including

omen and ch.ldren, amounting to tooo or so when I was there
were, w.th few exceptions, French fishermen. They build their ’ 
houses of frame work, 
whitewashed

g
€

Fol-
■ tî

SI
S(
b;
cc

own
neatly constructed, internally clean, and 

on the outside with the marl derived from

oi
Ir

„„„ . „ the lake,
are structures apparently unknown to these Celts lone 

separated from the ancient stock of the mother country, France 
From the distant shore of this lake when it is frozen over 'they 

ob am by means of dog sledges the greater part of the fuel supply 
A rough passage from the village to the near margin has been cut 
through the dense bush, In winter, no doubt, it would prove 
practicable than it appeared to me in autumn, when oblherated by
found Th' gr°u °f UnderWOOd’ tal1 ferns or branches. Indeed I 
found the pathway so obliterated, even close to the lake shore, 
that I lost it completely, and, on my first visit, it must have 
some hours’ hard work to

thLime kilns
pe

M;
tht
m>

more the
on!

cost me
lightSkdfft0 8adflid a"d m°Squil°yeS- yWi‘h greafdfflcuhy'l had a

light skiff conveyed over land and launched on its waters, by means of 
Which I ascertained that the Marl Lake itself is merely',h"

, 1». d nmu ng inland- connected by brooklets. There 
little doubt that at a very recent period they, formed an uninter-
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iTthef apparent dmLgewas l”"8 Par,,CU'arly anxious ascertain 

the island. I have already arid '° * recent coastal elevation of 
edly rising, while the com , pr°of tha‘ Anticosti is undoubt

ed is safd tot Cua.lv7d a‘°ng the At'a"‘<=
line sandy in pthe Ttt” * H * ™d’ ^ore 

six feet in depth I was “ SCar«'y exceeded
of the marl deposit; even a few feTt'f 6 t1"5 lmmense thickness 
feet long was thrust through ;«■ r!?m .^e mar8in a pole twelve 
removing a portion of thg W,thout find,ng the bottom bed. On
tained insevera places Ltlh 1'  ̂^ P'°°{

greater than now. It has tolvttd ' °f ^ Was 
ent dimensions by mean oT the l “P “d ShrUnk ‘° its Pres" 
shells extracting the lime for rt ™yriadS of ^h-water
talions in much the same w • ParPose forming their habita- 
surface. However the marl briT rCefs are/raised to the
sects, they do not form a r e mo'Iuscs d,ffer from the coral in-

* »
S.r; S, maTny 0f the P‘ai- » the United Kingdom " 

Ireland T 6 Same may k said of the
reland. In numerous instances I noticed shell 

the peat, but the average thickness 
perhaps ; when dry it
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marl underlying 
was inconsiderable, a few feet
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however, of no comparison with that near English Bay’ sZlf' 
acidulated springs, I believe, were only capable of ril . B‘y 
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O use the water? I may add, however, as a set off to this circum- 
tauee tf well authenticated, that sickness is almost unknown among 

. these healthy and robust French fisherman, that their children, ex

assraitogether exempt fr°m the ,ata-

men on the island.

M
m

beAnd, strange to say, there are no medical
dii
Rz„Th= ™mense swa™py plain, extending from South West Point 

Heath Point Lighthouse, parallel to the southern shore, also 
* C™ed’ Perhaps, a. chain of lakes at one time. It is about eighty 
miles long by one-and-aTO to two-and-a-half broad; its edge did 
not display any marl along the strand, but although now treeless 
I remarked in the peaty soil the roots of trees larger than yo 
along the sea margin at present.

oil
pr<

shz

u meet

is beautifully green in color, and at a short distance gives it the an- ‘ 

pearance of rich meadow land. It could easily be drained, and I. 
doubt not will become valuable at some future time.

Deep sea fishing is not pursued there, 
than the inhabitants

H
anc

plat
'lish
whi

Harbors for larger boats 
use are much needed. If means were adopted 

to enable salmon, white trout and eels to get beyond the perpen
dicular falls close to the outlets of some of the northern streams, the 

angling capabilities of Anticosti would be consi 
In all the rivers, as far as

hub
poss 
asce 
said 
true, 
ever, 
any 1 
form 
two 1 

genoi 
have 
tion t 
on th 
berry, 
for ga 
local 1

cte<ably increased. 
my examination goes, there' are numbers 

of roots of trees, as well as fallen timber, which would prove almost 

insurmountable obstacles 
salmon or trout.

to the best angler that ever cast a fly for

As a field for Botanical researches Anticosti
. presents one of the

most interesting on the comment, from the large number of strange 

specimens it contains. I suspect many of them were introduced by 
way of Labrador or Newfoundland. I was informed that Professor 
Macoun had recognized several Arctic forms there ; but, I presume 
his time was limited, for he examined only a small portion of thé 
south-west shore. And this

i
, . . Part struck me as the least interesting
botanizing ground. In a swamp near the burial place at English 
Bay, I noticed an exquisite little pink heath* Bushy, a complete 
mass of blossoms, which reminded me of the white heather of

'
C

the F 
very 1 

pliocei 
certain

! our

Zm* I not certain, however, regarding its classification.
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any other plant I recalled to 
... was not seen elsewhere on the island

-.tv1

txxi-*Lr=rothers, no less than five hundred a™’' aCC°rdlnS 10 Hooker and 
productions. When I arrived at a*^163 °f tropical or sub-tropical
aad foggy a,mospheL the ,avinés Cand,a;dn0ted hU™d'ty

shaded by the stunted ninp= u streams of fresh water 

and commoner kinds were obtained.
placer^'^s^”1^^1'? f ™rs Patches ™ the swampy 

•lish Bay and the cliff called North Point'” mark’ between Eng- 
which grows to a considerable height !nri 1 “ Wild pea,

habitants use it as winter fodder fo t’he f T * The in- 
possess, and animals greatly relish it Tt” °TS 3nd Cattk they 

certain whether it ^ ^ “
ït^r^2,Treofmeadow,and-

ever, for its full development Thttfd-r^it Sal‘Spray’ how" 
any in Quebec or Ontario StrawberH> '«rger than
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the HeldheGeobgy eSof,lAn;iCOdti f°SSi'S Richardson’s report on 
u ueoi°gy °f the island coast furnish nn „u ,

very accurate description. True, he failed to notice the Post 
pliocene deposits, but when we reflect on the rfiffi 1 ,
certaining the heights 0, cliffs, the dip of the beds'“and It
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thickness, we may not be much surprised at 
on his part. For my part I wonder how he ever accomplished so 
much m the limited time at his disposal. While I agree with him, 
that Gamache or Ellis Bay has been carved out of the Niagara beds 
proper, I doubt that Junction Cliff displays any point of contact 
between the Cambro-Silunan rocks and those formerly described 
as the Middle Silurians. I spent three days in examining the beds 
deposited there, independent of several visits subsequently for the 
purpose of collecting -fossils, but I failed to obtain any confirmation 
of this. I found it utterly impossible to make any separation of the 
series at this point. All, or nearly all, the organic remains I ob
tained there were well defined Niagara. There is a low cliff be- 
tween this and the West Point Lighthouse, rather shaley at the 
base, containing only a few fossils of the late Professor E. Billings’ 
Anticosti group. It holds, however, a great many specimens of 
Hudson River species. I feel inclined to think the upper or almost 
inaccessible part of this'cliff may display the meeting place of both 
For my own part I believe Mr. Billings was quite correct when hé 
asserted no d,vision existed, and no break in the chain of life has 
been noticed as occurring at Anticosti.

I succeeded in extracting from the soft shales a magnificent 
c preserved Murchisonia Gigantia, and quite a large collec

tion of Orthidæ, Orthisina, Ambonychea radiata and others, char
acteristic of the upper Bala beds of Ontario. I placed* them on 
urge flag dear the^shorc. Unfortunately while I was engaged in 

adding to my collection, a French fisherman came along, and, un- 
noticed by me, raised up the largest and rarest one to examine it. 
You may easily fancy the result, it slipped through his clumsy fin
gers and fell into fragments on the rock below. The interior 
hollow, but partly lined with spar or silex. Ellis Bay is one of the 
best places for organic remains on the island, in addition to Bratre- 

C.e,a’the,PaCie°1US’ 3 yet unde‘ermend organism, may be had there. 
Although,the exterior resembles a coral, the inside is filled with 
muddy sediment.
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This I ascertained by breaking up the oval 
species. It may be noted, the late Professor Billings previously 
stated it could not belong to the Actinozoæ. Whatever the classi- . 
cation, thj>ds at Ellis Bay are very fiysiliferous, they form the 

lower divrafonof the Anticosti group.'' They are remarkable for
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morning meal he had provided for his 
progeny they recently raised.
lion h ^ raret f0,SS‘IS 1 disCovered in the is‘and were in that por-
RednathT la“ed and Mareld River. One, now in the 
Redpath Museum, Montreal, belongs to the new genus Cyclocys-
aconne t r Tk gS>' Thi9 extraordimry ^mily seems to be 

connecting link between the star-fishes and extinct cystideæ. “The
choice lies between them,” was the final conclusion of these distin 
gmshed paleontologists. Their first impression was that they had ' 
doubted evidence before them of the existence of circular star-fishes. 
At that time, however, the two-fold nature of many of the palaeozoic 
organic remains was not generally accepted. I had no means of 
comparing mine with the two described previously ; butas it was ap
parently unknown to Sir Wm. Dawson, I may infer it may be a new 
species. A star-fish, possessing the peculiarity of subdivided rays 
and bearing a reserçblafiçe to the Maltese Cross, I unfortunately lost 
between Indmn River-and English Bay. A rough sketch of it was 
taken when ^ was staying at Macdonald’s Cove, which may convey 
its general appearance. As the plates are not present, it can hardly 
admit of restoration, a circumstance the more to be regretted, as it 
differs so widely from all other palæozoic star-'fishes figured or de- 
scribed. 6

mate and the hungry

un-

Ice Beneath the Soil at Anticosti in Atitu

During my stay on the island in 1885, a singular circumstance 
rought to my notice by a gentleman who was sent from Que

bec to replace some telegraph poles that had given way there. He 
m ormed me he found a solid ice sheet underlying the soil some six 
feet below the surface. Now the winter in Anticosti is less severe 
han ,n Ontario ; cattle from a wrecked vessel have survived a win- 

ter s residence unattended and uneared for in the ooen air Old 
residents assured me the frost does not penetrate more than twe^ 
inches even when the ground is unprotected by snow. It may be 
rash to suppose it represents a survival of the great Ice Age.
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FOSSIL. PLANTS, HAMILTON, ONTARIO.

K‘ad ***" ‘h‘ Section, October y,,, ^

BY COL. C. C. GRANT. 

a Paper read before the Association,
£Supplementary Notes to

October 8th, 1882.]
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Another Clinton specimen obtained last week from the Medina 
quarry, near the reservoir, seems undetermined, 
said of a fetv more also from the lower series 
which are submitted fpr examination.

On a recent.visit to Hamilton by Dr. Hall, of Albany, his 
attention was called to what the late Professor Billings remarks rel
ative to that curious fossil figured in the second volume of the 
Palaeontology of New York. The furrow of mine collected from the 
Chary sandstone by Sir Wm. Logan, differs from the one in the 
Clinton rock. It does not run the whole length as in the latter 
You may note while the distinguished palaeontologist agrees with 
Dr. Hall in its classification as a portion of an Alga or Fucoid, he 
refrains from suggesting an explanation which may be permitted in a 
mere amateur. Instead of representing the seed pod of the sea plant 
may it not have been a bladder-like expansion to keep the Alga 
afloat ? Such are known to exiàin the North Pacific at the present 
hme. The Nereocystes Lutkeana, in the vicinity of Sitka, has 
stem-like whipcord which terminates in an air vessel.

The Clinton specimens here at Hamilton 
called the alga bed ; where found in 1 
broken-off bladders, may be imbedded in a higher bed. On 
occasion I found six of them on a small piece of shale wiih 
fragment of the stalk seemingly attached to a specimen.
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AaJ before the Geological Section,
February o6th, iSço.

BY C0L- C. C. GRANT.

Oublin, the late Professm B^aly a small roll" fP°n<fent ^ 

museum attached to the Irish Survey office Th ” the
was obtained near the city of Hamilton 1 greater Portion
the donation, he expressed such „ a' retUminS 'hanks for 
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the case generally, the fossils only 
the bed.

d
a new species. As is 

'n certain patches through 
This I ascertained through experience, and I mention it 

to guard you against disappointment. The specimens of this shal- 
ow water sea-floor in my possession now are exceedingly poor, in 

indifferent preservation, and their sole recommendation is, they may 
be considered better to display than nothing at all, to use an Ifish- 
ism. I have on a previous occasion referred to the absence of 
organic remains in the red, green or mottled shales, and pointed out 
that the explanation sometimes offered regarding their being deep 
sea deposits offered no satisfactory answer, inasmuch as free floating 
shells must have been interred in the muddy sediment sometimes

• ^ my Tu C0U'd neVer understa"d why the red Clinton
shales, which perhaps, owed the color to iron, were so fossiliferous, 
whereas the Medina ones underneath could only display the mere 
ragment of an alga, whick, to the finder seemed doubtful. A red 

Urthoceras, forwarded to the late Professor Billin 
came from a
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gully below the capping of the Medina freestone band. 

Probably ,t was washed down from the Clintons overhead, filling up 
natural void, and cemented by frost, which, from its position, could* 

not be dissolved at an earlier period. Anyway I do not care to 
claim the discovery of an Orthoceras from Hamilton, Ont., below 
our local freestones. When Dr. Jas. Hall, of Albany, recently paid 
a visit to Hamilton, I asked him why the Medina shales were so •' 
barren of organic remains. His explanation coincided 
with the views Professor Wilkins recorded 
Association. Both arrived at the

p

precisely
at a late meeting of 

conclusion independently. 
But why sea-floors ? Does not every fossil embedded, in rocks

t'r-U^rrd' P0‘nt 10 the sani<smeans °f accumulations—thé 
seabed? Well no, not exactly. The term is not applicable in 
many cases to the material or rocks enveloping fossils. Fresh water 
streams, bays and lakes, may also put in a claim to the contribution, 

orgetting the ancient and modern marshes to which tides had 
or have merely occasional access. But doubtlessly in a general way 
he objection has considerable force. So I had better here explain 

that our fragments of sea-floors are merely selected slabs of ancient 
Palteozoic sea bottoms, thin layers of limestone, sandstone, etc., 
whose surfaces in nearly every instance

our
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In ray search for fossils in Enron» “ ,at better condition than usual.
Silurians to the seas of Somersetshire f'ha continent. f™m the lower 
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for example, when flooded carry off qUlte natural also- Rivers, 
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but we may leave the matter for wiser heads than 
wh,.e we resume our researches over the elevated sea-floors. 

Leaving the grey band of the Medina series dose tn th»
under the brow of the mountain, so-called a, a number n, n 
formerly worked for the valuable "frees,'one beds The ”
teriaffor büildin 6re "" a g00d deal of worthless ma-
s reLhed PUrP°SeS”U!t be ~d before the sandstone 
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perhaTfed'Tn^e ‘hem’ lÜ™8 C°Vering for their backs, and 
perhaps fed on the same solid material." They must have found
the food the Dean supplied them with rather indigestible And
l eSP,!lll ,Ch;rCh Pr°CeedS: “Wh“ the "ewer LLdt"o 

wa „ 7 , P0S s0me sPawn arose above the flags and was 
med into existence. Their successors fed upon a newer deposit 

from some deeper volcano (theWenlock for instance) corresponding 
to our Niagaras The learned have classed these shells under the 
names Terebratula, Orthis, Atrypa, Pecten. They are all much 
al ke, only an experienced eye can detect any difference " Never 
tell me the Scot is devoid of humour. Hugh Mi le bysfmp v 

mcorporating Dean Cockburn’s opinion into one of his works The 
Footprints of the Creator, clearly proved he at least had a keen 
sense of the ludicrous. One is led to imagine His Grace of A n

Dean ofeYoTrei ^ °f geological from the
Post Pit- a Cann,0t Sh°W the Section a specimen of the

ost-Pilocene sea floor, referred to by the Duke, but the Mus
clay of<Anhcosti.^eW °f ‘he ^ P'eiSt°Cene foss»s’ fr=m the Leda
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MESOZOIC REPTILES HAVE THEY LIVING
REPRESENTATIVES ?

Read before the Geological Section, April Bind, tSçi. 

BY COL. C. C. GRANT.

I.

In answer to this question, “Decidedly not,” was the reply of 
Of the greatest palmontologists of our age. “ Surely if they had 

we must have obtained some remains in proof o t i ex,since’ 
Now, as regards the mythical sea-serpent, I hold that to h! 
an optical delusion." Well, it may be so in 6
taking all the evidence into account, are we 
what has been urged in the affirmative ?

dismissed,^as ““wort^y of crediq’tlm^dimensions'o/a'euttle-fish8^
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xxBFF* snstsxyears before Chris,, the^'CÏ! ^^du" 
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«here was no indication o, a neck. The su^éon 1,1 that the 

• °”gei. he °bseived “ ‘be more he was struck with its resemblance 
o a gigantic salamander or newt. Its back was oval in form no 

eyes or fins were seen. It did not spout or blow like a whale The 
greater part of the head was not observed, as it was underwater- 
There appears to be no manner of reason for doubting the very ex
press evidence so soberly given, adds the editor in conclusion.
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The next account of'a different sea monster was given by Cap
tain Drewer, and is chiefly taken from the log-book of the bark 
Pauline. "July 8lh, 1875, 5 deg. 13 min. north latitude, 35 deg. 
west longitude, Cape San Roque, N. E. coast, Brazil, distance twenty i 
miles, at 11 a. m. ; weather fine and clear, wind and sea moderate. 
Perceived black spots on the water, and ,a whitish pillar some thirty 
feet above them-breakers as I thought. The pillar fell with ’ 
splash, and another
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my:

1 a not
arose. They rose and fell alternately in quick 

succession. A good glass showed me it was a monster 
coiled twice round

sea serpent
sperm whale. The head and tail parts, each ' 

about thirty feet long, were acting as levers, twisting irself and vie-»' 
tim round with great velocity. They sank out of sight every two 
minutes, coming revolving to the surface. The struggles’ of the 
whale, and two other whales that were nearly frantic with excite
ment, made the sea in their vicinity like a boiling cauldron. 
This strange occurrence lasted some fifteen minutes, and finished 
With the tail,portion of thfe whale being elevated straight in the 
air then waving backward and forward, lashing the waters furi
ously in the death struggle as it went down head foremost." Allow- 
jng ^or the two coils the captain estimated the length at from one 
hundred and sixty to one hundred and seventy feet, and seven or 
eight feet in girth. In color much like
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„ ,, « a conger eel. “It is curi-
ous, adds the World newspaper, “that the whale, that lives on the 
smallest food of any fish, should itself be a meal for another mon
ster. It seems more curious still perhaps to find the sperm whale, 
whose powerful jaws have frequently crushed a whaler into splin
ters, thus confounded with the ordinary whalebone whale, a far less 
formidable mammal. The female sperm is oqly half the size of the 
male (about thirty feet only), very little larger than the 
but rarely the latter has been known 
reliance can be place on1 the statements of
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grampus,
to attain seventy-six feet, if 

whaling skippers.
The worthy captain mentions that owing to various circum

stances which he enumerates, the north-eastern shores of Brazil are 
but little frequented by ships, etc., either for business or pleasure 
“1 wrote thus far>” he stated, "little thinking that I would 
the monster again; but at 7 a. m„ July ,3th, same latitude, some 
eig ty miles east of San Rogue, I was astonished to see the same or 
a similar one. It was thro 
body out of the water in

our

I ever see
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r Wng its head and about forty feet of its 
a^ horizontal position, as it passed-*on-
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barrel. The body, though completely submerged could I» 

plainly made out by the disturbance of the water found > a 
three hundred feet away from where the head atd-neck stood 2 •

fna be WThe tfi >nTter'S tail Was beatinS and 'ashing the sea into 
The first.officer of the ship adds, that be had been previ

ously a disbeliever in sea-serpent stories. P
The instances above enumerated form only a portion of the

B^ay South Australia. “Whi,eliding along the sea beacff

Tt h d STiT" a dead sea serPe"t about sixty feet in length It had a head five feet long, like that of an immense snake with
round hhe^ °n thC t0p’ n° teeth in ‘he jaws. The body was 
ound, [the dimensions not given, unfortunately,] the tail like that of

a whale. Now we may reasonably infer fhat the monster thus de 
scribed must have come to the surface tp breathe the
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theREPORT OF THE BIOLOGICAL SECTION.
plaSession 1891 and 1892.
Pre

I HuRead at the Annual Meeting tf the Association, May 12th, i8ga.
ai

The meetings of this Section have been held regularly during 
the past year, and although formal papers were not presented at 
every meeting, the members have come together and exchanged 
notes, in this way promoting that good will which is so characteris
tic of scientific men, as well as advancing the interests of the Asso
ciation in general, and this Section in particular.

The notable exent in connection with the Section’s work 
the Annual Field Day of the Association held 
Niagara Falls Park

con
the
feel
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for
colli
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at Queen Victoria 
Saturday, June 13th, when a large number of 

, , - were present, and spent a very enjoyable
and profitable time. The place chesen was a rich one for the 
botanist, and though the time was that which field-botanists call an 
off time, 1. <., between the going of the spring flowers and the 
mg of the summer ones, the field-presses of the weed hunters were 
brought home well filled. The President, Mr. Alexander, andjdr. 
a lorns had charge of this department, and several plants, 
hitherto m our collections, were added thereto. The Section was 
much indebted to Mr. Cameron, the head gardener of the Park, 
who is himself an enthusiastic plant collector,' for many useful hints 
as to the locations where certain plants were to be found, and for 
the personal help he gave in collecting the same. Mr. Cameron is 
making a collection of all the native plants found in the Park and 
has very kindly offered us duplicates to place.in the Association 
cabinet.
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At the meeting held on March 4th, 1892, Dr. Mole read a 

valuable paper on the Origin and Development of the Horse. The 
paper was made very clear by the numerous illustrations used and 
the specimens of various parts of the horse’s skeleton shown.

The Section had before them a communication from Mr. Adam 
Brown, enclosing a letter from Lady Blake, calling attention to the 
Marine Biological Station, proposed to be established in the island
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of Jamaica. Lady Blake and 
moting the scheme, 
the idea.

her husband, the Governor, 
The Section, by resolution, are pro- 

approved of
Plantf have °‘ fSp"cimens °f British

Xy^ir hrof Whitchurch CanoniMruBi ” Dorsetshire ^ The Wi'ba.m Rende11-
srt specim7has Sner=^

great ohl.V f pleasure and information, and the Section

collected by Miss AWand t"11SP “ °f Alpine Plants. 
summer of r89r, were also exhibited a" oneofFur^ti^"8 

In addition to these a fine collection of West India Ferns
wa^preseme^ totheF t-0*11 °.nehUndred and ^ distinct species! 
Brown tI eCt'°n thr0Ugh Mr' Alexander by Mr. Adam
Brown. The names of these beautiful specimens will be civeniH
verified*16111 Whe" ** haV6 been and the
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ftI Iasi
A FEW NOTES RE THE SEASON OF 1891.i

in
Read before the Biological Section.

BY D. F. H. WILKINS, B. A., BAC. APP. SCI.

Headmaster High School, Beamsville.

The season opened early, after a short mild winter.
Crows were first seen February 6th.

, Sugar making was begun March 4th.
A robin (not a resident) was seen March 10th.
Frogs first, heard March 23rd.
Growth commencediMarch 28th.
Bulbs of Adder-Tongue Lily sprouting, and Scarlet-Cap Lichen 

abundant, at this date.
Hepatica and Spring Beauty in flower April 2nd. 
Adder-Tongue Lily in flower April 4th.
Blood Root in flower April 6th.
Red Maple in flower April 12th.
Marsh Marigold in flower April rath.
Dicentra cucullaria, also D. Canadensis, in flower April 15th. 
True Anemone in flower April 16th.
Cuckoo Flower, Skunk’s Cabbage and Cursed Crowfoot in 

flower April 15th.
Red and White Trilliums in flower April 20th.
Sugar Maple in flower April 24th.
Hooded Violet, Beaked Violet, Yellow Violet and Sweet Violet 

White Birch and Water Elm, in flower April 24th.
Indian Turnip in flower May 4th.
First Golden Rod (Solidago Canadensis) in flower July 20th. 
First Aster (Aster lœvis) in flower July 20th.
Sugar Maples beginning to turn in color September 22nd.
Red Maples beginning to turn September 25th.
Maples in full flush October roth.
White Oaks turning, also Red Oaks and Scarlet Oaks 

mencing, October roth.
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Maple leaves falling first November 4th.

... r.£7''*°

shelter of some pine and firmes) 6 ™" gr°Wing Under the

First (very light) frost September 21st.
First heavy frost October rrth.
First (light) snow November 17th.
GrZnTZT0” (SiX inCheS depth) Novemher 27th and 28th. 

round not frozen on December 14th.
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NOTES.

.h‘£ îï- stittsu-r je ..rrz.-rc-b,ï “ “™* i™”'
2. The heavy dronth of May and June, succeeded by equally 

heavy ra and much evaporation in July and August, produced 
weather, ipuch prolonging the season. The dry and 

weather of October and November served the same purpose 
wild L h C0nseque“ce of th,s' second crops of strawberries and

rasÎberrte72Sr78»hered' °ne ,armer ^**"8 • store with red raspberries (Rubus tnflorus and R. strigosus) during the months ol
a,soeb7enereaZ«edti0ber- SeC°nd ^ °f b,ack have
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m
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GENERAL NOTES.

)• l.mntilla anserina and Vicia saliva, now common in cer-
0Tahty At".!! ,'ake Sh0rn T*' ‘° l86?> Unkn0™ in ‘his

locality. At this time it will be remembered that
laid on the Great Western Railway track in order
wheat cars from the Western States
From some of these

iolet,
a third rail 
to enable the 

to pass through to the East. 
„ , . , were dropped at some time or other the
sprinSg°of .867!WO ^ ** ^ ^ See° sb°^ aft«

2. The common Teazle (Difsacus umkUatus) was introduced 
into this locality by the Mennonite settlers from Pennsylvania their 
ancestors having previously brought the plant from Europe for the 
purpose, as is well known, of preparing wool for spinning and weaving
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• i.3' The BlaCk Cohosh (Cimicifuga raamosa) formerly common
m this neighborhood, is now extinct. It is cultivated by several per
sons in the village of Grimsby and-in the adjacent county, being re
garded by many as a sovereign remedy for rheumatism.

4- In the Atlantic Monthly for October, 1862, was published an 
entertaining article by the late Henry D. Thoreau, the famous New 
England naturalist. The article is entitled “ Autumnal Tints,” and 
has been reprinted in a volume of miscellanous essays by the gifted 
author. While much of the article agrees with what is noticed in 
Ontario, the present writer, after many years’observations in different 
parts of the Province, feels that there must be a great discrepancy 
betweem-some of the facts as given by Mr. Thoreau and fhe same 
facts as noted by himself. Thus, according to Thoreau, the red . 
maple is the earliest tree to change the color of the leaves and show. 
the brightest tints, the average date for the change being September 
22nd. The sugar mapleidoes not follow for some two weeks, and 
is much less brilliant and varied in color. Then follow the elms 
hickories and other trees, and finally the scarlet oak in November, 
showing a wealth of scarlet and crimson unsurpassed except by the 
red maple. The present writer, however, has noticed that the sugar 
maple displays the greatest wealth and variety of color, varying from 
lemon yellow to scarlet, blood-red and crimson ; also that it is the 
earliest to change, its average date being about September 17th in 
the more northern parts of the Province, and September 24th to 
27th in the more southern. The red maple, on the contrary, with 
a few exceptions, in its native haunts presents a dull red or even a 
brownish red color, and changes on or about October 2nd. The 
few exceptions referred to are some trees which show partly green, 
partly red colors in blotches, probably the most beautiful leaves of 
all. Again, too, the scarlet oak turnk in color about October 6th 
and the leaves fall before the end of the month ; moreover, they do I
not present the brilliant red attributed to them by Thoreau. The j
present writer is not aware qf any systematic attempt to ascertain I
the dates of the change of tint of our more common forest trees nor I
of any observations regarding the variability of the change. He is j
not aware whether anything has been published to show that change 1
of color depends upon or does not depend upon soil, dryness of I
the season or surroundings of the trees. If any thing has been cJ<W I
by any other members of the Association it should be published I
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NOTES ON BIOLOGICAL SUBJECTS.

Read before the Biological Section of the Hamilton 
« Session of i8çi-2.

Association, during the

spriBY WILLIAM YATES, OF HATCHLEY, ONT.
last
TheI.

enls
Scarcely a summer passes without offering something singular in 

the floral or vegetable world; and gardeners and tillers of the soil 
have many opportunities of detecting and making note of these 
freaks and deviations from the ordinary routine of plant growth. 
Several such instances

are
pup
the

qf abnormality occured and were noted by 
me during the growing season of 189,, to wit .—A peculiar instance 
of the phenomenon called “ Fasciculation,” occurred in a garden in 
the township of Burford. The specimen was found amidst a large 
group of Sunflowers, Helianthus annum, and what at first sight 
seemed a single head of unusual size, proved on further develop
ment to be a combination of %ree heads. The line of juncture was 
distinctly traceable by the grekn scales or sepals of the involucre 
and also by the yellow ligulate florets of the ray forcing themselves 
distinctly into notice amid the florets of the disc, and in lines that 
bisected the circular outline of the usual sunflower head. This 
was done as accurately as if the same problem had been propounded 
to a student of Euclid.
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The deviation from the ordinary growth of these * flowers 
suggested the question to my mind whether this was an instance of 
- partial reverting to the ancestral type of the Helianthus? What 
would seem to make this supposition a qatural one is the fact that 
a common wild form of the Sunflower is the species dimricatus, 
which we have often found growing in the woods not far from here - 
and florists know that by cutting back side shoots the vigor and 
bulk substance of many plants and shrubs can be concentrated in a 
single stem.
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result of an injury or bruise to the plant at an early stage of growth, 
as about that time the spot where the Helianthus grew was annoÿ- 

gly trespassed upon and much trampled by a flock of turkeys.
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II.

eEb:=s=5s=The stems of these plants are sometimes deformed by a peculiar 
enlargement or excrescence (balloon shaped). These enlargements 
are hoi ow and are almost always found to contain the larva or 
pupa of an insect, and are probably the result of 
the parent insect.
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ÜThe unusual circumstance neted this season was that the 
enlargements were at the very summit of the stem, and were of the 
shape and size of the egg of a bantam chicken instead of being 
urbmate in shape. The puncture, if such was the cause, seemed 

to have been made m the axil or point from whence the branches 
of the panicle divide off. These latter, which are perhaps more 
properly termed peduncles, were much shortened and seemed to 
grow at slight distances from each other out of the upper and 
narrow end of the ovate excrescence. A number of these peculiar
ities were seen this year and never previously. The other common 
species of golden-rod, 5. latifolia and S. ulmifolia, have never been 
noticed to be deformed by those interferences.
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instances of the imitative, principle in vegetable growth 
~ was lately arrested by a form of parasitical develop

ment of, I think, the poison ivy Rhus toxicodendron. The plant had 
shed its leaves, therefore we could not take time to identify, but the 
general outline and form and color of the shrub, as it clung in hide- 
ous snake-like contortions of
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venomous purple tint, to the tall 
• trunk of a swamp-ash tree, suggested the abhorrent function 

malignancy of an enormous Scolopendre. The innumerable radi- 
eating tendrils typified and suggested the myriad feet of the detested 
centipede ! And the greyish-white bark of the victimized ash tree 
afforded a background that set off the outline and 
the vampire-like encumbrance with 
spicuity.
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III.

Many traits in the growth of climbing plants exemplify analog
ous principles and methods to be found in the life and habits of 
Ophidians. Notice the growth and function of the tendrils of the 
grape vine. At first straight and tender, but on coming in contact 
with a neighboring twig a spiral coil is immediately formed around 
the foreign support, and something similar to muscular contraction 
is noticeable, and the grip on the support or trellis' is as tenacious 
and crushing as the constriction of the serpent on its prey. Even 
in the life and growth of the pea vine, or in that of the diminutive 
parasitic dodder whose tendrils, on coming in contact with the suc
culent stems of the wild balsam or with the soft new shoots of the 
raspberry, show a willfulness of grip that seems almost crushing and 
sanguinary, while from the tendrils of the dodder sharp root points 
pierce the substance of the victimized plant and leech like imbibe 
therefrom life-sustaining fluids. Also when climbing plants have • 
grown to the height of their supporting poles, the extension of the 
climbing stem is for a time continued into vacant space, and its 
graceful swaying motion when acted upon by a slight breeze, forcibly 
brings to mind the proceedings of our common snakes when making 
excursions among bushes and saplings in quest °f living prey.
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IV.

An incident that occurred in this locality a few years ago de
monstrating the noxious qualities of-the common purple centipede 
or thousand legged worm of the North American woods may, per- 
haps, be fitly recorded here.

A settler, who dwelt in a log house in the midst of his clearing, 
was appealed to early one morning by the alarming cries of one of 
his children, a boy nearly four years of age, who had just finished 
dressing himself. He complained that something was severely hurt
ing the sole of one foot immediately after he had put his boot on 
The boot was at once unlaced and removed, and on examination 

of the purple centipedes, which appearances indicated had 
crawled out of the timber logs of the house during the night, was 
found inside the boot. On examining the child’s foot a livid mark 
the size and form of the odious myriapod was distinctly imprinted 
on the skin, and remained for a number of hours.
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Both the child and the father were well known to me, and I 
told of the circumstance at the time of its
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V.
In the early part of the month of June last I had the pleasure 

of a jaunt through a district of Ontario entirely new to me, that is, 
from Elora through Fergus and on north-east to Bellwood, thence 
through Garafraxa, Eramosa and,Erin townships. 7„"„_

superb, and the fields and woods in the exuberance of summer 
garniture. After leaving the Grand River valley the topography is 
in marked contrast to the slightly undulating surface of Burford and 
adjoining townships. In Garafraxa and Erin vast irregularly shaped 
mounds of sand or fine gravel are of frequent occurrence, and in 
some hollows large groups of erratic surface boulders attract the 
notice of every passer by. There are but few swamps, and when 
such occur a growth of cedar instead of the black ash, elm, and 
swamp maple of other districts is here a well marked feature. ~ 
country is well cultivated and improved, stock keeping and 
culture being a prominent line of farming.

A very marked feature of the district was the paucity of bird 
life. We had just left a region where the woods resounded with the 
music of the scarlet tanager and the hermit thrush, as Well as that of 
innumerable small warblers, and where the meadows
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... were musical
with the notes of the bobolink, oriole, song-sparrow and meadow- 
]afk ; yet, in these townships of East Wellington, during two days’ 
travel, we only saw about half a dozen individual birds ! one being a 
shore lark, one swallow,

de-
ede
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pewee flycatcher, one grackle and a 
two!I The diminution in the number of birds became 

obvious after leaving the vicinity of Elora, as about that place there 
many deciduous trees among the cedars and other conifers that 

are still found growing in and south of that locality. We were in
duced to surmise that the absence of the black ash, soft maple, and 
swamp elm trees, in the lowlands of these parts of Wellington 
county, might account tor the paucity of the birds which are found 
in such profusion among that kind of vegetation elsewhere. As is 
well known, the hosts of summer warblers find
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insect larvae that prey upon the foliage of the above-mentioned trees, 
the leaves of which are much disfigured and corroded

irk
ed every summer

by the ravages of caterpillars ; hence the warblers and insectivorous
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birds generally are a sort of corollary to forest garniture. Apple and 
fruit orchards axe also more sparse northwards from Guelph than is 
the case in the south-western counties of Ontario, and it is well- 
known that to a host of birds of the thrush and warbler families, as 
well as the cuckoos and finches, the orchard is a natural habitation. 
Even the yellow-finch and the warbling vireos, so ubiquitous in other 
counties, were here conspicuous by their entire absence. The road
side herbage seemed also to be of a less varied character than that 
to Which we had been accustomed. Even the blue-weed <Echium 
vulgare) which had in such large measure taken possession of waste 
places and railway embankments in 
got a precarious footing here.
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The Duke of Argyll remarked on the absence and assumed 
musical inferiority of the song-birds of North America, 
to be admitted that It seems wan

our songsters are more shy and elusive than 
those of Western Europe oF Britain. Is it not probable that such a 
condition of affairs may be attributable in part to the absence of 

edges of hawthorn and other berry-bearing shrubs by which fields 
are all but universally fenced and surrounded, and which form such 
a conspicuous feature in the British landscape ? Our song-birds are 
m number legion, and many of them have exquisitely melodious pow
ers of song, but are only to be seen and heard in the most secluded 
recesses of forests and swamps ; and years of residence and close 
observation
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and similar predatory enemies are the 
necessities of existence to these, and it is possible that if the broad 
bosom of Ontario should ever be marked and adorned by,growing 
fences and tangled thickets (as of the dog-rose and honeysuckle), 
warblers of many species would come in throngs to sing and enliven, 
our dwelling places.

In the vicinity of Elora several species of plants, new to us and 
with in Brant County by us, were observed, to wit': On 

the sides of the rocky precipices about the river valley at Elora, one 
of the most interesting species of fern is the Rock brake (Pteris 
gracilts or atropurpurea). In its general aspect this does not 
much resemble the common ferns, but the fruit jots 
veins of the frond near the margin.

In the woods bordering the rocky chasm, Aspidium acrostic- 
hotdes and Asplénium thalicteroides were common, and Adiantumpeda-
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turn was abundant in some spots* A species of veronica^ very much 
like Hederifoha, was also very widely diffused, and' the dwarf 
maple Acer spicatum we found very prevalent among rocky debris 
on the flats of the Irvine and Grand River, where also the dog’s bane 
shrub was common ; and we were also shown a rare species of 
primula (P. Mistassinaca), that had been found growing on the river 
flats, by Col. Clarke, of Elora.

In a cedar swamp bordering the same stream, the large purple 
just coming in flower, and that peculiar shrub 

which so frequently puzzles the inexperienced botanist, i. e., the 
alder leaved buckthorn, (Rhamnus alnifolia), was as abundant as it 
is in some of the bogs of Brant county ; although this shrub is 
classed in Polypetalæ, in this particular species the petals are 
wanting ! and the branches are thornless ! We also noticed a 
variety of Antennaria, nearly like, but not quite, A. Margatitacea, 
or pearly everlasting flower, the difference was in the remarkable 
angles of the stem and peduncles. In Brant and Oxford counties 
that pretty adventurer, the Snowy Campion (Silent in/lata), has 
only begun to put in an appearance on, some of the new railway 
cuttings, but it is a troublesome weed in the turnip fields about 
Elora, and although the blue iris (Iris versicolor), which so lavishly 
adorns the boggy spots in Burford and Brantford townships, and 
the dense growths of the cerulean vervain (Verbena has/a/a), which 
so attracts the eye in ill-drained hollows in Oxford county—are 
absent in these • parts. A number of less showy interlopers are 
making good headway as the, white melilot (Melilotus alba), which 
is becoming abundent in many places on the railway track about 
Fergus, and occasionally, that capparid, from the gravelly Lake Erie 
shore (Polanisia graveolens), and also -the tufted vetch (Vicium 
ctaeca), and we were also informed that the yellow ox-eye daisy, 
(Rudbeckia hirta), was, in many places, proving troublesome.

Whilst rambling late in the afternoon with a friend along the 
wooded banks of the Grand River, below Elora, our attention was 
called to the continuous (with slight intermissions) song of a scarlet 
tanager. The bird was perched on the very highest branch of a 
tall maple tree, and, singular to relate, that was the only branch on 
the tree that was destitute of leaves ; the singer kept turning slightly 
from side to side, with his glistening red breast facing the declining 
sun, as if showing off, with fuller effect, tjie gorgeous radiance of his
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plumage. We have noticed the same proceeding from the top of 
decaying trees by the same bird in Burford township. The blue 
bird also seems to have an æsthetic taste as regards colors, for we 
have several times found,its nest with the lining interwoven with the 
brilliant blue feathers of the owner’s wing. One may here remark 
that the brilliant, ruby tints of the tanager's plumage seem to be 
like dove’s neck lustres, very superficial, and like the peach, bloom 
on the human countenance, a sign of high health and condition, and 
rarely preserved in cage confinement, in fict, a friend who had sev- 
eral tame tanagers tells me that in the ijpcond or third month his 
birds became of a bronze col
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REPORT OF THE PHILOLOGICAL -SECTION.

Since its previous report to the Association the Section has 
held eight meetings, at which papers were read as follows :
May 28th.—“ Peculiarities in Hebrew Grammar,” 

dent accustomed to 
B.A.

as seen by a stu- 
an Aryan language. J. F. McLaughlin,

/
September i7th.-“ Metaphysical Theories on the Origin and De

velopment of Language.” S. A. Morgan, B. A.
November 19th.—“ Phonetic Spelling." C. R. McCullough. 
December 17th.—“The Versification of Chaucer’s ‘Canterbury 

Tales,’” with especial reference to the “Prologue.” Chas. 
Robertson, M. A.

February i8th.—“ The Supposed Etymological Value of Silent Let
ters,” based on the words occurring in Skeat’s Etymological 
Dictionary from from A to G. A. W. Stratton, B. A.

March 16th. “Two Proposed World Languages,” “ Lingo Inter- 
, nacia” and “ Anglo-Franca.” H. P. Bonny.

April 27th.—“ A Simplified Alphabet for the Deaf and Dumb.”
C. R. McCullough.

“ A Revised Spelling,” a plea*for consistency with the slightest pos
sible change. ■ James Ferres. . V
The meeting of October ’isth was devoted to a discussion of 

Mr. Morgan’s paper, and on January 21st, owing to the absence of 
several members because of illness, no formal meeting was heltj.

Less work has been done during the past year than had been 
expected, partly because of the little time at the disposal of most of - 
the members, but chiefly owing to the lack of suitable books ot refer
ence, whifch, while they are of little interest to the general reader, 
are indispensable to the student.

,

.

X

;

Reference must also be made to the heavy loss sustained by 
the Section in ttte death of its late chairman, Mr. Charles Robert
son, whose interest in the work was unceasing, while his scholarship 
was probably unequalled in the city.

«•

A. W. STRATTON, H. P. BONNY,
Secretary. Chairman.
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METAPHYSICAL THEORIES ON THE ORIGIN AND 
DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE.

tof
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Read before the Philological Section September 17th, i8q2, mei
ingBY S. A. MORGAN, B. A.

It is no doubt evident to us all, that any principles we deduce 
concerning the origin and the nature of a primitive language must 
necessarily be of a theoretical character. When, however, we con
sider that the faculty of language, i. e., the power of symbolically 
communicating our ideas by means of articulate sounds, is depen-, 
dent on the possession by the individual of certain intellectual and 
physical functions, and muât therefore follow their operations ; and 
when we further consider that science enables us to investigate both 
the nature of these necessary functions and their order of develop
ment, we are led to believe that any logical theories we may deduce 
in such an investigation will not only prove of interest in themselves, 
but will also tend to furnish some explanation of the variations in 
form and grammatical structure to be found in existing languages.

The few thoughts I shall offer in this paper may be arranged 
under the following heads

(1) . Definition of Language.
(2) . Existing theories on the origin of Language.
(3) . Offices of Language.
(4) . Conditions of Language.
(5) . Nature of first elements.
(6) . Processes of development. *

DEFINITION OF LANGUAGE.

All creatures, whether men or animals that possess the grega
rious instinct, or tend to live in herds, being bound togethèr by a 
common feeling, may be supposed to desire and seek after some 
means of communication. This instinctive desire, aided and de
veloped by experience, has produced in man two forms of-thought 
communication.

We all no doubt have seen that it is possible, by noting the
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THE HAMILTON ASSOCIATION. I75
variations in the tones of the cries of animals and. man, or by ob
serving the changes in their features and forms of gesture, not only 
to know what may be the dominant feeling at the time, but also 
to form an estimate of the character and disposition of the individual. 
Taken in its most extended meaning, language might include any 
such signs by which one intelligence is enabled to interpret the 
mental modes of another ; and this form of thought or rather feel
ing expression is in fact often spoken of as absolute natural lan
guage.

In these .cases, however, it will be observed that this visible 
element or sign, by means of which is formed 
present mental state, is not in any exact sense a representative sym
bol of the invisible spiritual mood. It is in fact an essential result 
of the latter which experience has taught us to associate with it 
ever present accompaniment. But beyond this there is another 
aspect in the communication of ideas, wherein the sign or symbolic 
element cannot be said to have any necessary connection with the 
communicated idea, but is simply an arbitrary or conventional sign 
for the same.

As an illustration of this distinction, we may suppose that 
(leaving out of consideration national peculiarities) there would be 
an equal softening of the eye accompanying the ‘ zôe mou sas agapô ’ 
of the Greek, or the * Ich liebe dfch ’ of the German, to that no
ticed in the like confession of our Saxon youth. In each of these, 
however, we find a wide difference in the conventional elements.

An explanation of these two forms of language may be found 
in a consideration of the nature of knowledge.

Feeling and thought are the primary or ultimate elements of 
knowledge. Feeling being a ‘ mental affection ’ resulting from 
changes in the physical organism, and, in so far as it is pleasant or 
painful, ' impelling to organic action,’ it becomes evident that these 
organic movements will furnish an index to the accompanying 
tal state.

an estimate of the

as an

men-

Thought, on the other hand, being the 1 apprehension of rela
tions ’ and objective in its nature, will lack these outward physical 
expressions. It will thus require other means of\»snm*nication, 
which, for the same reason, must be of a conventional form. The 

then may be said to be the language of feeling, the other theone

language of thought.
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Another distinction must be made between the natural signs of 
articulate speech and the artificial signs of writing, etc. But spoken 
language being evidently prior to written, a fact which history her- 

teaches, and the language of physical expression, although an 
earlier form, admitting of no definite treatment, on account of its 
subjective and individual character, it necessarily follows that any 
investigation into primitive language must conSprn itself with thé 
second of these forms. We shall, therefore, in this paper under
stand by language the representation of mental modes or ideas by 
means of conventional articulate sounds.
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EXAMINATION OF EXISTING THEORIES.

The existing theories on the origin of language may be divided 
into the following classes :

1. The theory that man at his creation was endowed with a 
perfect language, which, as his knowledge grew through experience, 
he was enabled to apply for the purpose ot fixing his acquired know
ledge. This theory supposes that language may precede thought 
and exist without it. Experience teaches us that the very opposite 
to this is the case ; for when thought is destroyed language 
cease, whilst on the other hand, when the power of speech has been 
lost, thought may proceed by means of other signs. Moreover, 
granting the possession by the first man of such a language, his 
words would be to him but meaningless cries, and the formation of 
language proper would still remain to be worked out.

2. The second view, which goes to the, opposite extreme, sup
poses language to be a human invention, adopted by mutual 
pact for the convenience of man. Such a view must err, however, 
in the fact that the ability to invent and adopt implies that the 
had made considerable advancement, whereas, as will be seen later, 
thought can make no advance without some form of thought repre
sentation. Moreover, the very fact of a mutual compact implies the 
possession of some form of thought communication.

3. A third view looks upon language neither as a ready made 
gift, nor as a human invention in the strict sense of the word, but 
rather as a conscious growth accompanying and dependent 
tal development. In other words, that the gift »f intelligence im
plies a two-fold power, power of thought and ipower of thought 
expression. This theory, which seems the only,; one void of contra-
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diction, is the one we shall 
the present paper,

accept and attempt to enlarge upon in

OFFICES OF LANGUAGE.

h our distinct functions are set forth as belonging to language : 
<i) to preserve thought; (2) to analyze thought ; (3) to facilitate 
thought ; (4) to communicate thought. It must appear evident, 
and will be made even more clear, when we come to consider the 
psychological conditions of speech, that to suppose any of the first 
three to have been motives in its production would give an appear
ance of mechanical design to the origin of language wholly at vari
ance with its physical nature and the mental conditions of the primi
tive race ; since they would imply the exercise of the reasoning
powers. But we shall there see that these must make use of sym
bolic representation in their very development. The last of these 
motives,'however, being but an instinctive desire, implies but the 
lower stages of mental growth, which stages are not dependent on 
representation for their operations. But we shall here offer a theory 
somewhat at variance with that usually accepted. We hold that the 
motive power underlying the origin of language was no more a de- 
sire to communicate our own thoughts to others, than it was a desire 
on their part to interpret properly the thoughts and feelings of fel
low-beings in whom they took an interest. As the reasons upon 
which this theory must rest will come up later ; we defer its further 
consideration till that time.

‘ CONDITION OF LANGUAGE.

It has been seen that the office of language is symbolic ot 
representative. The elements of language, when used as such, are 
not in themselves real objects of attention, but representative sym
bols of objects of past experience. Thus the development of speech 
in the primitive race will imply the possession by them of the sym
bolic power or faculty with whatever other intellectual development 
appertains thereto. This consideration will necessitate a brief men
tion of the mental powers and their order of development,

The intellectual faculties— faculties of knowledge — are 
divided into three general classes :

1. Those connected with the acquisition of knowledge, in
cluding (a) sensation and (b) perception.
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2. Those connected with the representation of knowledge, in
cluding (a) phantasy, (b) memory and (c) imagination.

3. Those connected with the elaboration of knowledge, includ
ing (a) conception, (b) judgment, (c) reasoning.

Sensations may be described as mental modes or affections 
resulting from the application of external stimuli to some part of 
the physical organism.

the
int

of

scii
They are the primary elements of conscious life and of all 

knowledge. But ’being simply an affective or subjective state 
sensation does not in if Self constitute knowledge. While however 
sensation does not constitute knowledge, it is seen to contain an 
element of knowledge; since in sensation there is a tendency to 
refer the subjective state to some non-subjective cause, which is 
thus brought into relation with the feeling self.

Perception, on the other hand, differs from sensation in being 
well is ata acquisitive faculty ; for in this process
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a constructive as 
the ‘ vague data of sensation 5 are first differentiated ' and recognized 
as belonging to different senses. Secondly,Tbe.jL.are suppjosed' to be
at a distance from us, or given a position in time and space. 
Thirdly, they are united into a group, and supposed to have an 
existence independent of the perceiving mind.

These two faculties will give us a certain form of knowledge 
concerning present objects, brought into relation with the knowing 
self. But they will not in themselves lead to the formation of word 
signs; since they imply an ever present object on which the 
attention is fixed.
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The interaction of these two faculties however will lead to an 
additional result. Although sensations are but vague sensuous 
affections, as states of pleasure, or pain they powerfully arouse the 
attention and direct it in search of an external cause Perception 
of the non-subjective cause of the sensation having taken place, this 
feeling of pleasure or pain at once creates an interest in the external 
object. This done, there takes place what is known as the 
“ transference of feeling ” from the knowing mind to the known 
object. The sweetness is in the sugar not in my consciousness. 
The mind in this way looking upon the perceived object 
symbol of the subjective sensation, will have taken its first step 
toward mental representation. Word signs, however, differ from 
these in the fact that the association existing between the sign and
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ie, in- the idea is in no way real or necessary. This fact will imply the 

introduction of still higher forms of mental growth.
This higher form of representation arises after the. .... .—v following

The mind now being able to obtain a definite perception 
o present objects, the accompanying subjective states become fixed 
modifications of the knowing self, and as such liable to recur in. con- 
sciousness without the stimulus of the external object. In the first 
stage, which is known

manner.

irt of

of all

«'ever 
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phantasy, these ideal images, although 
arising without external stimuli, are supposed to indicate such a pre- 
sence A marked peculiarity of these ideal sensations, however, is 
their difference of degree, as well as their difference of origin. The 
process of attention working on these differences enables the mind 
to distinguish the ideal from the real. The

as

I

, . ., . mental activity now
being able to distinguish ideal feelings as such, is further enabled 
through identity of modification to recognize the ideal 
having formerly occurred in consciousness, 
presentative faculty is known as memory.

But attention now being able to fix itself on ideal sensations as 
such, acquires the ability to separate the qualities of an object in 
their natural state, and to combine them in new and arbitrary forms. 
This stage, which is known as imagination, would at once enable 
the mind to form the arbitrary associations seen in word signs.

The higher forms of knowledge must now be considered. The 
elaboration of knowledge takes place when the process of attention 
is able to bring any of its individual percepts together and establish 

relation between them. Since, however, it is impossible for the 
mind to fix itself on two objects of immediate knowledge at one and 
the same time, it becomes evident that symbolic representation is 
nqt only possible but necessary before these higher forms of thought 
are reached.
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It thus appears to have been no unphilosophic ground that 

memory was represented by the ancients as mother of the muses ; 
- Slnce she is n?1 on,y a necessary condition of power of speech, thé 

sine qua non of all progress, but also the forerunner of that imaginative 
faculty, by which have been produced the various art forms of use 
and beauty on which the highest skill and taste have been exer- 
cised.
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from Having now considered the various steps in the development 
of mind up to that stage where the creation of symbols seems pps-
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sible, another important question remains to be answered. Though 
the primitive mâri may possess intellectual powers suitable for such 
a task, can we give any reason why this privilege will be embraced ? 
Can we furnish any motive or end for the origin of symbolization ?

Under pleasure and pain may be summed up all* the motives 
or ends of action. These being but two aspects of our feeling 
states, it follows that the discovery of a motive will demand a con
sideration of the development of mind on theTeeling side.

■We have already noticed above that our states of feeling natur
ally fall into two broad classes. The sensation, as an affective state, 
produces pleasure or pain. This is sometimes spoken of as the 
primary form of feeling, being consequent on physical changes. We, 
also noticed, however, that by the transference of feeling higher 
forms of emotional growth might be attained. Let us inquire then 
whether in these two classes (sensations and intellectual emotions) 
there exists a motive for thd representation of our ideas.

It has been a prevailing idea that the desire for speech 
from tjie necessity of seeking aid to satisfy our bodily wants, such as 
food, hçlp in distress, protection, etc. Though these desires may 
imply some emotional growth, you will see that they point to the 
sensuous element as a motive, an hypothesis which we cannot ac
cept. We affirm and shall attempt to show that the motive lay in 
thé development of. thç éhtotiçns rather than in sensuous feeling.
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In order that we may be the better able to judge the respective 
claims of these two ends, we shall lay dow,n what appear to us the 
necessary laws governing the motive or end, naming them as fol-
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i. The Law of Sufficient Motive.
’ 2. The Law of Frequent Recurrence. 

3. The Law of Adequate Means.
By the law of sufficient motiye is meant that, since language is 

a rpeans of communication between individuals, there must have 
existed a mutual desire between the person communicating and the 
person interpreting the thought. It was to this we referred when 
we affirmed above that 
sire to communicate our thou
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language^did not come solely from the de- 
to others..

The law of frequent recurrence affirms the principle that the 
motive must have been sufficiently frequent to remove any possibility
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of the loss of past steps in the symbolizing ot thought through lack 
of having them fixed in memory by repetition.

The law of adequate means implies that the motive must be 
provided with such external accompaniments as will supply suitable 

characters for the symbolizing of the idea.
Examining thé claims of sensuous feelings by these standards, 

we shall find
r. That being individual and anti-social, they violate the law 

of sufficient motive.
2. That if the circumstances of the primitive races were such 

a sufficiently frequent recurrence ot these bodily wants, 
it would be impossible for such a people long to maintain existence 
against such circumstances.

3- Being confined to single organs they do not cause that 
diffusion of feeling necessary to idea interpretation.

Passing to a consideration of intellectual feelings, we find :
1. Since they imply a universal interest in the external, they 

are social in their nature and therefore furnish a sufficient motive.
2. Being accompanied with a ‘wave of excitement’ which spréads 

over the whole organism and leads to bodily movement, they 
consequently supply adequate means of symbolization. The fact 
that they 1 arise more slowly and subside more gradually ’ than 
sensuous feeling is another cause for the same.

3- Nothing, I think, need be said of the law of frequent 
recurrence when we consider the effecftof a wide world of undis
covered relations on the void but plastic mind.

Antf'now two further questions naturally present themselves to 
to the mind : rst. What objects in nature likely awakened these 
emotional states in primitive man ? 2nd. What symbols were likely 
made use of for their representation ? These two questions we 
shall now consider.
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THE FACTS OF KNOWLEDGE.

Having seen that language arose from an intellectual source, it 
wdl follow that such objects as are likely to awaken intellectual ac
tivity would be the first to be. represented symbolically. These we 
affirm to have been acting things, or objects of perception in a state 
of motion. This is proven both by experience and by reason ; by 
experience through observation of the first signs of attention in ’ 
children and in savage races, in both of which loud noises, bright
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and flashing lights, swinging and sounding bodies seem most suita
ble for arousing attention ; by reateon, since philosophy teaches us 
that every affective state is but the result of impressions on the 
senses from some moving body. We may thus suppose that ih 
primitive man the more marked forms of motion would be 
sary to impress the unplastic mind of such a state.

SYMBOLS OF* KNOWLEDGE.
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We saw in our consideration of the sufficient means of repre
sentation, that the émotions are accompanied with ‘ waves of excite
ment/ which spread over the organism,, resulting, on the one hand 
in certain impulsive gestures, and on the other in the utterance of 
certain sounds. One or both of these would likely be employed. 
But the first being so much less subject to conscious control, while 
supplying a suitable symbol for the internal state, would naturally 
give way to the second for purposes of arbitrary association.

But it is evident that that these primitive sounds would be to 
high degree impulsive, and for that reason, and further because in 

them the ‘ thought ’ element would be as yet but faintly apprehended, 
we may suppose that at this stage there would be an excess of the 
‘ sound ’ element. Again, because they were long and for the most 
part imitative, they would possess the musical element as seen at 
the close of such sounds. Summing up, we may affirm of our first 
words: (1) They were impulsive and imitative. (2) They were 
long or polysyllabic. (3) Equivalent to whole sentences.

We now see that our first perceptions give but vague ideas of 
objects possessing emotional interest,. consisting of acting things ; 
and that to denote these we would make use of certain long sounds 
as symbols of both the object and its interest. These would con-
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sequently form One primary class. Such a perception however 
contains two elements, object and interest* and attention being 4 
aroused would lead to their division in the mind. Thus 
primary class will give rise to two, viz : object class and interest 
class. The attention, now passing from the object to its interest, or 
activity, would lead to a further division of these activities into, 
accidental or molar activity on the one hand, giving rise to the verb ; 
and essential or qualitative activity on the other, giving rise- to the 
adjective., ,The whip would equal the striking thing ; the sugar the 
sweetening thing. This would have given rise to our three principal
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parts of speech, noun, adjective and verb. And as these form the 
three essential parts of speech—the others being but conveniences 
of language,—we may suppose that they will show the earliest forms 
of grammatical development.

It was seen that ’attention, fixing itself on the vague and primary 
elements of knowledge, sobti enabled the mind to classify them into 
the three above classés. But this attention, now bringing these 
classes into relation with one another, would lead to a further dis
covery of new relations, and a consequent desire ot their represen
tation. By what means was this to be effected ? Existing languages 
show two methods for effecting this. 1st, by varying the form bf 
the word whose idea is modified ; 2nd,* by position and symbolic 
relational words. The second of these methods would evidently 
be impossible at this stage ; since all words would contain the sen
suous element to such a degree that the mind would not be capable 
of that freedom of thought necessary to the use of symbolic words. 
Granting then that inflection is the primitive method of poting modi- 

yfications, from what source did it take its rise?
We have seen that the general character of our primitive word 

was length of sound and vague intellectual reference. In this super
fluous sound attached to the word would be found a ready means 
for thé representation of these new relations. Any familiar word 
being often used in a certain relation, and having its final superflu
ous sound used for such a purpose, would soon by analogy set a type 
for all kindred words when used in a like relation. A strong proof 
in support of this theory is to be found in the fact that inflections 
always contain a musical element. For a marked characteristic of 
all inarticulate cries is that they generally end with a somewhat 
musical tone.

But at this point another result must be considered. We have 
noticed that the first words were long and intellectually vague, but 
that the elaborative faculties being exercised on these vague ele
ments, would bring about an enlargement of their intellectual im
port, and an increased definiteness in the idea itself. But it is evi
dent that the mind, fixing itself on the intellectual import of the 
sound, would, on the principle of undivided attention, decrease the 
flow of energy in the direction of the physical sound. This fact 
would at once produce a tendency to shorten these long sounds. 
In other words they would tend to become monosyllabic. Thus in
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cases where this shortening had taken place before the power of 
noting relations had .been properly developed, other means of repre
senting them would be sought. But as at this early stage the physi
cal element would still be comparatively strong, the musical element 
would lead to the adoption of internal change or vowel gradation as 
an additional method.

Since, however, it is a universal supposition that inflections 
arose from another source, the relative claims of the two theories 
must now be considered. The prevailing theory has been that, 
since imagination and conception in their development produces 
the tendency of dropping from the mind the accidental qualities of 
ah object of thought, and as this tendency enlarged will produce 
pure symbolic words, inflections may have had their origin by the 
addition of these to the word. That the former view, however, is 
more consistent must abpear from the following reasoning :

1. The latter view\upposes that the noting ot relations 

postponed until such intellectual propress had been made as would 
enable pure symbolization to take place. The history of symbolic 
words, however, shows them to be the product of an advanced state 
of thought.

2. The musical element in infleclon points to its primitive
ture as opposed to a sypbolic origin. ,

3. All late developments, the result pf linguistic revolutions 
marked by analytic means, and never make use of flection, which 
fact would imply that flection was a characteristic of early develop
ments alone.

4. Our view of the origin of flectiofial endings and internal 
change would be strengthened, if, it were found that people whose 

early development showed a marked progress on the objective side 
made use for the most part of Sectional bndings.

For the objective mind directing its floAif energy toward the 
external matter would at once acquire great discriminating power.

I It would be intellectual, critical, an examiner of external nature.
Such a mind would early fcquire verbal distinctions to accompany 
this discriminating power, and would thus overtake these decaying 
final sounds and retain them for sïch a purpose. But the subjective : 
mind, looking only within, is emotional, figurative and non-scientific,~ 
and thus lacking discriminating power, would be late in noting ex* 
ternal relations, and must consequently make use of internal change.
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Such a condition is found in the primitive Aryan languages 
pared with those of the Semitic group. The first people being the 
critics, the natural philosophers and the explorers of ancient times, 
also make use of flectional endings. The latter being the egoistic, 
emotional and monotheistic races of 
use this secondary mçans.

n We shall now conclude with a short note on what might seem 
an objection to the view that language arose from emotional 
development. It might be supposed that, since thé inarticulate 
cries of animals are frequently. indicative of pain, the sensuous 
element would furnish a more natural motive. But an investigation 
of the principles of emotional expression in the lower animals will 
show that these cries were also used for the purpose of attracting j 
attention, especially between the sexes, and consequently would be 
associated with the highest forms of pleasure. It may be further 
noted, that it is in this form they possess the musical element, which 
has been seen to form and element in inflection. Thus everything 

seems to. point to a natural and emotional primitive growth as the 
origin of Both language and inflection.
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A PHONETIC ALPHABET FOR DEAF MUTES. phc
vali
ofRead before the Philological Section, Afril 2jtht i8ça.

on
BY C. R. M’CULLOUGII. due

v>.
Nearly eighteen months ago the thought occifl-red to me that 

an adaptation of the phonographic characters invented by Mr. Isaac 
Pitman, of Bath, England, to the fingers, would pro^e an easy and 
interesting method in the instruction of my classes in phonetic 
shorthand. I accordingly set to work and found thé experiment suc
cessful, the members of my classes reading the words spelt on my 
fingers with ease and accurady. This led me to the consideration 
of the question, ‘ Why cannot this scheme be extended to assist the 
deaf and dumb?’ Mr. A. W. Stratton, B. A., the secretary of 
the Association, to whom I mentioned the proposed method, re
quested me to present the matter before this section, which I do in 
the hope that merits and demerits may receive consideration and 
criticism.
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In the sixteenth century Jerome Cardan, naturalist, philosopher, 
mathematician and physician, discovered the theoretical principle 
on which is based the education of the deaf-mute. “ Writing,” said 
he, “ is associated with speech, and speech with thought ; but writ
ten characters and ideas may be connected together without the 
intervention of sounds.” This being true, what need is there for 
phonetic alphabet in deaf-mute education ? To this the answer may 
be made that though the deaf cannot hear, they can appreciate consis* 
tency, economy and speed. If a phonetic scheme cannot present to 
the mind of the deaf the sensation and appreciation of sound, it 
certainly will not offer those orthographical hindrances which 
present unsystematic and difficult spelling places in the way.

The scheme advanced will, I bèlieve, enable the operator to 
communicate his thoughts with one-fourth less labor than at the 
present time. This is to be accounted for by the fact that a pho
netic system of spelling is nearly twenty-five per cent, shorter than 
the nomic or customary method.
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Dumbness, in a large number of cases, is the natural 
quence of deafness. To this class of persons, possessed as they 
of the organs of speech, which need only training and exercise, a 
phonetic system of language representation would prove of gredt 
value. The ear is tutor to the tongue ; render the ear incapable 
of performing its office and some substitute must be found to carry 

the work of instruction. The discovery of Articulation intro
duced this class to spoken language, and it appears to me that an 
analysis of spoken language, easily indicated on hand and page, 
should prove of incalculable benefit to the practitioner.

In reference to the analysis I propose, the objection may be 
raised that the analysis of thirty-six sounds employed in pho
netic shorthand is not sufficiently minute, in short, that a spelling 
based upon this classification might better be termed consistent 
than purely phonetic. The answer may be made that the refining 
process might be extended âlmost indefinitely, but for the average 

the analysis mentioned will. prove ample. A reference to 
“Pronunciation,” in my paper on “The Spelling Reform,” in a 
former part of this journal, may be made by those interested in the 
subject of practical analysis. The thirty-six sounds analysis has, at 
any rate, some fifty years of usefulness to recommend it, and has 
proved equal to the demands made upon it, as can be seen in 
the practice of phonography.

The wide and increasing diffusion of a knowledge of phonetic 
shorthand, the growing importance of the subject, and the improve
ment in primary education along phonetic lines, as seen in the intro- ^ 
duction of the “ phonic method ” into our common schools, must 
bring-to our minds the belief that a new era is in store for language 
representation, in other words, that English will in due time take on 
a phpnetic dress. If the manual herein presented shall have done 
nothing more than anticipate that event, it will perhaps have con
tributed in sonie degree to the cause of usefulness and advancement.

There are to-day hundreds of thousands of persons throughout 
the English-speaking world who are familiar with the analysis I have 
employed; ninety per cent, of these are acquainted with Pitmanic 
shorthand. These, under the plan promoted, could be brought into 
touch with the deaf and dumb with so little trouble as to be practi
cally Insignificant. Photographers could learn the handed manual 
in fifteen minutes’ time, fot the simple reason that the symbols
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employed in shorthand writing find their exact representatives in 
the characters desdribed by the fingers of the deaf and dumb.

If great progress has been made in primary education through 
' employment of the phonic method of instruction, and a large

portion of the child’s time has been saved to him, over the old 
method, why should not the same principle,, substituting the hand 
for the tongue, the eye for the ear, when employed in deaf-mute 
instruction render the acquisition of knowledge more readily acces
sible to the silent student ?

By careful training and practice the- deaf-mute is able to read 
the lips of a deliberate speaker, or even of his non-speaking broth
ers. This is, however, a slow process, and requires considerable 
care on the part of the speaker and much acuteness on the part of 
the student to obtain anything like satisfactory results. When we 
consider that slight variations in lip positions for the different 
sounds, variations which, let t* remember, become more indistinct 
as speech analysis proceeds, it will be seen that the labor of distin- " 
guishing the positions must be very gjçat. Give him, however, a 
manual in sympathy "with the lips, ànd approximately correct, and 
the labor is greatly diminished. I say approximately—throw away 
the neutrals, retain the principals.

As regards the man who has been born deaf, and who has 
never learned to use his vocal organs—he, with the man whose hear
ing has become destroyed, has no guide to assist him in the uttf$- 
ance of sound. The one learns to speak by imitation, the other ' 
automatically utters the sounds, or their approximates, heard in 
lier life. Both are liable to error and variation in articulation. Let 
the sounds uttered by the organs of the voice have their 
parts in the characters made by the fingers—let the fingers be so 
many indexes to vocal positions—and the deaf speaker will have a 
monitor that will in some degree compensate him for the loss-ef the 
hearing faculty.

Anyone familiar with the shorthand alphabet well knows the 
simplicity of the characters employed to represent the different con
sonants and vowels. These are arranged in a natural order, in 
short are Stientific, The thin sounds are indicated by thin or light 
strokes, the thick sounds by thick or heavy strokes. The conso- 
nents are arranged for the greater part in pairs, the one being the 
thick or voiced sound of the other. It is to be remembered that
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the phonetic alphabet does not commence in the ordinary way, bi^‘ 
is arranged in an orderly manner, the consonants, forming as they 
do the frame-work of the language, come first, the vowels follow.
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The names and values of the consonants are :

Explqdents : t (pee) as in/ut ; ^ (bee) as in Jut ; T (tee) 
as in tell ; D (dee) as irt detl ; Ch (chay) as in Moke ; J (jay) as in 
joke ; K. (kay) as in K\ate ; O (gay) as in ^ate.

Continuants : % (ef) as 
as in baM ; TH (thee) as in ba^Je ; S (es) as in jeal ; Z (zee) as in 
zeal ; (ish) as in fiM, official, etc. ; Zh (zhee) as in pleasure, 
ttJual, etc.

m in^àt ; ^ (vee) as in yat ; Th (ith)

sals : M (em) as in weat ; N (en) as in «eat; Ng (ing) as
in thing.

Liquids : L (el) as in Zed ; R (ar) as in red.

Coalescents : W (way) as in well; Y (yea) as in .yell. . 

Aspirate : H (hay) as in Jill.

It will be observed that the consonants are written in four posi
tions, and, except R, W, and H, sounds made by the same organ of 
the voice are written in the same direction. These directions are:
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(1) Labials : P, B;F,V. (2) Dentals : T, D ; Th, TH i S, Z. 
(3) Palatals : Ch, Jy Si, Zh ; L, Y. (4) Throat : K, ti ; and the 
Nasals : M, N, Ng.
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THE VOWELS.
As seen by the;Observer.(tee) 
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There are twelve vowels, six long or heavy, six short or light. 
The long vowels are : (1) A as in alms ; (2) A as in ale ; (3) E as in 
ee\\ (4) A as in all; (5) 0 as in ape; (6) 00 as in faad. The 
names of the preceding are : Ah, Eh, EE, Aw, Oh, OO. The first 
three are made by pressing the tip of the thumb against the top, 
middle or base of the first finger, according to the vowel required, 
the last three by pressing the third finger in like manner.

The short vowels are : (1) a as in at ; (2) e as in all; (3) 1as 
in ill ; (4) 0 as in an ; (5) a as in «p ; (6) 00 as in foot. These are 
made by employing the second and fourth fingers in the same way 
as with the long vowels. The short vowels’ names are : a, e, i, o, u, 00.

For the sake of convenience four diphthongs are introduced ; 
(1) I as in lice ; (2) OW as in ow\ ; (3) 01 as in ail ; (4) U as in d«e. 
These are known as eye, ow, oy, you.
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To the practical teacher ot the deaf and dumb, there may 
appear shortcomings in this attempt to present a scheme to assist 
deaf-mute - education. I have had no opportunity of putting into 
practice the system promoted in this paper other than that mentioned, 
in connection with stenographic classes in a business college. I shajl, 
therefore, cordially welcome advice and assistance from those engaged 
in deaf-mute instruction,■ or from any who may take a general or 
particular interest jin the “childrenof silence." In conclusion let 

me say it will afford me pleasure to render any information in my 
power to those who! may desire to give the scheme a careful test.

Note.—Since reading my paper before the Philological Section of the' 
Aeeooiation, and while Jhese proceedings are in the printers’ hands, I re
ceived, through the kindness of Mr. B. Mathison, Superintendent of the 
Ontario Institution for the Ddaf and Dumb, Belleville, Ont., to whom I 
wrote briefly outlining my scheme, a copy of a work by Mr. Edmund Lyon, 
of Boohester, N. Y„ entitled “Lyon’s Phonetic Manual,” published by the 
American Association to Promote the Teaching of Speech to the Deaf. 
Prom a hasty eaamination of what appears to be a most excellent work, I 
learn that the system is based on the analysis known as “ Visible Speech,” 
the invention of Professor Melville Bell.
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REPORT OFl THE PHYSICAL SECTION.t.

Read at the Annual Meeting of the Association.>f the' 
I re- 
I the

jyon, 
y the 
Deaf.

The Physical Section was organized in November, 1891, and 
has since met regularly on the second Saturday of each'month.

The only papers read so far have been 
December 12th.—“The Phonograph," by J. T. Crawford, B. A.

After the reîding of the paper, several tests were made. — 
Januuary gth.—“A Brief History of Electrical Discoveries," by J.,G.

Witton, B. A.
At the other meetings informal discussions have been held. 

Some difficulty has been experienced in obtaining papers, but that 
is likely to be overcome as we get together the apparatus we hope to 
have. We have also to regret the loss of our Secretary, Mr. J. G. 
Witton, who is now’living in Vancouver, B. C. ; his absence has 
somewhat interfered with the work of the Section, but we hope to 
see it continued next Fall.

GEO. BLACK,
Chairman»
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REPORT OF THE PHILOSOPHICAL SECflON.
REI-

Read before the Hamilton Association, May, 1892.

At a meeting held on the 23rd November, 1891, it was resolved 
to organize a Philosoifliical Section of the Association, and a chair
man and secretary were elected. The remainder of the evening 
taken up with a general discussion on the sources and the methods 
of psychological research. ,

Since then four meetjpgs of the Section have been held, and 
the following subjects discussed :

December 5th.—“ Psychology,” an inquiry into the dual character 
of the conscious self as subject and as object, by Sanford Evans* 

January i6th.—“ An Analysis of Experience, Part I,” by S. A. 
Morgan, B. A.

February 20th.—“An Analysis of Experience, Part II,” by Sf A. 
Morgan, B. A.

March 19th.—“ Sense-Perception,” Idealism versus Materialism, by 
S. B. Sinclair, M. A.

The determination to form a Section in thjs branch of science 
not carried into effect without some misgiving as to the probable 

result. We feel, however, that the outcome of the experiment thus 
far warrants us in predicting a useful future awaiting tfcis Section of 
our Association.
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k
ON. ;REPORT OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SECTION.

Read at the Annual Meeting of the Association.

solved 
chair- 
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The Photographic Section beg to submit the following report :
Qwlhe evening of April 18th, 1892, a meeting was held in the 

Museum to form what is now known as the Photographie Section of 
the Hamilton Association. At that meeting a Chairman and Secre
tary were appointed in the persons of Mr. S. Briggs and Mr. White. 
At a further meeting held on Tuesday evening, April 26th, 1892, 
additional officers were elected, as follows : 1st Vice-Chairman, Mr.
A. T. Neill ; 2nd Vice-Chairman, Mr. Robert Moodie ; Chairman 
Of Executive,' Mr. J, W. Grant.; the Secretary being appointed 1 
Treasurer,

The. object of the Photographic Section is for the general 
research and advancement of photography among its members by 
holding monthly meetings on the last Tuesday of every'tnonth, when 
all work done during the month will be on the table for examination 
and criticism.

To become an active member of the Section and enjoy the 
privileges of the use of the dark-room, it is necessary for the life of^ 
the Section that an annual fee of fifty cents be charged ; the Section 
has also placed lockers in the room, for which a yearly rental of 
fifty cents is charged.
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WILLIAM WHITE,
Secretary.

SAMUEL BRIGGS,
Chairman.
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400 00

INCOME.
M

Balance, 1891..............................
Proceeds, Sale of Books re Birds
Government Grant......................

.Rent of Hall..........................
Members’ Subscriptions..............

$880 06
EXPENSES. iRent and Gas............................

Printing, Stationery and Postages 
Lecture Expenses, Com., Caretaker and Sundries
Allowance to ex-Secretary, per resolution.. »........
Balance...............................................................

$158 00 
321 46
94 95 
50 00 

=55 65

$880 06

RICHARD BULL,
: TYeasurer.

Have examined vouchers and found them correct.

GEO. BLACK,
Auditor.

May 12th, 1892.
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t

Hamilton Association,

Statement of Receipts and Disbursements for 
the Year ending May 11th, 1892.
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THE HAMILTON ASSOCIATIONfor
IS SENT TO THE FOLLOWING :

I.—AMERICA
(1) CANADA.

Canadian Institute.................................
Natural History Society of Toronto..
Department of Agriculture.......... ..
Library of the University......................
Geological Survey of Canada..............
Ottawa Field Naturalists’ Club............
Ottawa Literary and Scientific Society
Royal Society of Canada......................
Department of Agriculture..................
Department Arts, Agricylture and Statistics .... “
Entomological Society...................................
Kentville Naturalists’ Club...........................
Murchison Scientific Society.........................
Natural History Society.................................
Library of McGill University......................
Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Science..
Literary and Historical Society of Quebec
L’lastitut Canadian de Quebec....................
Natural History Society of New Brunswick 
Manitoba Historical and Scientific Society 
Guelph Scientific Association .......................

Toronto.
I43 06 

15 00

DO 00 

12 00 .v. .Ottawa.

3o 06

58 00 

21 46 

H 95

>5 65

. London.

. Kentville, N. S. 

.Belleville.

. Montreal.

Halifax.
Quebec.

St. Johns. 
.Winnipeg. 
, Guelph.

(a) UNITED STATES. >

Kansas Academy of Science 
Psyche .....................................

Topeka, Kan. 
Cambridge, Mass. ''A
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1American Association for Advancement of Sci
ence.........1............................................

National Academy of Sciences.................
Museum of Comparative Zoology.............
American Dialect Society..................... ...

itpd States Department of Agriculture
Biological Society of •'Washington................
Philosophical Society of Washington.........

[Smithsonian Institution................................
United States Geological Survey..................
American Society of Microscopists........... ..
Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences...........
California Academy of Sciences..................
California State Geological Society..............
Santa Barbara Society of Natural History.
University of California, .a................. ..
Academy ot Natural Sciences......................
Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences..
Acaderpy of Sciences.....................................
Missouri ^otanical Gardens..........................
American Chemical Society......................
American Astronomical Society..................
American Geographical Society..................
New York Academy of Sciences..................
Torrey Botanical Club...................................
Central Park Menagerie................................
Cornell Natural History Society..................
Johns Hopkins University.....................
Kansas City Scientist............................

.........Salem, Mass.

.'... .Cambridge, Mass.
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